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1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem to be considered is that of constructing a predic­
tion interval for the unobservable realization of a random variable 
w, based on observing the value of a random vector y that follows a 
general mixed linear model. The problem is to be considered in 
general and in two relatively tractable special cases. 
The point estimation of the realization of w has been studied 
extensively, and a general approach has been developed that has been 
found to be satisfactory in many applications. [See, for example, 
Goldberger (1962), Henderson (1963) and Harville (1985).] In contrast, 
the literature on confidence intervals for the realization of w is 
considerably less extensive and satisfactory interval procedures are 
available only in relatively simple special cases. 
1.1. Basic Notation 
Various basic notation that is to be used throughout is as 
follows ; 
Symbol ( s ) Use 
a,a* arbitrary elements in (0,1) 
Y* arbitrary element in [0,1] 
1 n x 1 vector of I's 
-n 
in 
J 
-n 
n X n identity matrix 
n X n matrix of I's 
normal distribution with mean u and variance a' 2 
2 
Symbol (s ) Use 
$(') cumulative distribution function of the N(0,1) 
distribution 
2 X (n) chi-Square distribution with n degrees of freedom 
t(n} t-distribution with n degrees of freedom 
P(m,n) P-distribution with numerator degrees of freedom 
equal to m and denominator degrees of freedom 
equal to n 
upper 100(1-%)% percentile of the N(0,1) distri­
bution 
t^(n} upper 100(l-a)% percentile of the t(n) distribu­
tion 
F^(m,n) upper 100(l-a)% percentile of the F{m,n) distri­
bution 
2 2 
X^(n) upper 100(1-%)% percentile of the % (n) distribu­
tion 
For emphasis, we sometimes subscript probabilities and expectations 
by the parameters of the relevant distribution. For example, (•) 
and Eg(") represent a probability and expectation defined with respect 
to a distribution that depends on a parameter 9. The symbol will 
stand for "is distributed as" and the abbreviations "c.d.f." and 
"p.d.f." will stand for "cumulative distribution function" and "prob­
ability density function," respectively. For functions f(n) and g(n) 
of n, we describe f(n) as "0[g(n)]" if f(n}/g(n) is bounded for all n. 
3 
We describe f(n) as "o[g(n)]" if f(n)/g(n) tends to zero as n -• oo . 
The gamma function will be denoted by ?('), that is, 
oo 
r(x) = / t* e ^dt, X > 0, and the beta function will be denoted by 
o 
that is, B{a,b) = TCajF(b)/[r(a+b)]. 
1.2. A Simple Confidence Interval 
Consider the problem of constructing a confidence interval for 
the mean ^ of a normal distribution, based on a random sample 
^ 2  ' • • • *  
2 
In the case where the variance a • of the distribution is known, 
a 100{l-a)% confidence interval is 
X ± JL , (1.2.1) 
where X = (X^+...+X^)/n is the sample average. 
In the case where the nuisance parameter is unknown, the 
interval (1.2.1) cannot be used. However, a 100(1-%)% confidence 
2 ^  - 2  interval can still be obtained. Letting s = 2 (X.-X) /(n-1), a 
i=l ^ 
100(1-%)% confidence interval is 
In more complicated settings like those to be considered in 
Sections 1.3-1.5, the presence of nuisance parameters presents more 
difficulties in constructing confidence intervals. 
4 
1.3. The Behrens-Fisher Problem 
A classical problem in statistics is the construction of a 
confidence interval for the unknown difference of the means of two 
normal distributions. 
Suppose that observable random variables that 
^ 2 
are independently and identically distributed as N(u^,(7^) and that 
^21'''''^2n observable random variables that are independently 
^ 2 
and identically distributed as N(a2,&2)' Suppose also that the 
observations %u/'"''^ln distributed independently of the observa-
^  2 , 2  
tiens ^21'*"'^2n * parameters and are assumed to 
2 2 2 2 
be unknown < oo, 0 < < °o). Define 5 = Gj^/O'2, 
-1 ^ ^ ^11'•••'^In ) -2 ^^21'•"•'^2n ^ X = (X{,X^)'. Take 
n. n. 
1  2 ^ - 2  
X. = ( S X..)/n. and s. = S (X..-X. ) /(n.-l), i = 1,2. Let 
!• ID 1 1 j=i 1 
S^(ô) = [(n^-l)s^ + (n2-l)ôS2]/(n^+n2-2). 
If Ô were known, a 100(1-%)% confidence interval for u.^-Li2 would 
be 
(X^ -X_ ) ± t (n^+n_-2 ) [s^ (Ô) (;^+^ • (1.3.1) 
!• z- (x/z 1 z n^ n^o 
When 5 is unknown, the problem of constructing a 100(1-%)% con­
fidence interval for is known as the Behrens-Fisher problem. 
No entirely satisfactory exact solution to this problem is available. 
5 
1.4, The Balanced One-Way Random Model 
Suppose that J observations are available from each of I groups. 
In the Balanced One-Way Random Model, the observation froa the 
i^ group is modelled as 
Yij = M- + ai + e^j (i = 1,...,I; j = 1,...,J) 
where p, is an unknown parameter and where the group effects a^,...,a^ 
and the residual effects unobservable uncorrelated 
2 
randan variables having zero means and unknown variances cj >0 and 
2 2 2 
Og > 0, respectively. The parameters and are called variance 
components, we shall assume that the joint distribution of the group 
and residual effects is of the multivariate normal form. 
Define p = y = Y(p) = = (p~^-l)/J, M{p) = 
[i-p(i-l)]/(iJ), y_ = (Z2y..)/(iJ), y. = (Zy. .)/J (i =l,...,i), 
ij j 
SSE = SSCy^ -y^^)^, = SSE/[I(J-1)], SSA = and 
ij ^ ® i 
= SSA/(I-1), 
In analyzing data based on the Balanced One-Way Random Model, one 
objective may be to predict (or estimate) the realization of the un­
observable random variable p, + a^ (i.e., the mean of the i^^ group). 
This problem can be formulated as a special case of a general predic­
tion problem to be discussed in Chapter 3. We seek an approximate 
100(l-a)% prediction interval for ji + a^. (The phrase "prediction interval 
for |i + a^" will sometimes, for the sake of brevity, be used in place 
of the seemingly more correct phrase "prediction interval for the 
6 
realization of ji + a^,") That is, we seek an interval, whose endpoints 
are functions of y, say [P^(y)^» such that the probability of 
coverage P ^ gC^lty) < ll+a^^ < is approximately 1-a for all p, 
2 2 
and cr^. (Note that the probability of coverage of the interval is 
defined with respect to the joint distribution of y and a^. ) For con­
venience (and without loss of generality), we restrict attention to 
inference for the realization of p, + a^. 
If p were known, an exact 100( 1-a)% prediction interval for ^  + a^ 
would be 
yi.-p(yi.-y..) ± (1.4.1) 
When the nuisance parameter p is not known, it is unclear how to 
construct an entirely satisfactory exact 100(1-a)% prediction interval 
for jj, + a^. 
1.5. The General Mixed Linear Model 
The problems introduced in Sections 1.3 and 1.4 can be viewed as 
special cases of a general prediction problem, which we now describe. 
Let X be a known n x k matrix of rank k, ^  a known k x 1 vector and 
3 a k x 1 vector of unknown parameters. Suppose that y is an n x 1 
observable random vector and w an unobservable random variable such 
that S(^) = Xg, E(w) = \'g, Var(y) = V^, Var(w) = and Cov(^,w) = V^. 
The elements of V , V and V are assumed to be known differenti-
ww' yw yy 
able functions of a q x 1 vector 0 € O of unknown parameters. 
7 
This dependence on 0 will at times be made explicit by writing 
Vyy(e), V^(e) and V^(8) for V^, and respectively. 
Assume that is nonsingular for all 6 € Q and that the joint dis­
tribution of w and y is of the multivariate normal form. Denote the 
variance-covariance matrix of (y',w)' by V =V{0). This model for w 
and y is to be called the General Mixed Linear Model. 
The problem to be considered is that of constructing an interval 
whose endpoints are functions of y, say ,P2(y ) ^ > such that 
P_ .[Pi(y) < w < P (y)] - 1-a, for all g and 0. We shall call such 
p, 9 ± — z — — — 
an interval an approximate 100(l-a)% prediction interval for the 
realization of w (or, for brevity, "an approximate 100(1-a)% prediction 
interval for w"). If V (0) = 0 for all 0, then the interval is, in 
WW — — 
effect an approximate 100(l-a)% confidence interval for \'g. 
If 0 were known, then, as discussed in Chapter 5, existing 
techniques could be used to obtain an exact 100(1-a)% prediction 
interval for w. 
If 0 is not known, it is unclear (except in relatively simple cases) 
how to obtain an exact 100(1-%)% prediction interval for w. 
1.5. Overview 
We seek satisfactory procedures for constructing approximate 
100(l-a)% prediction intervals in the General Mixed Linear Model. 
In Chapter 2, sane approaches to the Behrens-Fisher problem are 
presented. This relatively tractable situation can be used to compare 
approaches that may be extended to the General Mixed Linear Model. 
8 
In Chapter 3, we discuss point prediction under the General 
Mixed Linear Model and derive some results that will be used in sub­
sequent chapters. 
Chapter 4 covers various prediction intervals applicable to the 
Balanced One-Way Random Model. As with the Behrens-Fisher problem, 
this relatively simple setting can be used to compare various 
approaches that are extendible to the General Mixed Linear Model. 
Finally, Chapter 5 discusses the extension of some of the ap­
proaches taken in the Behrens-Fisher problem and in the Balanced One­
way Random Model to the General Mixed Linear Model. 
9 
2. THE BEHRENS-FISHER PROBLEM 
There is no entirely satisfactory exact solution to the Behrens-
Fisher problem, though some impractical exact solutions have been 
proposed [for example, Bartlett (1939) and Scheffe (1943, 1944, 1970)]. 
If the sample sizes n^ and are sufficiently large that ô can 
be estimated very precisely, a satisfactory approximate 100(l-a)% 
confidence interval can be obtained from (1.3.1) by replacing ô by 
an estimate. The objective in this chapter is to consider approaches 
to the Behrens-Fisher problem that may be satisfactory even for small 
values of and n^. Of particular interest is the assessment of 
approaches that can be generalized to the General Mixed Linear Model. 
Section 2.1 reviews the development of interval (1.3.1). In 
Section 2.2, we review the literature on approximate solutions to 
the Behrens-Fisher problem and introduce some new approximate solu­
tions. In Section 2.3, some analytic results on these approximate 
solutions are given, and some possible modifications are discussed. 
Section 2.4 contains some numerical results for the approximate 
solutions. For the convenience of the reader, an index for the nota­
tion used in the Behrens-Fisher problem is given in Section 2.5. 
2.1. Solution when the Variance Ratio is Known 
It is well-known that the component's of the vector T = (X^ , , 
s^, s^) are mutually independent and that X^ ~ N(u^,c7^/n^), 
_  2  2 2 2  2 2 2  
^2. ~ (n^-l)s^/a^ ~ and ~ % (n^-l). 
10 
It follows that 
is distributed as N(0,1) and that 
(n^+n_-2)s^(ô) 
K = 2 (2.1.2) 
^1 
2 is distributed as % {'n.^+n^-2). Thus, 
[K/(n +n -2)]^/^ s(ô)(;r + rT) 
12 n^ n^o 
is distributed as t(n^+n2-2). If û were known, T could serve as a 
pivotal quantity for obtaining a confidence interval for a^-U2» In 
fact, this approach gives interval (1.3.1) as a confidence interval. 
2.2. Confidence Intervals when the Variance Ratio is Unknown 
When 0 is unknown, interval (1.3.1) cannot be used. In this 
section, we present sane confidence intervals that are applicable when 
Ô is unknown. It is shown in Section 2.3 that the coverage prob­
ability of each of these confidence intervals does not depend on 
2 2 
and depends on and only through their ratio Ô. 
11 
2.2.1. Naive confidence intervals 
By a naive confidence interval for we mean a confidence 
interval obtained from formula (1.3.1) by replacing ô with an esti­
mator of 6. 
Let 6^ represent the "estimator of 5" that is identically equal 
A 
to 1. Substituting 6^ in formula (1.3.1), we obtain the interval 
Cl: (X^, -X^. ) i 
2 2 2 
where s^ = [(n^-l)s^ + (ng-ljSgj/fn^+ng"^). Setting 6 = 1 is equivalent 
2 2 2 
to acting as though ~ ^ 2' quantity s^ is sometimes called the 
pooled estimator (of the common variance). If it were known that 
2 2 
= G2, Interval Cl would have coverage probability exactly equal 
to 1-a, for all 5. 
As shown in Section 2.3, the coverage probability of Interval Cl 
does not depend on and jj.^. Thus, in determining the coverage prob­
ability of this interval, we can act as though It follows 
that the coverage probability of Interval Cl is one minus the size 
of the test of the null hypothesis that rejects when 
> [Sp(n^^ + . Welch (1938) obtained, 
as a function of o, an approximation to the size of this test. His 
results suggest that, when n^ = n^, the coverage probability of 
Interval Cl is reasonably close to 1-a for all ô. However, when 
n^ ^ n^, the coverage probability tends to be too large (> 1-a) for 
12 
ô < 1 and too small (< 1-a) for 5 > 1. In fact, if n^ and are 
"far apart," the coverage probability may differ considerably from 
1-a. 
Consider now the estimator 6^ = [ngfn^-ljs^j/Cn^fng-ljSg], 
which, as can be easily verified, is the maximum likelihood (ML) 
A 
estimator of Ô. Substituting 6^ in formula (1.3.1), we obtain the 
interval 
C2; 
*l+*2 
»l+*2-2 
(n^-l)s^ (n2-l)S2 
L 1 
n 2 J 
vl/2 
Patterson and Thompson (1971, 1974) proposed a variation on 
maximum likelihood estimation, known as restricted maximum likelihood 
(REML) estimation. It can be shown the REML estimators of cr^ and 
2 2 2 
^2 are s^ and s^, respectively. Observe that the REML estimators 
2 2 
of and G2 are unbiased. It follows from the invariance property 
• A 2 2 
of maximum likelihood estimators, that the REML estimator 
A 
of 0. Substituting 6^ in formula (1.3.1), we obtain the interval 
C3: (^1.-^2.) - "a/2("1-^2-^) 
Welch (1938) considered Interval C3 and suggested that this 
interval is preferable to Interval Cl if n^ n^. If n^ ~ ^ 2' 
Interval Cl is identical to interval C3. Let = n^fn^-lj/En^fng-l)], 
13 
Hsu (1938) showed that the coverage probability of Interval C3 is 
an increasing function of Ô over the interval 0 < ô < 6^, achieves 
its maximum value at 5 = 6^, and is a decreasing function of ô over 
the interval < à < °° . In Section 2.4, we consider the limiting 
value of the coverage probability as ô -• 0 and d -* . 
A 2 2 
Another estimator of 6 is 0^ = (n2-3)s^/[(n2-l)S2]. It is easy 
A A 
to verify that is an unbiased estimator of 6. Substituting 6^ 
into formula (1.3.1), we obtain the interval 
C4: 
.V"2-^ 
^1 ^ ("2-l)=2 ^  
(n2-3)s^ l/J 
1/2 
2.2.2. Confidence intervals due to Welch 
In this section, we consider four confidence intervals proposed, 
on the basis of various theoretical considerations, by Welch (1938, 
1947). 
Welch (1938) approximated the distribution of 
V = 
2\ 1/2 
(2.2.1) 
n. n. 
V 7 
by the t(f) distribution where 
14 
f = = ( 2 . 2 . 2 )  
in^(n^-l) n^Cn^-l) 
2 2 2 2 
Replacing cr^ and by and s^, respectively, gives the following 
estimator of f; 
A 
f. 
ni n. 
^n2(ni-l) n^Cn^-l) 
(2.2.3) 
It will sometimes be convenient to express f^ as a function of X. In 
A 
such cases, we write f^(X) for f^. It is easy to show that 
A 2 2 
min(n^-l,n2-l) < f^ < n^4Ti^-2, for all s^ and s^. By acting as though 
A 
V is a pivotal quantity with distribution t(f^), we obtain 
C5; - - + ^  ( h  ^ 2  
1/2 
as an approximate 100(1-%)% confidence interval for Scheffe 
(1970), .citing numerical results by Wang (1971), referred to this 
interval as "a satisfactory practical solution of the Behrens-Fisher 
problem." 
15 
an alternative estimator of f, proposed by Welch (1947), is 
n (n +1) n (n +1) 
^ ^ ^ ——r-^ . (2.2.4) 
^2 
2 2 
ni(ni+l) n^(n^+l)^ 
A 
It will sometimes be convenient to express as a function of X. In 
A 
such cases, we write fgfX) for f^. By acting as though V is a pivotal 
A 
quantity with distribution t(f2) we obtain 
C6: + _ 
While it is Interval C5 that was proposed by Welch, it is Interval C5 
that has come to be known as "Welch's approximate-t interval." 
Welch (1947) hypothesized the existence of a function 
(s^,S2,') 5 h*(X,.) that satisfies P[ (X^_ -X^_ )-(11^^-112) < h (s^,s^,a/2) ] h 
2 2 
1 - a/2, for all and (and all and proposed a series 
expansion for this function. (Refer to Trickett and Welch (1954) for 
a detailed derivation of this expansion.) If such a function 
h(s^,s^,Cc/2) existed, the randcm variable [(X^ 
would be distributed symmetrically about zero, as can be verified by, 
for example, applying Corollary 1.3.26 of Randies and Wolfe (1979). 
- - 2 2 
This would imply that P[(X^^-X2. )-(|ij_-a2) < -h(s^,S2,a/2)] = a/2. 
16 
2 2 
for all and (and all |i^ and and hence, that 
(X^^-X^. ) ± h(s^,S2,a/2) (2.2.5) 
would be a 100(1-%)% confidence interval for 
A widely discussed [e.g., Buehler (1959), Wallace (1959), 
Cornfield (1969), Robinson (1976)] and somewhat controversial 
criticism of Welch's proposed solution was put forth by Fisher (1956). 
He showed that conditional on the event {s^ = s^}, the coverage prob­
ability of Welch's interval (2.2.5) would be smaller than 1-a. Welch 
(1956) replied that this point is irrelevant, maintaining that only 
the unconditional probability of coverage should be considered. 
A complete answer to the question of whether or not the function 
2 2 
h(s^,S2,a/2) exists is not available. It follows from the results 
of Kagan and Salaevskii (1964) that such a function exists when one 
of the sample sizes n^ and is odd and the other is even. For n^ 
and n^ that are both even or both odd, it is not known whether 
2 2 
h{s^,s^,CL/2) exists. 
Cox and Hinkley (1974) have suggested that, whether or not 
2 2 
h(s^,s2,") exists, approximations to the interval (2.2.5) obtained by 
2 2 
replacing h(s^,S2,a/2) by the first few terms in Welch's expansion 
may provide a satisfactory confidence interval. Work by West (1967), 
Mehta and Srinivasan (1970), Wang (1971) and Pfanzagl (1974) seems 
to support Cox and Hinkley's statement. 
17 
2 2 
We consider three approximations to h(s^,s^,oi/2) obtained by 
truncating its series expansion. These were proposed by Welch (1947) 
and by Aspin (1948, 1949). For positive integer-valued r and u, 
define 
sf sf 
n^{n -1)^ n^(n -1)^ 
\u = ^ru("l'"2) = r2 2^^ • (2-2.6) 
"l "2 
It will sometimes be convenient to express as a function of X, 
in which case we write V*^(X) for v^. The three approximations are; 
fs^ s2 
^'l(Si,S2,%/2) = ^a/2t "^n^J •*" 4(^'^a/2^V"2(^"^a/2^^22 
+ 3(3+52^^2"^^/2^^32 ~ 32(^^'^^2Z(j/2'^^^a/2^^21^ ' 
fs' s2 
(2.2.7) 
1/2 
h2(s2,s2,oc/2) =\(Si,S2,a/2)+z^2l;^[ + ;gl '[(^'^&2)^23 
- 2(3+5z^^2+=2ct/2^^33 ^ 8^^^"^^22^/2•^^a/2^^22^21 
+ ^(75+1732^2-^32^2+5^^2)^43 
18 
-i(105«98z^2^140z^2-H5zJ^2'^32''21 
+ 3i4(945+3169z^2^1811z /^2-^243z^2"'Li' 
and 
. 2  ^ 2  
1.3(32,52,^/2) = h^(s2,s2,g/2, + 
* 3 '^ *^ 'c(/2%/2'^ 34 " 'i'-'^ *^ \^/2*^ ''aJ2^  
'^23^21 ^ I 
- f'"+"^V2-^3V2^=V2'^44 
f i(105+298z2^2rt40z^^3-M5z^^2"î ^ 22^32+^21^33' 
t i(15+33z2^2+llz^^j+z^^2)V^^ 
t|(735+2170z2^2+1126zJ^2+168zJ^2"V2'^54 
- À< V2^^«"V2«"V2 '\2^L 
-i(945+3354z^2-^2166z^2+425z°^2+25z®^2)v22 
19 
i(4725-H6586z^,+10514z^2+1974z^2+105z^^) 
• V43 
ti(10395+42429zJ/2«1938z^j+7335z^^3+495z^2) 
^32^21 
^ -(135135+526144z^,_+542026z^ ..+145320z^ 
6144' a/2 a/2 a/2 
+11583z®^2)^21^' (2.2.9) 
2 2 
It will sometimes be convenient to express h^(s^,s^,oi/2), 
2 2 2 2 
h^(s^,s^,a/2) and h^(s^,s^,a/2) as functions of X, in which case we 
will write h*(X,a/2), h*(X,a/2) and h*(X,a/2) for h^(s^,S2,a/2), 
2 2 2 2 
h2(Si,S2,a/2) and h^(s^,s^,a/2), respectively. The approximations 
-2 -3 (2.2.7), (2.2.8) and (2.2.9) ignore terms of order 0(n^ ), 0(n^ ) 
-4 2 2 
and 0(n^ ), respectively. Upon replacing h(s^,S2,a/2) in formula 
(2.2.5) with the approximations (2.2.7), (2.2.8) and (2.2,9), we 
obtain the approximate intervals 
C7: (X^ -X^ ) ±h^(s^,s^,a/2) 
C8: (X^ -X^J +h2(s^,Sg,a/2) 
C9: (^l."^2.^ ih^(s^,s^,a/2), 
20 
respectively. 
Fenstad (1983) considered another approximate confidence interval 
proposed by Welch (1938). Welch pointed out that the quantity 
(^1. ~^2» ^ "(P'l"^2  ^
ni(ni-3) n2(n2-3) 
1/2 (2.2.10) 
has the same variance, namely unity, both when 6=0 and when 6 = =o . 
This suggests that its distribution, which is free of and may 
b e  r e l a t i v e l y  i n s e n s i t i v e  t o  6 .  W e l c h  i n d i c a t e d  t h a t ,  w h e n  6 = 1 ,  
the quantity (2.2.10) has a distribution close to that of ct, where 
t ~ t(v) and where the scaling constant c and degrees of freedom v 
are given by 
c = 
(n^+n^) 1/2 
n2(ni-l) n^(n2-l) 
L "1-3 " n2-3 
1/2 ' 
and 
ni-1 n2-l 
V = 
^n^(n^-3) n2(n2-3)j 
ni-1 n2-l 
n^(n^-3)^ n2(n2-3)^ 
21 
If, in fact, the distribution of the quantity (2.2.10) is insensitive 
to changes in 6, it could be approximated by the distribution of ct 
for all values of 6. Thus, another candidate for an approximate 
100( 1-a)% confidence interval for is 
CIO: 
(n^-l)s^ (n^-l)s^ 
n^(ni-3) 
1/2 
2.2.3. Conservative confidence intervals 
The confidence intervals presented in this section are all con­
servative, that is, each interval has a coverage probability which is 
2 2 
greater than or equal to 1-a for all a^, and with strict 
inequality holding for at least sane parameter values. 
It is easy to show that the distribution of the random variable 
V, defined by equation (2.2.1), is symmetric about zero and depends on 
the unknown parameters only through 6. However, a closed-form 
expression for this distribution is available only in special cases. 
In the case where n^ and n^ are both odd, Ray and Pirman (1951) 
expressed the distribution of V as a finite weighted sum of t-distribu­
tions . Welch (1956) gave an asymptotic formula for the percentiles of 
V. 
Denote the c.d.f. of V by F^(*;0). As discussed in Section 2.3.1, 
F^(v;ô) is an increasing function of 5 over the interval 0 < 5 < ô^. 
achieves its maximum at 6 = 6^, and is a decreasing function of Ô over 
22 
the interval 6^ < 6 < °o . Mickey and Brown (1965) showed that, for 
any fixed Ô, F^(*;ô) is bounded above by the c.d.f, of a t random 
variable with degrees of freedom and is bounded below by the 
c.d.f. of a t random variable with min(n^-l,n^-l) degrees of freedom. 
Mickey and Brown (1956) showed that a conservative 100(l-a)% 
confidence interval for is 
Cll: (X l."^2.^ " t^y^[min(n^-l,n^-l)] 
^1 ^2 
4] 
1/2 
and additionally that the coverage probability of the Interval Cll 
is less than or equal to the probability that a t random variable, 
with n^+n^-2 degrees of freedom, does not exceed t^y^ [i^in (n-^-1, n^-1 ) ], 
We now describe another conservative confidence interval for 
^l"^2' whose construction requires a confidence interval for 6. 
It is easy to verify that a 100(1-^*)% confidence interval for 
Ô is 
^2\*/2^"I~^'^2~^^ 
(2.2.11) 
2 2 
Denote this interval by I  = I(s^,s^,Y*)  = I * (X,Y*) and its lower and 
2 2 2 2 
upper endpoints by L = L(s^,s^,Y*)  = L*(X,Y*) and U = U{S^,S2,Y*) = 
U*(X,Y*), respectively. 
23 
Let D(s^,s^,5) = D*(X,ô) = s^(ô)[l/n^ + The endpoints 
of the interval (1.3.1), which would be a 100(l-a)% confidence 
interval for II2-M.2 5 were known, are 
= (X^.-X^.) - t^^2(n^+n^-2)D^/^(s^,s^,6) (2.2.12) 
and, 
Y2(X,ô,a) = (X^.-X^.) + t^y2(n^+n2-2)D^/^(s^,s^,6). (2.2.13) 
We have that 
P[o € I(S^,S2,Y*)] = 1-Y*, (2.2.14) 
and 
P[Yi(X,ô,a*) < ^ ^-^2 < = 1^*. (2.2.15) 
Applying the Bonferroni inequality (Morrison, 1976, p. 33), we 
find that 
P[û € KS^jS^jY*), < u.j_-U2 < 
> 1 - (a*-Ky*), (2.2.15) 
2 2 
for all ji^, {i^, and a^. Since the set 
[X; Ô e I*(X,Y*), Yi(X,6,a*) < U]^-H2 < Y2(5'S,a*)} (2.2.17) 
24 
is a subset of the set 
{X; m±n Y^(X,ô,a*) < ^ (2.2.18) 
ô€I S€l 
we conclude that 
P[min Yn (X,Ô,a*) < |i,-a. < max y, (X, û,a*) ] > 1 - (2.2.19) 
Ô€I 6€I ^ " 
Consequently, if we choose a* and y* so that a*+y* = a, the interval 
[min Yt(X,ô,a*), max y,(X,6,a*)I (2.2.20) 
ô€l û€l 
is a conservative 100(l-a)% confidence interval for 
We now obtain explicit formulas for the endpoints of the interval 
2 2 (2.2.20). Clearly, the value of 5 that maximizes ^(s^js^jô) also 
maximizes y^(X,5,a*) and minimizes y^(X,ô,a*). As a function of Ô, 
2 2 
the quantity D(s^,s^,6) has a strictly positive second derivative 
and a first derivative that vanishes uniquely at the value 
0^ = [n^^(n^-1 )s[n^(n^-1 )s^, as is easily verified. It follows 
2 2 
that D(s^,S2,ô) assumes its minimum value uniquely at 6 = 0^ and 
that it is a decreasing function of 6 over the interval 0 < 6 < 5^ 
and an increasing function of 6 over the interval 6^ < ô < =o . Thus, 
1  / ?  ?  ?  T / ? ? 2  1 / 2  2 2  
max[D (s s ,0)] = max[D (s s ,L),D (s s ,U)], so that 
Ô€I 
interval (2.2.20) can be rewritten as 
1/2 2 2 JL/2 2 2 
C12: (X^^-X^_) ± t^*y2(n^+n^-2)max[D (s^,s^,I.),D (S^,S2,0)]. 
25 
In practice, it is not always necessary to calculate both 
1/2 2 2 1/2 2 2 
D (s^js^,!) and D (s^,s^,U) in order to calculate Interval Cl2. 
1/2 2 2 
If U < 6^, the maximum of the two values will be D (s^,s^,l,), and, 
1/2 2 2 
if 6^ < L, the maximum will be D (s^,s^,U). It is necessary to 
1/2 2 2 1/2 2 2 
calculate both D (S^,S2,L) and D (s^js^,!)) only when 
L < Ô < u. 
— c — 
We now consider a variation on the approach that produced Interval 
C12. Consider again the random variable V defined by equation (2.2.1). 
Let denote the upper 100{l-a*/2)% percentile of V. (This 
point depends on 6 since the distribution of V depends on 6.) Because 
the distribution of V is symmetric, ^^^ ~ ~ ^ a*/2^^^' 
follows that P[- ^^^ < V < ~ 1-a*. Once again applying 
the Bonferroni inequality, we find that 
PES € I(s^,s^,Y*), - k^*/2(S) < V < k^*/2(S)] > 1 - (a*+y*), 
(2.2.21) 
2 2 
for all jj.^, and a^, and hence, that 
P[- max k (6) < V < max k y^(6)] > 1 - (a*+7*). (2.2.22) 
Ô€I 5€I 
Consequently, if a* and y* are chosen so that a*+Y* = a, then 
(X^. "^2" ^ ~ ~ ~ 1 (2.2.23) 
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is a conservative 100(l-a)% confidence interval for 
We now obtain an "explicit" expression for max k ^ ._(ô). Since, 
ô€l ^ ' 
for V > 0, F^(v;ô) is an increasing function of 5 on [0,5^] and is a 
decreasing function on the interval [ô^,oo), ^^^ a decreasing 
function of 6 on the interval [0,6^] and is an increasing function on 
the interval Thus, max ^^^ = max[k^^y2(L),k^*y^(U)], 
and consequently interval (2,2.23) can be rewritten as 
f4 
Ci3: ± •»a=<(V/2"-'-V/2""'k7 ^ 
Note that, if U < 6^, then max[k^^^^(L) 
and, if < L, then max ^ ^ ^ V/2^"^' 
To use Interval C13, we must evaluate ^^*/2 ^ ^  ^ 6 = L and/or 
Ô = U. There are several ways in which an approximate value of 
k^^/^(ô) can be obtained for a specified value of Ô. First, as the 
distribution of V depends only on 6, we could use simulation to 
generate a large number of values from the distribution, of V and 
then approximate frcm the resulting empirical c.d.f. We 
refer to this method of approximation as the simulation method. In 
generating values from the distribution of V, we can assume, without 
2 2 loss of generality, that = 112 = 0, = 6 and 02 = 1. Thus, we 
can proceed by generating a value r) from a N(0, — + —) distribution 
^1 ^2 2 2 2 2 
and independent values and % from the % (n^-1) and % 
distributions, respectively. The value of V is then taken to be 
27 
^ &Xi 
nidii"!) 
J] 
2 
X2 
n2{n2-l) 
1/2 * 
(2.2.24) 
An alternative approach to calculating ^ ^ ^ specified 
value of Ô makes use of Welch's (1956) series. Truncating this series 
after four terms, we obtain the approximation 
V/2 4 V/2^^ V/2^ 
2  p  ( Ô )  
2  p  ( 6 )  
i ! i ^  
^6^V/2^^ ^ \ * /2  \ * /2^  
2  p . ( ô )  
S : 
i=l (n^-1)' 
(2.2.25) 
where p^(ô) = n^5/(n^6+n^) and P2(ô) = n^/(n^5+n^). Ray and Pitman 
(1961) found (in the case where n^ and n^ are both odd) that this 
approximation is very accurate. 
Another possible approximation of ^ ^^ given by 
[refer to the discussion of Section 2.2.2]. We shall refer to this 
approximation as the "t-percentile approximation of k^^^^(ô)." 
Note also that, when ô = 6^, the random variable T defined by 
28 
equation (2.1.3) is identical to the random variable V. It follows 
that ~ ^ a*/2^^l'^2~^^ • for values of 6 close to à^, 
we could regard as an approximation of " 
We now show that Interval Cll is a special case of Interval Cl3, 
corresponding to a particular choice of a* and y*. 
It is straightforward to verify that as 6 tends to zero, V 
converges in distribution to a randcxn variable whose distribution 
is t(n^-l) and that as 6 tends to oo, v converges in distribution to a 
random variable whose distribution is t(n^-l). Thus, 
l i m i t =  t  ^ y g C n ^ - l ) ,  ( 2 . 2 . 2 6 )  
ô~^ 
and 
limit[k^*y2(^)^ = V/2^"r^^* (2.2.27) 
Ô-*00 
For y* = 0 (a* = a), confidence interval (2.2.11) for ô becomes [0,3=], 
That is, L = 0 and U = oo. Consequently, 
= t^y^[min(n^-l,n^-l)], (2.2.28) 
the last equality following from results of Ghosh (1973). Thus, 
29 
Interval Cil is the special case of Interval C13, corresponding to 
y* = 0 (a* = a). 
2.2.4. Bootstrap confidence interval 
In this section, we derive an approximate confidence interval 
for and then relate this interval to Efron's (1982) parametric 
bootstrap approach. 
If 6 were known, the interval 
(X^^-X^.) ± : + — 1 (2.2.29) 
would be an exact 100(l-a)% confidence interval for a^-u,2. A naive 
interval, different from any discussed in Section 2.2.1, is obtained 
by replacing 5 in (2.2.29) with an estimator. In particular, if we 
A 
replace ô with 6^ (the maximum likelihood estimator), we obtain the 
following naive interval 
C14: (Xi.-Xg.) -
A 
Here, k^^^(6^) could be approximated by any of the methods discussed 
in Section 2.2.3. 
If the function k^y^(5), or equivalently, the distribution of V, 
is relatively insensitive to the value of ô, we could expect the 
30 
Interval C14 to have coverage probability close to 1-a. Interval C14 
can be derived by applying Efron's (1982) parametric bootstrap 
approach to the quantity V. We sometimes refer to Interval C14 
as the bootstrap confidence interval. 
It can be shown that an upper 100(l-a)% confidence limit for o 
is given by 6^ = s^F^(n^-l,n^-l)/s^. if we replace o in interval 
An 
(2.2.29) with ô , we obtain the interval 
We sometimes call Interval CIS the modified bootstrap confidence 
interval (for " 
2.2.5. Bayesian credibility intervals 
In this section, we present Bayesian credibility intervals for 
y.l-|i2 snd then treat them as approximate solutions to the Behrens-
Fisher problem. 
A Bayes 100(1-%)% credibility interval for is generally 
not a 100(1-a)% confidence interval for U2~U2- That is, in repeated 
sampling frcm the distribution of X we cannot expect the long term 
frequency with which a 100(1-a)% credibility interval covers 
to equal 1-a. However, for some prior distributions, the long term 
frequency of coverage of the credibility interval may approximate 
1-a. Welch and Peers (1963), Welch (1954), and Peers (1964) found 
CIS: 
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that, in certain standard problems, there are many prior distribu­
tions that give one-sided 100(l-a)% credibility intervals whose 
frequency of coverage (for "large" samples) is approximately equal 
to 1-a. More specifically, they showed that, as the sample size 
becomes arbitrarily large, the frequency of coverage converges to 
1-a and that the convergence is most rapid when the prior distribution 
is taken to be that of Jeffreys (1945). [However, Hartigan (1965) 
showed that, if the credibility interval is the one having equal 
tail areas, convergence with the Jeffreys prior is no faster than 
with the others.] 
Box and Tiao (1973) argued that it is best to choose a prior 
distribution in which location parameters are distributed independently, 
of scale parameters. Following Jeffreys, they proposed taking the 
joint noninfomative prior to be proportional to the square root of 
the determinant of Fisher's information matrix for the scale parameters. 
As applied to the Behrens-Fisher problem, this noninformative prior 
distribution (subsequently referred to as Jeffreys' noninformative 
prior distribution) is that whose "density function" is 
Pj_ Using this prior distribution, we now 
derive the posterior distribution of following closely the 
development in Box and Tiao (197 3). 
- - 2 2 
It is well-known that the vector T = (X^^ ,s^,s^) is a suf-
2 2 
ficient statistic for the likelihood function of 
2 2 
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(2.2.30) 
2 2 
where f^(. ; |a^,|i2>cr^>0'2 ^ is the density function of T. When Jeffreys' 
noninformative prior distribution is adopted, the posterior density 
2 2 
function of (p.^,!a2»0'i>cr2^ 
^2 ^ ' ^2 ^ ^ 1 ' ^2 ^ ^ ~ P]_ ( M-jj ^ ^1'^2'^1'^2 ^ 
-n. 
(a^) 2[ni(Xi.-p.i) 
2ai 
+ s^(n^-l)] 
-n^ 
'°2' 
2. 2 .2 . -2 
(2.2.31) 
Recalling that, for all r| > 0, the gamma function ?(•) satisfies the 
relationship 
J- j,-(P+l)e-rF dx = n'^Hp), (2.2.32) 
o 
the marginal posterior density function of and is 
. 2 2 2 2 
P3 ^y-l»P-21 ~ <r<r ^ 2 ^^ 
o o 
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2 
n  f i t  -y ) 2 2 n  CM -X ) 2 2 
(2.2.33) 
Define the transformation = ^nTCji^-X^ )/s^, i = 1,2. It is clear 
from expression (2.2.33) that, a posteriori, and T2 are distributed 
independently as t(n^-l) and t(n^-l), respectively. The 100(l-a)% 
highest posterior density (HPD) credibility interval [as defined by 
Box and Tiao (1973)] for jj,^ is - ^ct/2'^i~^^^i'^/^ so that the 
100(l-a)% HPD credibility interval for is also a 100(l-a)% confidence 
interval (i = 1,2). Now, define (j) = cj>(Sj^,S2) by the equation tan(j> = 
(sn^)/{sn^). It will sometimes be convenient to express as a 
function of X, in which case we write <j)*(X) for if). Consider the 
trans f oma tion 
T = T^sincj) -
(2.2.34) 
CD = r^cost)) + T2Sin<j5 
The joint posterior density function of and "2 is 
1 
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-n. 
2 (l ^2"^"^ 
B y , —  
I I  +  
^2-1 
(2.2.35) 
Transforming expression (2.2.35) to obtain the joint posterior density 
function of T and m and then integrating with respect to œ, we find 
that the marginal posterior density function of r is 
-n. -n. 
PgCTlX) 
00 
1 + 
(ay:os(i)-TSin(i>)' 
Hi-l 
I ; (msin(()+rcos({)) 
n2-l 
do, 
(2.2.36) 
where k = [B(^,(n^-l)/2)B(y ,(n2-l)/2) ] The distribution defined by 
(2.2.36) is known as the Behrens-Fisher distribution. It is known that 
this distribution is symmetric about zero and is unimodal. As a 
consequence, HPD credibility intervals for r are symmetric about zero. 
2 2 
Define Ug(s^,S2,a/2) = U*(X,a/2) to be the upper a/2 percentage point 
2 2 
of the Behrens-Fisher distribution. Then, [-Ug(s^,s^,a/2), 
2 2 
Ug(s^,s^,a/2)] is the 100(l-a)% HPD credibility interval for T. From 
(2.2.34) we find that 
r = 
(til-^l2^"^^l."^2'^ 
n 
(2.2.37) 
Thus, the 100(l-a)% HPD credibility interval for is 
35 
C16: tà.ûr. 
Interval C15 coincides with the interval obtained by Behrens (1929) 
and Fisher (1936, 1939) by a fiducial argument. 
2 2 
The quantity Ug(s^,S2,a/2) was tabulated by Sukhatme (1938) and 
by Fisher and Yates (1957) for selected values of n^, n^ and (j). 
Also, Fisher (1941) developed a series expansion for the percentage 
points of the Behrens-Fisher distribution. Ignoring terms in this 
series of order 0(n^^) gives the following approximation to 
UB(s^,S2,a/2): 
2 2 
2 2 ^0 (^"^0 ^ 
^ ^1 ^n, -1 ^ ITZï ] 
^ ^ o'^~^O^^n^-l) ^  (n^-l)^ 
(n^-1)^ (n^-1)^ 
/pd'^o^ • , 
3 2 ^ 2 
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where 
+ 21 ^ + —] 
(n^-1)^ (n^-l) 
+ + X^d-Xg)] 
^6^0 
^0 2 2 ' 
^1 ^2 
^1 4^^ \/2^' 
^3 12^^ \/2 ^  ^ \/2^' 
^4 = l('^^I/2 -
1 -Ac 5 4(n^-l)(n^-1) ' 
and 
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2 2 
Replacing Ug(s^,S2,a/2) in Interval C16 with the approximation 
2 2 
Ug(s^,s^,(%/2), we obtain the approximate 100(l-a}% HPD credibility 
interval 
2  2  N  4 '  
1/2 
(2,2.39) 
Patil (1965) suggested an alternative approximation. Define 
2 o 
a = (-—y cos <i> + (-—-)sin tj>, 
2 1 
(n2-l) ^ (n^^-l) ^ 
b = cos (}) + sin (j). 
(n^-S) (n^-5) (n^-3) (n^-5) 
and 
f* = 4 + ^ , 
=If±±)a 
f* 
Patil suggested that the posterior distribution of T/C* be approximated 
by t(f*), giving the approximate 100(l-a)% HPD credibility interval 
''a/2' 
4 
°1 
"21 
1/2 
(2.2,40) 
Kempthorne (1965), West (1967), and Robinson (1976) obtained 
38 
numerical results that suggest the confidence level associated with 
Interval Cl5 is close to l-(x and hence, that it can be regarded as an 
approximate 100(l-a)% confidence interval for 
2.3. Seme Properties of the Confidence Intervals 
In this section, we discuss various properties of the approximate 
100(1-%)% confidence Intervals C1-C16 presented in Section 2.2. In 
particular, we consider the extent to which the coverage probability 
2 
of these intervals depends on the unknown parameters 0'^ and 
2 
and consider also the expected squared lengths of the intervals. 
Let b^ and b^ represent arbitrary real numbers, and let d represent 
an arbitrary positive real number. Define b = (b,l' ,b_l* )'. Let G 
— J.—n^' "^2 
represent the group of transformations defined byg;X-»dX+b. A 
confidence interval [C^(X),C2(X) ] for the parametric function a^-U.2 
in the Behrens-Fisher problem is said to be G-invariant (Lehmann, 1959, 
p. 243) if 0[g{X)] = dC^(X) + (b^-b^), i = 1,2, for every g € G. The 
following theorem indicates that a G-invariant confidence interval for 
^1~^2 ^ coverage probability that does not depend on or and 
2 2 
depends on and o^ily through ô. 
Theorem 2.1. 
If [C^(X),0^(X)] is a G-invariant confidence interval for 
in the Behrens-Fisher problem, then the coverage probability 
P 2 2^^1^-^ < 112-^2 < C2(X)] does not depend on ii^ or and 
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2 2 depends on and only through 6. 
Proof; 
Let Z = = (l/GglCX - ëi and 
are distributed independently as N(0,ôl^ ) and N(0,I^ ), respectively, 
and 
^l'P'2''^l'^2 
= P^[C^(Z) < 0 < C^(Z)1. 
It follows that the coverage probability of (X),C2(X)] does not 
2 2 
depend on or and depends on and only through 6. 
Theorem 2.2. 
When Intervals C1-C16 are regarded as confidence intervals for 
^1~'^2 the Behrens-Fisher problem, each has a coverage probability 
2 2 
that does not depend on or depends on CTj," and through 
Ô. 
Proof : 
In light of Theorem 2.1, it suffices to show that each of the 
Intervals C1-C16 is G-invariant. It is easy to see that Intervals Cl-
Cll, C14 and CIS are G-invariant. Consider now Intervals C12, C13 
and C16. Note that, for every g € G, L*(g(X),y*) = L*(X,y*), 
D*(g(X),Y*) = U*(X,Y*) and D*(g(X),ô) = d^D*(X,ô). It follows 
immediately that Intervals C12 and CI3 are G-invariant. Observing 
that, for all g € G, <}>*[g(X)] = <|)*(X), it is easy to verify that 
40 
Interval C16 is G-invariant. 
We now develop an expression for the coverage probability of any 
G-invariant confidence interval for that is expressible in the 
form 
± u(s^,s^). (2.3.1) 
2 2 
for some function [At times, we write for 
2 2 2 2 
u(s^,s^) to make explicit the possible dependence of on n^ 
and n^.J Note that all of the intervals C1-C16 can be expressed 
in this form. The coverage probability of interval (2.3.1) is 
p.l>p.2»'^l»°^2 
(2.3.2) 
AS a consequence of Theorem 2.1, we can, in determining the 
coverage probability of any G-invariant confidence interval for p,j^-a2> 
2 2 2 
act as though ii^-u.2 = 0, = 5 and = 1. When = 0, cr^ = 6 
and = 1, ~ N(0, — + ^ ) independently of (s^,s^), in 
which case quantity (2.3.2) is expressible as 
P(Ô,N^,N^) = ^ = E^PG[ 1 <U(S^,S2) J (S^,S2)] 
= 2E, 
2 2 
u(s^,S2) 
U"l "2' -J 
- 1 
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(2.3.3) 
We have established the following result. 
Theorem 2.3. 
If the interval (2.3.1) is a G-invariant confidence interval for 
in the Behrens-Fisher problem, then its coverage probability 
is given by the formula 
Corollary 2.1. 
Suppose the interval (2.3.1) is a G-invariant confidence interval 
for of the Behrens-Fisher problem. 
(a) If u(',') is continuous at zero in its first argument, then 
(b) If u(-,») is continuous at zero in its second argument, then 
2 
Xo 
limit p(ô,n,,n ) = 2E(0[/nlu(0, -—) - 1 
Ô-0 2"-^ 
limit p(6,n^,n^) = 2E(0[^ 0)]) - 1 
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Proof; 
To prove part (a), it suffices to show that 
f 
r f. 2 
limit E 
W) 
u 
6Xi 
n^-1' n^-lj 
^+JLR 
^ • ^2'' y 
^ ^2 
= E(0[/nIu(O, -—-)] ) 
2 
(2.3.4) 
The left-hand side of (2.3.4) can be written as 
-i ÔX, 
s f 4[(^ * 
Ô - O o o  1 2  1 - 2  X i  X ,  
(2.3.5) 
2 2 
where f ^( « ) and f 2^''^ are the density functions of Xj_ and X2, 
Xi X2 
respectively. Clearly, the integrand in (2.3.5) is positive and is 
bounded by the integrable function f (x )f (x ). Thus, by the 
•4  ^ 4 
Lebesque Convergence Theorem (e.g., Royden, 1968, p. 229), expres­
sion (2.3.5) can be rewritten as 
°° °° Â 1 " T ^^ 1 2^ 
J- ; «!(- + -) u(^,^)]£ 
o o Q-O 12 12 X, 
(2.3.6) 
Because of the assumed continuity of u, expression (2.3.6) equals 
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00 00 X 
I f  — - ) ] f  , ( x ,  ) f  ( X  )clx dx . (2.3.7) 
o o  ^ "2-1 Xi 
Thus, part (a) is proved. Since [as a consequence of interval (2.3.1) 
being G-invariant] u[ôx^/(n^-l)>X2/^'^2~^^^ = /&u(x^/(n^-l),x2/[(n2-l)ô]), 
a similar argument can be used to establish part (b) of the corollary. 
Corollary 2.1 can be used to establish the limits (as ô-O and 
Cf-*oo) of the coverage probability of each of the Intervals C1-C15. For 
convenience, let p(0,n^,n_) = limit p(ô,n^,n_) and p(oo,n, ,n_) = 
Ô-0 
limit p(ô,n^,n ) and define (t) = P(|t^| < t) and T_(t) = P(|t-| < t), 
Ô-00 
where t^ and represent random variables whose distributions are 
t(n^-l) and tfng-l), respectively. The limits for the various intervals 
are summarized in Table 2.1. Verification of the entries in Table 
2.1 is carried out in Section 2.5. 
A reasonable requirement to impose on a confidence interval for 
^1~'^2 the Behrens-Fisher problem is that it be invariant to the 
labelling of the populations involved. We shall call such an interval 
label-invariant. Clearly, an interval of the form (2.3.1) is label-
2 2 2 2 
invariant if and only if u(s^,s2,n^,n2) = u(S2,s^,n2,n^). It can be 
verified that, except for Intervals 04 and C15, all the Intervals Cl-
C15 are label-invariant. 
Theorem 2.4. 
Suppose the interval (2.3.1) is a G-invariant and label-invariant 
confidence interval for ^ ^-^2 the Behrens-Fisher problem. Then, 
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p(ô,n^,n2) = p(pn2,n^). 
Proof: 
f 
p(ô,n^,n2) = 2E 
"H 
\ 
2 
X2 
^2 
1/2 
A 
y 
-1 
[ 
= 2E 
V 
i  
n.-l'n,-l'^2'*l 
n, 
,1/2 
\ 
y 
- 1 
= 2E 
[ 
V 
u j^ L 1 
"l *26 
1/2 
A 
y 
- 1 
P ( ^2'^1^ * 
Alternative confidence intervais can be compared with respect to 
their expected squared length. We shall define the relative expected 
squared length, to be denoted by RCôjn^jn^), of interval (2.3.1) to 
be the ratio of its expected squared length to the expected squared 
length of interval (1.3.1). It is easy to show that, if the interval 
(2,3.1) is G-invariant, then 
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RCÔjn^,!!^) (2.3.8) 
Formula (2.3.8) can be used to determine the limiting (as g-O 
or o-»oo) relative expected squared lengths of Intervals C1-C16, as 
we now demonstrate. 
Consider Interval Cl. This interval is the special case of 
interval (2,3.1) where 
1/2 
(2.3.9) 
It follows from formula (2.3.8) that 
RCÔjn^.n^) = f f ( 
CO 00 
•)f ->(X, )f _(x )dx^dx . (2.3.10) 
o o 
It can be verified that 
"  1  2  , 2  1 ,  2 1  
so that the integrand in integral (2.3.10)-is dominated by the 
integrable function 
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(2.3.11) 
Thus, it follows frcm the Lebesque Convergence Theorem that 
limit R(ô,n^,n ) = ( 
6-0 
(2.3.12) 
and 
limit R(6,n^,n2) = ( (2.3.13) 
We shall denote limit R(ô,n^,n2) and limit R(0,n^,n2) by R(0,n^,n2) 
Ô-*0 Q-"X1 
,and R(oo,n^,n2), respectively. As in the case of Interval CI, expres­
sions for R(0,n^,n2) and R(oo,n^,n2) can be obtained in the case of each 
of the Intervals C2-C15. The results are summarized in Table 2.2. 
In the case of Interval C16, it has not been determined whether the 
Lebesgue Convergence Theorem is applicable. The expressions given for 
R(0,n^,n2) and R(oo,n^,n2) in the case of Interval C16 are those obtained 
by supposing that these limits exist and that they can be found by 
interchanging expectation and limit operations. 
The following theorem can be proved in a manner similar to that 
used to prove Theorem 2.4. 
Theorem 2.5. 
Suppose that interval (2.3.1) is a G-invariant and label-invariant 
confidence interval for ji^-u.2 the Behrens-Fisher problem. Then, 
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= R(g,n2,n^) 
Table 2.1. Limiting coverage probabilities of Intervals C1-C15 
Interval P(0 ,n^ ,n^ )  p(oo,n^,n2) 
CI 
Tn^-l) (nj^+ngDZ 
_ni(ni+n2-2)J 
2 
(n^-1)(n^+n^) 
L"2(°l'^2-^) J 
t [ni+n2-2] 
C2 
(n2-l)(n^+n^) 
_n2(ni+n2-2) 
1 
2 (n^-1)(n^+n^) 
l_ni(n^+n2-2) J 
C3 T2(t^rni+n2-2]} Ti(t^[ni+n2-2] ) 
C4 
(n^+n2-4)(n^-l) 
^(n^+n2-2) (n2-3)j 
n^+ng-^ 
Jil-fn2-2j 
C5 
C6 
1-cc 
1^ 
1^ 
1^ 
C7 T2[t^(n2-l)-to(n2^)] T^[t^(n^-l)+o(n^^)] 
C8 T2[t^(n2-l}+o(n2^)] -3. T^[t^(n^-l)+o(n^ )] 
2 
Table 2.1. (continued) 
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Interval p(0,n^,n^) p(oo, n^^n^) 
C9 T2ft^(n2-1)+0(112^)] Ti [ t^ {n^-1 )+o(n~'^ ) ] 
CIO 
=2-1 
lf2-b 
1 
ct^Iv] 
ni-r 
Lfr^j 
ct^lv] 
Cll Tgtt (min[n^-l,n2-l])] Ti[t^(min[n^-l,n2-l])] 
2 
C12 
IY*>0). 
CI 2 
(Y*=0) 
(n2-l)+(n^-l)F^^(n^-ljH^-irj2 r 
T-
"i+*2-2 
"( ) + ( n2-l ) ( n^-l, -1 )' 
1 
2 
*l+"2-2 
ta*(*l+*2-2) 
2 
1 
C13 
(Y*>0) 
1-a* i-a* 
C13 
(Y*=0} 
C14 
CIS 
C16 
[t (min[n^-1,n^-l])] 
QL 
2 
1^ 
1-a 
Ti[t^^(min[n^-l,n2-l]}] 
T 
1^ 
1-a 
1^ 
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Table 2.2. Limiting relative expected squared lengths of Intervals C1-C15 
Interval R(0,n^,n2) 
n -1 n^+n n^-1 n^+n 
(——) (—-——) 
»2 "l+»2-2 
n_-l n^+n_ n^-1 n^+n_ 
C3 
n -1 n^ +n -4 n^ +n -4 
( —) 
^n^+ng-Z 
C5 
C6 
F^{l,n^-Hi2-2) 
E^Xl,ni+n2-2) 
r^(lyn^+n2~2) 
F„(l,n,-1) 
F^(l,n^+n2-2) 
a 
C7 
-2. 
F^(l,n2-l)+o(n2 ) 
F^(l,ni+n2-2) 
-2 .  
Fj^(l,ni-l)+o(ni ) 
F^(l,n^+n2-2) 
C8 
-3, 
F^(l,n2-l)+o(n2 ) 
F^(l,ni+n2-2) 
-3. 
F(^(l,ni-l)+o(ni ) 
F^(l,n,+n,-2) 
12 
C9 
-4, 
Fj^(l,n2-l)+o(n2 ) 
F^ (l,ni+n2—2) 
-4. 
F^{l,n^-l)+o(n^ ) 
CIO 
Fj^(l,ni+n2-2} n,-3 
F^(1,V) ^^^^2 
F^(l,nT+n,-2) n^-3 1 2 
Cll 
F^(l,min[n^-l,n2-l]) F^(l,inin[n^-l,n2-l] ) 
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Table 2.2. (continued) 
Interval R(0,n^,n2) R(oo,n^,n2) 
C12 
(Y*>0) 
(zim (n. —l,n^—l)+(n_—1) 
(l,n^+n2-2) 
F^(l,ni+n2—2) 
(n2-l)F^^(n2-l,n^-l)+(n^-l} 
P^^(l,n^+n2-2) 
C12 
(Y*=0) 
C13 
(Y*>0) 
C13 
(Y*=0) 
C14 
C15 
C16 
+00 +00 
F^(l,ni+n2-2) 
F^^(l,inin[n^-l,n2-l] ) 
F^(1,n^+n2~2) 
Fa(l'n2-1) 
F (l,n^+n -2) 
a 
1) 
12 
2' 
P(^(l,ni+n2-2) 
F (l,n^+n_-2) 
a""' 1 2 
F^(l,n,-1) 
F%(l,*l+"2-2) 
F(^(l,ni+n2-2) 
2.4. Numerical Results 
In this section, we use numerical methods to evaluate the coverage 
probabilities and the relative expected squared lengths of Intervals 
C1-C16 (and of some modifications of these intervals). The coverage 
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probabilities and the relative expected squared lengths both depend 
on n^, and 6. 
The values of used in the evaluations were; (5,5), 
(5,10), (5,15), (10,10), (10,15) and (20,20). The values of 6 were 
those in the set A = {3^, 3^, ~ p j, f, 1, |, 2, 3, 5, 
10, 30, 100, 1000}. The coverage probabilities are listed in Tables 
2.3-2.9. The relative expected squared lengths are reported in 
Tables 2.10-2,16. The value of a was taken to be 0.10. 
The numerical evaluation of the coverage probabilities was based 
on the formula given by Theorem 2.3, which is, in effect, a two-
dimensional integral. This integral was evaluated numerically using 
a sequence of Gauss-Laguerre Quadrature formulas [e.g., Stroud and 
2 2 2 2 2 
Secrest (1966 ) ]. The sequence consisted of the 2,3,4, 5,6, 
2 2 2 2 2 2 7 , 8 , 9 , 10 , 12 and 15 point formulas. [The points consist of 
all n^ pairs that can be formed from some number n of values for each 
variable of integration.] Based on an examination of the sequence of 
successive approximations to the integrals, the numerical values 
reported for the coverage probabilities appear to be less than 0.01 in 
absolute value. 
The numerical evaluation of the relative expected squared lengths 
was based on formula (2.3.8), which is, in effect, a two-dimensional 
integral. This integral was evaluated numerically using the same 
sequence of Gauss-Laguerre Quadrature formulas as in the evaluation 
of the coverage probabilities. The errors in the numerical values 
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reported for the relative expected squared lengths appear to be less 
than 0.01 in absolute value. 
Note that, for each combination of values of 6 and (n^png) covered 
in the tables, say Ô = ô* and (n^jn^) = (n*,n*), results can (except 
for Intervals C4 and CIS) be obtained for the values ô = 1/Ô* and 
(n^^ng) = (n*,n*) by making use of Theorems 2.4 and 2.5, Note also 
that, when n^ = n^. Intervals CI, C2, C3 and ClO are identical. 
Recall, that, for Interval C12, p(ô,n^,n2) > l-(a*+'y*), for all 
n^, n^ and 6. The coverage probability and relative expected squared 
length of Interval C12 was evaluated for several choices of a* and y*. 
One choice was a* = y* ~ 0.05. For this choice, Interval C12 is a 
conservative 90% confidence interval for a^-|a2» Numerical evaluations 
were also carried out for those values of a* and y* for which 
p(0,n^,n2) = pCoo^n^jn^) = 0.90. When a* and y* are chosen in this way, 
there is no guarantee Interval C12 is a conservative 90% confidence for 
'^1~'^2' ^°^Gver, if pCOjU^jn^) is relatively insensitive to ô, the actual 
coverage probability would tend to be much closer to 0.90 than when a* 
and Y* are chosen so that a* + y* ~ 0.10. 
When n^ = n^, p(0,n^,n2) = p('»,n^,n2) for all a* and y*, and the 
condition p(0,n^,n2) = p(oo,n^,n2) =0.90 reduces to one equation in two 
unknowns. For these cases, we have imposed the additional "constraint 
that a* = y*. [If, when ri^ = n^, y* is set to 1.0 and a* is chosen so 
that p(0,n^,n2) = p(oo,n^,n2) = 0.90, it can be shown that Interval C12 
will be identical to Interval Cll. ] The different choices of a* and y* 
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for Interval C12 that were included in the numerical evaluations 
were as follows : 
Interval a* and y* chosen to satisfy 
C12A a* II *
 
II 0.05 
C12B, n^ = n^ P(0 = p(oo,n^. n^) = 0.90, a* = Y* 
C12B, n^ # n^ P(0 Hz) 
Interval C13, like interval C12, has the property that 
p{ô,n^,n2) > l-(a*+y*), for all n^, and 6. For this interval too, 
we have considered several choices of a* and y*. One choice was 
a* = Y* ~ 0.05. For this choice, we tried two different approxima­
tions to k^^y^(6): approximation (2.2.25) and also the t-percentile 
approximation of prefer the latter approximation for two 
reasons. First, Intervals C5 and C6, which are motivated from this 
approximation, were found to have coverage probabilities very close 
to 0.90. Secondly, use of the approximation does not affect 
the limiting coverage probabilities of the interval, whereas, when 
approximation (2.2.25) is employed, the limiting coverage probabilities 
differ slightly from those we have when no approximation is used.] 
Another choice of a* and y* for which numerical evaluations were 
carried out was a* = 0.10 and y* = 1.0. For this choice, we used the 
t-percentile approximation to a* = 0.10 and y* = 1.0, 
Interval C13 is such that p(0,n^,n2) = p(oo,n^,n2) = 0.90. [Note that 
if the t-percentile approximation is used for if CL* = 0.10 
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and Y* = 1.0, then, in the special case n^ = n^. Interval C13 is 
identical to Interval C5. ] We have also carried out the numerical 
calculations for the choice a* = y* = 0.10, again using the t-
percentile approximation of different choices of a* 
and Y* for Interval C13 included in the numerical evaluations were 
as follows: 
Interval a* and Y* chosen to satisfy 
C13A 
C13B 
C13C 
C13D 
QT* = Y* = 0.05 [using (2.2.25) to approximate 
a* = Y* = 0.05 [using the t-percentile approximation of 
V/2"" 
a* = 0,10, Y* ~ 1.0 [using the t-percentile approximation 
V/2'°" 
a* = Y* = 0.10 [using the t-percentile approximation of 
Numerical evaluations for Intervals C14 and C15 were carried out 
using the t-percentile approximation of (6). Note that when the 
t-percentile approximation is used for (ô) and when n^ = n^. 
Interval C14 is identical to Interval C5. 
Numerical evaluations for Interval C15 were carried out for each 
of the approximations discussed in Section 2.2.5. Interval C15A 
corresponds to interval (2.2.39) and Interval C16B corresponds to 
interval (2.2.40). [Note that, in order to use interval (2,2.40), 
it is necessary to have ^^>^2 ^  
Table 2.3. Coverage probabilities (n^=5,n2=5) 
Delta 
Interval 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 
1000 100 30 10 5 3 2 3 
Cl^ 0 .864 0.864 0.866 0. 870 0 .879 0. 887 0 .893 0 .897 0. 899 
C2^ 0 .864 0.864 0.866 0. 870 0 .879 0. 887 0 .893 0 .897 0. 899 
C3^ 0 .864 0.864 0.866 0. 870 0 .879 0. 887 0 .893 0 .897 0. 899 
C4 0 .915 0.915 0.915 0. 917 0 .919 0. 920 0 .920 0 .919 0. 917 
C5^ 0 .900 0.900 0.899 0. 897 0 .898 0. 900 0 .903 0 .905 0. 907 
C6 0 .900 0.900 0.897 0. 894 0 .893 0. 894 0 .897 0 .899 0. 900 
C7 0 .898 0.898 0.898 0. 897 0 .897 0. 899 0 .900 0 .902 0. 903 
C8 0 .900 0.900 0.900 0. 900 0 .899 0. 899 0 .900 0 .900 0. 901 
C9 0 .900 0.902 0.911 0. 922 0 .929 0. 932 0 .934 0 .935 0. 936 
ClO^ 0 .864 0.864 0.866 0. 870 0 .879 0. 887 0 .893 0 .897 0. 899 
Cll 0 .900 0.900 0.902 0. 906 0 .915 0. 922 0 .928 0 .932 0. 933 
C12A 0 .994 0.934 0.994 0. 995 0 .995 0. 996 0 .997 0 .997 0. 998 
C12B 0 .900 0.900 0.900 0. 899 0 .898 0. 897 0 .898 0 .899 0. 899 
C13A 0 .947 0.948 0.949 0. 952 0 .957 0. 962 0 .966 0 .968 0. 969 
C13B 0 .950 0.950 0.951 0. 954 0 .960 0. 965 0 .968 0 .970 0. 972 
C13C^ 0 .900 0.900 0.899 0. 897 0 .898 0. 900 0 .903 0 .905 0. 907 
C13D 0 .900 0.900 0.901 0. 904 0 .911 0. 916 0 .921 0 .924 0. 925 
C14^ 0 .900 0.900 0.899 0. 897 0 .898 0. 900 0 .903 0 .905 0. 907 
C15 0 .900 0.899 0.892 0. 886 0 .887 0. 894 0 .901 0 .907 0. 911 
C16A 0, .898 0.898 0.900 0. 905 0, .915 0. 924 0 .930 0, .934 0. 936 
C16B -
-
^These intervals are identical. 
^These intervals are identical. 
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Delta 
1 
3 
2 
2 3 5 10 30 100 1000 00 
0.900 0.899 0.897 0. ,893 0.887 0 .879 0. ,870 0 .866 0,854 0,864 
0.900 0.899 0.897 0. 893 0.887 0 .879 0. ,870 0 .866 0,864 0,864 
0.900 0.899 0.897 0, 893 0.887 0 ,879 0, 870 0 .866 0,864 0,854 
0.913 0.906 0.900 0, 900 0.875 0 .855 0, 834 0 .823 0,818 0,817 
0.907 0.907 0.905 0, 903 0.900 0 .898 0. ,897 0 .899 0,900 0.900 
0.900 0.900 0.899 0. ,897 0.894 0 .893 0. ,894 0 .897 0,900 0,900 
0.903 0.903 0.902 0. 900 0.899 0 .897 0. 897 0 .898 0.898 0,898 
0.901 0.901 0.900 0. 900 0.899 0 .899 0. 900 0 .900 0.900 0,900 
0.936 0'.936 0.935 0. 934 0.932 0 .929 0. 922 0 .911 0,902 0.900 
0.900 0.899 0.897 0. 893 0.887 0 .879 0. 870 0 .866 0,864 0,854 
0.934 0.933 0.932 0. 928 0.922 0 .915 0. 906 0 .902 0,900 0,900 
0.998 0.998 0.997 0. 997 0.996 0 .995 0. 994 0 .994 0,994 0.994 
0.899 0.899 0.899 0. 898 0.897 0 .898 0. 899 0 .900 0,900 0,900 
0.969 0.969 0.968 0. 966 0.962 0 ,957 0. 952 0 .949 0,948 0.947 
0.972 0.972 0.970 0. 968 0.965 0 .960 0. 954 0 .951 0,950 0.950 
0.907 0.907 0.905 0. 903 0.900 0, .898 0. 897 0 .899 0,900 0,900 
0.926 0.925 0.924 0. 921 0.916 0, .911 0. 904 0 .901 0,900 0.900 
0.907 0.907 0.905 0. 903 0.900 0, .898 0. 897 0, 899 0,900 0.900 
0.914 0.916 0.916 0. 915 0.912 0, .908 0. 903 0, 901 0.900 0,900 
0.937 0.936 0.934 0. 930 0.924 0, 915 0. 905 0, 900 0,898 0,898 
Table 2.4. Coverage probabilities (n^=5,n2=10) 
Delta 
interval 0 ^ ^ 111112 
1000 100 30 10 5 3 2 3 
CI 0 .969 0 .969 0. 968 0 .966 0. ,961 0. ,954 0 .943 0 .931 0 .920 
C2 0 .895 0 .896 0. 896 0 .898 0. 901 0. 901 0 .898 0 .895 0 .891 
C3 0 .890 0 .890 0. 891 0 .894 0. 898 0, 900 0 ,900 0 .897 0 .894 
C4 0 .902 0 .902 0. 903 0 .904 0. 904 0, 902 0 .899 0 .893 0 .888 
C5 0 .900 0 .900 0. 900 0 .900 0. 901 0. 903 0 .903 0 .903 0 .902 
C6 0 .900 0 .900 0. 899 0 .899 0. 899 0. 900 0 .900 0 .899 0 .897 
C7 0 .900 0 .900 0. 900 0 .900 0. 900 0. 901 0 .901 0 .901 0 .901 
C8 0 .900 0 .900 0, 900 0 .900 0. 900 0. 900 0 .900 0 .900 0 .900 
09 0 ,900 0 .900 0. 901 0 .902 0. 904 0. 907 0 .910 0 .912 0 .914 
CIO 0 .863 0 .863 0. 867 0 .874 0. 887 0. 8.97 0 .902 0 .904 0 .905 
Cll 0 .938 0 .938 0. 940 0 .942 0, 946 0. 947 0 .947 0 ,945 0 .942 
C12A 0 .989 0 .988 0, 988 0 ,989 0, 992 0, 994 0 .995 0 ,995 0 .995 
C12B 0 .900 0 .900 0. 900 0 .901 0, 904 0. 908 0 .911 0 ,912 0 .913 
C13A 0 .950 0 .950 0, 951 0 .953 0. 960 0, 965 0 .968 0 .968 0 .968 
C13B 0 .950 0 .950 0. 951 0 .954 0. 962 0, 968 0 ,970 0 .971 0 .971 
C13C 0 .900 0 .900 0. 900 0 .900 0. 901 0, 903 0 .904 0 ,904 0 .903 
CI 3D 0 .900 0 .900 0, 901 0 .903 0. 911 0. 918 0 .922 0 ,923 0 ,923 
C14 0, .900 0 .900 0. 900 0 .900 0. 902 0. 903 0 ,903 0 ,902 0 ,901 
CIS 0, .900 0 .899 0. 897 0 .897 0. 904 0. 911 0 ,916 0 ,918 0 ,918 
C16A 0, 900 0 ,900 0. 903 0 ,909 0. 919 0. 925 0, .928 0 ,928 0 .927 
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Delta 
1 
3 
2 2 
3 5 10 30 100 1000 00 
0.900 0 .876 0. ,857 0. ,829 0 .797 0 .761 0 .727 0 .712 0.705 0. 705 
0.884 0 .876 0. ,871 0. ,863 0 .855 0 .847 0 .840 0 .837 0.836 0. ,836 
0.889 0 .882 0. ,878 0. ,871 0 .864 0 .858 0 .852 0 .850 0.849 0. ,849 
0.880 0 .871 0. ,864 0. ,854 0 .844 0 .835 0 .826 0 .823 0.821 0, 821 
0.900 0 .898 0. 897 0. 896 0 .895 0 .896 0 .898 0 .899 0.900 0. 900 
0.895 0 .893 0. 891 0. 890 0 .890 0 .892 0 .895 0 .898 0.900 0. 900 
0.900 0 .898 0. 898 0. 897 0 .897 0 .897 0 .898 0 .898 0.898 0. 898 
0.900 0 .899 0. 899 0. 899 0 .899 0 .900 0 .900 0 .900 0.900 0. 900 
0.917 0 .920 0. 922 0. 924 0 .926 0 .924 0 .916 0 .907 0.901 0. 900 
0.904 0 .902 0. 901 0. 898 0 .895 0 .892 0 .890 0 .889 0.888 0. 888 
0.938 0 .932 0. 928 0. 922 0 .916 0 .909 0 .903 0 .901 0.900 0, 900 
0.995 0 .995 0. 995 0. 995 0 .995 0 .995 0 .995 0 .995 0.995 0. 995 
0.912 0 .911 0. 910 0. 908 0 .905 0 .903 0 .901 0 .900 0.900 0. 900 
0.967 0 .965 0. 963 0. 960 0 .957 0 .953 0 .950 0 .948 0.947 0. 947 
0.970 0 .967 0. 966 0. 963 0 .960 0 .956 0 .952 0 .951 0.950 0. 950 
0.901 0 .899 0. 898 0. 897 0 .897 0 .897 0 .898 0 .900 0.900 0. 900 
0.922 0, .920 0. 918 0. 914 0 .910 G .906 0 .902 0 .901 0.900 0. 900 
0.899 0, .897 0. 895 0. 894 0 .894 0 .895 0 .897 0 .899 0,900 0. 900 
0.917 0, .915 0. 914 0. 911 0, 908 0, 905 0, .902 0, .900 0.900 0. 900 
0.925 0, .921 0. 918 0. 914 0, .909 0, .904 0, 900 0, 899 0.898 0. 898 
Table 2.5. Coverage probabilities (n^=5,n2=15) 
Delta 
interval 0 ^ ^ 111112 
1000 100 30 10 5 3 2 3 
01 0.991 0, ,991 0 .991 0, ,989 0. 984 0 .975 0 .963 0.946 0 .930 
C2 0.901 0. 901 0 .901 0. 902 0. 900 0 .896 0 .889 0.882 0 .876 
C3 0.895 0. 895 0 .896 0. 898 0. 900 0 .898 0 .894 0.889 0 .884 
C4 0.901 0. 901 0 .901 0. 902 0. 900 0 .896 0 .889 0.882 0 .876 
05 0.900 0. 900 0 .900 0. 900 0. 902 0 .902 0 .901 0.900 0 .898 
06 0.900 0. 900 0 .900 0. 900 0. 900 0 .899 0 .897 0.895 0 .893 
07 0.900 0. 900 0 .900 0. 900 0. 900 0 .901 0 .900 0.900 0 .899 
08 0.900 0. 900 0 .900 0. 900 0. 900 0 .900 0 .900 0.900 0 .899 
09 0.900 0. 900 0 .900 0. 901 0. 903 0 .905 0 .908 0.911 0 .913 
CIO 0.865 0. 866 0 .871 0. 880 0. 895 0 .903 0 .906 0.907 0 .906 
Oil 0.949 0. 949 0 ,950 0. 952 0. 953 0 .951 0 .948 0.944 0 .940 
C12A 0.982 0. 982 0 .982 0. 985 0. 991 0 .994 0 .995 0.993 0 .995 
012B 0.900 0. 900 0 .900 0. 901 0. 907 0 .912 0 .914 0.914 0 .913 
013A 0.950 0. 950 0 .951 0. 956 0. 964 0 .968 0 .969 0.968 0 .967 
C13B 0.950 0. 950 0 .951 0. 957 0, 967 0 .971 0 .972 0.971 0 .970 
0130 0.900 0. 900 0 .900 0. 900 0. 902 0 .903 0 .902 0.901 0 .900 
013D 0.900 0. 900 0 .901 0. 905 0. 916 0 .922 0 .924 0.924 0 .923 
014 0.900 0. 900 0 .900 0. 901 0. 902 0 .901 0 .900 0.898 0 .896 
015 0.900 0. 900 0, .898 0. 901 0. 910 0 .916 0 .918 0.918 0 .918 
016A 0.900 0. 900 0, .904 0. 911 0. 921 0 .925 0, .925 0.924 0 .922 
60 
Delta 
1 
3 
2 
2 3 5 10 30 100 1000 00 
0.900 0. ,863 0, .834 0 .791 0.741 0,686 0 .635 0.612 0 .602 0. ,601 
0.867 0. ,858 0. ,852 0 .845 0.837 0,831 0 .825 0.823 0 .823 0. ,823 
0.877 0. ,870 0, .865 0 .859 0.854 0,848 0 .844 0.843 0 .842 0. ,842 
0.867 0. ,858 0, 852 0 .845 0.837 0,831 0 .825 0.823 0 .823 0. ,823 
0.897 0. ,895 0. ,895 0 .895 0.895 0.897 0 .898 0.899 0 .900 0, 900 
0.891 0. ,890 0. ,889 0 .889 0.891 0.893 0 .897 0.899 0 .900 0. ,900 
0.898 0. 897 0, 897 0 .897 0.897 0.898 0 .898 0.898 0 .898 0, ,898 
0.899 0. 899 0. 899 0 .899 0.900 0.900 0 .900 0.900 0 .900 0. 900 
0.917 0. 921 0. 923 0 .925 0.925 0.922 0 .912 0,905 0 .900 0. 900 
0.905 0. 903 0. 902 0 .900 0.898 0.896 0 .894 0.894 0 .893 0. 894 
0.934 0. 927 0. 923 0 .917 0.912 0.906 0 .902 0.901 0 .900 0. 900 
0.995 0. 995 0. 995 0 .995 0.995 0.995 0 .995 0.995 0 .995 0. 995 
0.912 0. 910 0. 908 0 .906 0.904 0.902 0 .901 0.900 0 .900 0. 900 
0.965 0. 962 0. 960 0 .958 0.955 0.952 0 .949 0,948 0 ,947 0. 947 
0.968 0. 965 0. 963 0, .960 0.957 0.954 0, .951 0.950 0 .950 0. 950 
0.898 0. 897 0. 897 0, .896 0.897 0.898 0, 899 0.899 0 .900 0. 900 
0.920 0. 917 0. 914 0, .911 0.908 0.904 0, .902 0.900 0 .900 0.. 900 
0.894 0. 893 0. 893 0, .893 0,893 0.895 0, .898 0.899 .0 .900 0. 900 
0.916 0. 913 0. 911 0. 909 0.906 0.903 0. ,901 0.900 0, .900 0. 900 
0.918 0. 914 0. 912 0, .908 0,905 0.902 0. 899 0.898 0, .898 0. 898 
Table 2.6. Coverage probabilities (n^=10,n2=10) 
Delta 
interval 0 ^ ^ 111112 
1000 100 30 10 5 3 2 3 
Cl^ 0.883 0.883 0, 884 0 .885 0.889 0. ,893 0. ,896 0 .898 0 .899 
C2^ 0.883 0.883 0, 884 0 .885 0.889 0. ,893 0. 896 0 .898 0 .899 
C3^ 0.883 0.883 0. ,884 0 .885 0.889 0. ,893 0. 896 0 .898 0 .899 
C4 0.903 0.903 0. ,904 0 .904 0.905 0. 906 0. 906 0 .906 0 .905 
C5^ 0.900 0.900 0. ,900 0 .899 0.899 0. 900 0. 900 0 .901 0 .901 
C6 0.900 0.900 0. 900 0 .899 0.898 0. 898 0. 899 0 .899 0 .900 
C7 0.900 0.900 0. 900 0 .900 0.900 0. 900 0. 900 0 .900 0 .900 
C8 0.900 0.900 0. 900 0 .900 0.900 0. 900 0. 900 0 .900 0 .900 
C9 0.900 0.900 0. 900 0 .901 0.902 0. 902 0. 902 0 .902 0 .902 
ClO^ 0.883 0.883 0, 884 0 .885 0.889 0. 893 0. 896 0 .898 0 .899 
Cll 0.900 0.900 0. 901 0 .902 0.906 0. 910 0. 913 0 .915 0 .916 
C12A 0.991 0.991 0. 991 0 .991 0.990 0. 990 0. 989 0 .989 0 .988 
C12B 0.900 0.900 0. 898 0 .895 0.890 0. 884 0. 880 0 .877 0 .876 
C13A 0.950 0.950 0. 950 0 .951 0.953 0. 954 0. 956 0 .957 0 .957 
C13B 0.950 0.950 0. 950 0 .951 0.953 0. 955 0. 956 0 .957 0 .958 
C13C^ 0.900 0.900 0. 900 0 .899 0.899 0. 900 0. 900 0 .901 0 .901 
C13D 0.900 0.900 0. 900 0 .901 0.903 0. 905 0. 907 0 .907 0 .908 
C14^ 0.900 0.900 0. 900 0, .899 0.899 0. 900 0. 900 0 .901 0 .901 
CIS 0.900 0.900 0. 899 0, .896 0.895 0. 896 0. 898 0 .900 0 .902 
C16A 0.900 0.900 0. 901 0, .902 0.907 0. 911 0. 914 0, .917 0, .918 
C16B 0.900 0.900 0. 902 0, 905 0.912 0. 919 0. 924 0, 928 0, .929 
^These intervals are identical. 
^These intervals are identical. 
52 
Delta 
1 
3 
2 2 
3 5 10 30 100 1000 00 
0.900 0 .899 0. ,898 0, .895 0.893 0, .889 0, 885 0.884 0.883 0 .883 
0.900 0 .899 0. 898 0, .895 0.893 0, .889 0, 885 0.884 0.883 0 .883 
0.900 0 .899 0, .898 0, .895 0.893 0, .889 0. ,885 0.884 0.883 0 .883 
0.902 0, .898 0. ,895 0. ,890 0.883 0, 875 0. ,858 0.855 0.854 0 .853 
0.902 0, .901 0. ,901 0. ,900 0.900 0, 899 0. ,899 0.900 0.900 0 .900 
0.900 0, .900 0, 899 0. ,899 0.898 0. ,898 0. ,899 0.900 0.900 0 .900 
0.901 0. ,900 0. ,900 0. ,900 0.900 0. ,900 0. 900 0.900 0.900 0 .900 
0.900 0. ,900 0. 900 0. ,900 0.900 0. ,900 0. 900 0.900 0.900 0 .900 
0.902 0, ,902 0. 902 0. 902 0.902 0. ,902 0. 901 0.900 0.900 0 .900 
0.900 0. 899 0. 898 0. 895 0.893 0. 889 0. 885 0.884 0.883 0 .883 
0.917 0. 916 0. 915 0. 913 0.910 0. 905 0. 902 0.901 0.900 0 .900 
0.988 0. 988 0. 989 0. 989 0.990 0. 990 0. 991 0.991 0.991 0 .991 
0.877 0. 880 0. 884 0. 890 0.895 0. 898 0. 900 0.900 0.900 0 .900 
0.957 0. 957 0. 956 0. 954 0,953 0. 951 0. 950 0.950 0.950 0 .950 
0.958 0. 958 0. 957 0. 955 0.955 0. 953 0, 951 0.950 0.950 0 .950 
0.902 0. 901 0. 901 0. 900 0.900 0. 899 0. 899 0.900 0.900 0, .900 
0.908 0. 908 0. 907 0. 907 0.905 0. 903 0, 901 0.900 0.900 0, .900 
0.902 0. 901 0. 901 0. 900 0.900 0. 899 0. 899 0.900 0.900 0, .900 
0.904 0. 905 0. 905 0. 905 0.904 0. 903 0. 901 0,900 0.900 0, .900 
0.918 0. 918 0. 917 0. 914 0.911 0. 907 0, 902 0.901 0.900 0, .900 
0.930 0. 929 0. 928 0. 924 0.919 0. 912 0. 905 0.902 0.900 0, .900 
Table 2,7. Coverage probabilities (n^=10,n2=15) 
Delta 
Interval 0 ^ ^ 111112 
1000 100 30 10 5 3 2 3 
CI 0.947 0.947 0.946 0.945 0.941 0.935 0.928 0.920 0,912 
C2 0.894 0.893 0.894 0,896 0,898 0.900 0.900 0.900 0,899 
C3 0.891 0.891 0.892 0.894 JD.896 0.899 0,900 0.900 0,899 
C4 0.901 0.901 0.902 0.902 0.903 0.903 0.902 0.900 0,898 
C5 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.901 0.901 0,901 
C6 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.899 0.899 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 
C7 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 
C8 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 
C9 0.900 0,900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.901 0.901 0.901 0.901 
CIO 0.885 0,885 0.886 0.888 0,892 0.896 0.899 0.900 0.901 
Cll 0.912 0,912 0.913 0.914 0,917 0.919 0.920 0.920 0.920 
C12A 0.986 0.986 0.986- 0.986 0.984 0,983 0.984 0,985 0.986 
C12B 0.900 0.900 0.901 0.901 0.901 0.901 0.901 0,902 0.903 
C13A 0.950 0,950 0.950 0.951 0.952 0,954 0.955 0.956 0,956 
C13B 0.950 0,950 0.950 0.951 0.952 0.954 0.955 0.956 0,957 
C13C 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.901 0.901 0.901 
C13D 0,900 0,900 0.900 0.901 0.902 0.904 0.905 0.906 0.907 
C14 0.900 0,900 0.900 0,900 0,900 0.901 0.901 0.901 0.901 
CIS 0.900 0,900 0.899 0.898 0,898 0.900 0.902 0.904 0.905 
C16A 0.900 0,900 0.901 0,903 0,908 0.911 0.914 0.915 0,915 
C16B 0.900 0,900 0.902 0.906 0,914 0.921 0.924 0.925 0,926 
64 
Delta 
1 
3 
2 2 
3 5 10 30 100 1000 00 
0.900 0.886 0.875 0.860 0.843 0.825 0, .810 0.803 0.801 0,800 
0.897 0.894 0.892 0.888 0.885 0.881 0, .878 0.876 0.876 0,876 
0.898 0.895 0.893 0.891 0.887 0.884 0. 881 0.880 0.879 0,879 
0.894 0.890 0.886 0.882 0.876 0.871 0, .867 0.865 0.864 0,864 
0.901 0.900 0.900 0.899 0.899 0.899 0. ,900 0.900 0.900 0.900 
0.899 0.899 0.898 0.898 0.898 0.898 0. ,899 0,900 0.900 0.900 
0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0. ,900 0,900 0.900 0,900 
0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0. ,900 0,900 0.900 0,900 
0.901 0.901 0.902 0.902 0.902 0.902 0. 901 0.900 0.900 0,900 
0.900 0.899 0.898 0,896 0.894 0.892 0. 890 0,889 0,888 0,888 
0.918 0.916 0.914 0.911 0.908 0.905 0. 902 0,901 0,900 0,900 
0.987 0.989 0.990 0.990 0.991 0,992 0. 992 0,992 0.992 0.992 
0.904 0.904 0.904 0.903 0,903 0.902 0. 901 0,900 0,900 0.900 
0.956 0.956 0.956 0.955 0,953 0.952 0. 951 0,950 0.950 0.950 
0.957 0.957 0.956 0.955 0,954 0.952 0. 951 0,950 0,950 0,950 
0.901 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.899 0.899 0. 900 0,900 0,900 0.900 
0.907 0.907 0.907 0.906 0.904 0.902 0. 901 0,900 0,900 0.900 
0.901 0.900 0.900 0.899 0.899 0.899 0. 900 0,900 0,900 0,900 
0.905 0.905 0.905 0.904 0.903 0.902 0. 900 0.900 0,900 0.900 
0.915 0.913 9.912 0.909 0,907 0.904 0. 901 0,900 0,900 0.900 
0.924 0.922 0.919 0.916 0.911 0.907 0. 902 0,901 0,900 0,900 
Table 2,8, Coverage probabilities (n^=15,n2=15) 
Delta 
interval 0 ^ ^ 1_ 11112 
1000 100 30 10 5 3 2 3 
Cl^ 0.889 0.889 0.889 0.890 0 .893 0.895 0.897 0, .899 0.900 
C2^ 0.889 0.889 0.889 0.890 0 .893 0.895 0.897 0 ,899 0.900 
C3^ 0.889 0.889 0.889 0.890 0 .893 0.895 0.897 0, .899 0.900 
C4 0.902 0.902 0.902 0.902 0 .903 0.904 0.904 0, .903 0.903 
C5^ 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0, .900 0.900 0.900 0. ,900 0.901 
C6 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0, .899 0.899 0.899 0. ,900 0.900 
C7 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0, 900 0.900 0.900 0. ,900 0.900 
C8 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0, .900 0.900 0.900 0. ,900 0.900 
C9 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0, 900 0.900 0.900 0. ,900 0.900 
ClO^ 0.889 0.889 0.889 0.890 0. ,893 0.895 0.897 0. 899 0.900 
Cll 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.901 0. ,904 0.906 0.908 0. 910 0.910 
C12A 0.988 0.988 0.988 0.988 0. ,987 0.985 0.983 0. 982 0.981 
C12B 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.898 0. 894 0.889 0.883 0. 877 0.873 
C13A 0.950 0.950 0.952 0.951 0, 953 0.953 0.953 0. 953 0.954 
C13B 0.950 0.950 0.950 0.951 0. 952 0.953 0.953 0. 954 0.954 
C13C^ 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0. 900 0.900 0.900 0, 900 0.901 
C13D 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.901 0. 902 0.903 0.903 0. 904 0.904 
C14^ 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0. 900 0.900 0.900 0. 900 0.901 
CIS 0.900 0.900 0.899 0.898 0. 897 0.897 0.898 0. 900 0.901 
C16A 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.902 0. 904 0.907 0.909 0. 911 0.912 
C16B 0.900 0.900 0.901 0.903 0. 908 0.913 0.917 0. 919 0.921 
^These intervals are identical. 
^These intervals are identical. 
66 
Delta 
1 
3 
2 
2 3 5 10 30 100 1000 00 
0.900 0.899 0, .899 0.897 0. ,895 0.893 0 .890 0.889 0.889 0. ,889 
0.900 0.899 0, 899 0.897 0. ,895 0.893 0 .890 0.889 0.889 0. ,889 
0.900 0.899 0. ,899 0.897 0. ,895 0.893 0 .890 0.889 0.889 0, 889 
0.901 0.898 0. ,896 0.893 0. ,888 0.884 0 .879 0.877 0.877 0. ,877 
0.901 0.901 0. ,900 0.900 0. ,900 0.900 0 .900 0.900 0.900 0, ,900 
0.900 0.900 0. ,900 0.899 0. ,899 0.899 0 .900 0.900 0.900 0, 900 
0.900 0.900 0. ,900 0.900 0. ,900 0.900 0 .900 0.900 0.900 0, 900 
0.900 0.90Ô 0. ,900 0.900 0. 900 0.900 0 .900 0.900 0.900 0, 900 
0.900 0.900 0. 900 0.900 0. 900 0.900 0 .900 0.900 0.900 0, 900 
0.900 0.900 0. 899 0.897 0. 895 0,893 0 .890 0.889 0.889 0. 889 
0.911 0.910 0. 910 0.908 0. 906 0.904 0 .901 0.900 0.900 0, 900 
0.980 0.981 0. 982 0.983 0. 985 0,987 0 .988 0.988 0,988 0. 988 
0.871 0.873 0. 877 0.883 0. 889 0,894 0 .898 0.899 0,900 0. 900 
0.954 0.954 0. 953 0.953 0. 953 0,952 0 .951 0.950 0,950 0. 950 
0.954 0.954 0. 954 0.953 0. 953 0,952 0 .951 0.950 0,950 0. 950 
0.901 0.901 0. 900 0.900 0. 900 0,900 0 .900 0.900 0.900 0. 900 
0.904 0.904 0, 904 0.903 0. 903 0,902 0 .901 0.900 0,900 0. 900 
0.901 0.901 0. 900 0.900 0. 900 0,900 0, 900 0.900 0.900 0. 900 
0.902 0.902 0. 903 0.903 0. 902 0,901 0, 901 0.900 0.900 0. 900 
0.912 0.912 0. 911 0.909 0. 907 0,904 0, .902 0.900 0,900 0. 900 
0.921 0.921 0. 919 0.917 0. 913 0.908 0, 903 0.901 0,900 0. 900 
Table 2.9, Coverage probabilities (n^=20,n2=20) 
Delta 
1  1  1 1 1 1 1 2  
Interval 0 loOO 100 30 10 5 3 2 3 
Cl^ 0,892 0. ,892 0. ,892 0. ,893 0.895 0 .897 0. ,898 0 .899 0 .900 
C2^ 0.892 0. ,892 0. ,892 0. ,893 0.895 0 .897 0. ,898 0 .899 0 .900 
C3^ 0,892 0, ,892 0. ,892 0. ,893 0.895 0 .897 0, ,898 0 .899 0 .900 
C4 0.901 0. ,901 0. ,901 0. ,901 0.902 0 .903 0. 903 0 .902 0 .902 
C5^ 0.900 0. ,900 0, ,900 0. ,900 0.900 0 .900 0. ,900 0 .900 0 .900 
C6 0.900 0. 900 0. ,900 0. ,900 0.900 0 .900 0. 900 0 .900 0 .900 
C7 0.900 0. 900 0. ,900 0. ,900 0.900 0 .900 0. 900 0 .900 0 .900 
C8 0.900 0. 900 0, 900 0, 900 0.900 0 .900 0. 900 0 .900 0 .900 
C9 0.900 0. 900 0. 900 0, 900 0.900 0 .900 0. 900 0 .900 0 .900 
CIG^ 0.892 0, 892 0. 892 0, 893 0.895 0 .897 0. 898 0 .899 0 .900 
Cll 0.900 0. 900 0. 900 0. 901 0.903 0 .905 0. 906 0 ,907 0 .908 
C12A 0,985 0, 985 0. 985 0. 985 0.984 0 .982 0. 980 0 .977 0 .976 
C12B 0,900 0. 900 0. 899 0. 898 0.894 0 .889 0. 883 0 .877 0 .873 
C13A 0.950 0. 950 0. 950 0. 950 0.951 0 .952 0. 952 0 .952 0 .952 
C13B 0.950 0. 950 0. 950 0. 950 0.951 0 .952 0. 952 0 ,952 0 .952 
C13C^ 0.900 0. 900 0. 900 0. 900 0.900 0 .900 0. 900 0 .900 0 .900 
C13D 0.900 0. 900 0. 900 0. 901 0.901 0 .902 0. 902 0 .902 0 .902 
C14^ 0.900 0, 900 0. 900 0. 900 0.900 0, .900 0. 900 0, 900 0 ,900 
CIS 0.900 0, 900 0. 900 0. 899 0.898 0. 898 0. 899 0, .900 0 ,900 
C16A 0.900 0, 900 0. 900 0. 901 0.903 0, .905 0. 907 0, .908 0, .909 
C16B 0.900 0, 900 0. 901 0. 902 0.906 0, .910 0. 913 0, .915 0, .916 
^These intervals are identical. 
^These intervals are identical. 
68 
Delta 
1 3 2 2 
3 5 10 30 100 1000 oo 
0, .900 0 .900 0,899 0. ,898 0. ,897 0 ,895 0 ,893 0.892 0 ,892 0.892 
0. 900 0 .900 0.899 0. ,898 0. 897 0 ,895 0 ,893 0.892 0 ,892 0.892 
0. 900 0 .900 0.899 0. ,898 0. 897 0 ,895 0 .893 0.892 0 ,892 0.892 
0. ,900 0 .899 0.897 0. ,894 0, 891 0 .888 0 .885 0.883 0 ,883 0.883 
-0, 900 0 .900 0.900 0. ,900 0. 900 0 .900 0 .900 0.900 0 ,900 0.900 
0. ,900 0 .900 0.900 0. ,900 0. 900 0 ,900 0 .900 0.900 0 ,900 0.900 
0. ,900 0 .900 0.900 0. 900 0. 900 0 ,900 0 .900 0.900 0 .900 0.900 
0. 900 0 .900 0.900 0. 900 0, 900 0 ,900 0 .900 0.900 0 .900 0.900 
0. 900 0 .900 0.900 0. 900 0, 900 0 ,900 0 ,900 0.900 0 .900 0.900 
0. 900 0 .900 0.899 0. 898 0, 897 0 .895 0 ,893 0.892 0 ,892 0.892 
0, 908 0 .908 0.907 0. 906 0. 905 0 ,903 0 .901 0.900 0 ,900 0.900 
0. 975 0 .976 0.977 0, 980 0. 982 0 ,984 0 .985 0.985 0 ,985 0.985 
0. 870 0 .873 0,877 0, 883 0. 889 0 ,894 0 .898 0,899 0 ,900 0.900 
0. 952 0, .952 0.952 0, 952 0. 952 0 ,951 0 .950 0.950 0 ,950 0.950 
0. 952 0, .952 0,952 0, 952 0. 952 0 .951 0 .950 ' 0,950 G ,950 0.950 
0. 900 0, .900 0,900 0. 900 0. 900 0 ,900 0 .900 0.900 0 .900 0.900 
0. 902 0, .902 0,902 0. 902 0. 902 0 ,901 0 .901 0.900 0 .900 0.900 
0. 900 0, .900 0,900 0, 900 0. 900 0, .900 0, .900 0.900 0, .900 0.900 
0. 901 0. ,902 0,902 0. 902 0, 901 0, .901 0, .900 0.900 0, .900- 0.900 
0. 909 0, 909 0.908 0. 907 0, 905 0, .903 0, 901 0.900 0, .900 0.900 
0, 916 0. ,916 0.915 0. 913 0, 910 0, .906 0, 902 0.901 0, .900 0.900 
Table 2.10. Relative expected squared lengths (n^=5,n2=5) 
Delta 
Interval 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 
1000 100 30 10 5 3 2 3 
Cl^ 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
cf- 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
C3^ 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
C4 1.50 1.50 1.49 1.48 1.43 1.38 1.31 1.25 1.20 
C5^ 1.31 1.31 1.30 1.27 1.21 1.15 1.11 1.08 1.05 
C6 1.31 1.31 1.29 1.25 1.18 1.11 1.06 1.03 1.01 
C7 1.29 1.29 1.28 1.26 1.21 1.15 1.10 1.06 1.04 
C8 1.31 1.31 1.30 1.29 1.23 1.17 1.11 1.06 1.03 
C9 1.31 1.32 1.37 1.44 1.52 1.52 1.47 1.41 1.38 
CIO* 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Cll 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31 
C12A 8.15 8.15 8.08 7.92 7.50 7.00 5.53 6.17 5.98 
C12B 1.31 1.31 1.30 1.28 1.23 1.16 1.10 1.05 1.02 
C13A 2.15 2.15 2.15 2.14 2.11 2.08 2.05 2.02 2.00 
C13B 2.23 2.23 2.23 2.22 2.19 2.16 2.13 2.10 2.09 
C13C^ 1.31 1.31 1.30 1.27 1.21 1.15 1.11 1.08 1.05 
C13D 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.29 1.27 1.25 1.24 1.23 
C14^ 1.31 1.31 1.30 1.27 1.21 1.15 1.11 1.08 1.05 
CIS 1.31 1.31 1.26 1.19 1.10 1.06 1.05 1.07 1.08 
C16A 1.29 1.29 1.29 1.30 1.31 1.32 1.33 1.34 1.34 
C15B - - - -
-
-
-
-
-
^These intervals are identical. 
^These intervals are identical. 
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Delta 
1 
3 
2 
2 3 5 10 30 100 1000 00 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1.13 1.05 1.00 0.94 0.88 0.82 0.77 0.76 0.75 0.75 
1.06 1.06 1.08 1.11 1.15 1.21 1.27 1.30 1.31 1.31 
1.01 1.01 1.03 1.06 1.11 1.18 1.25 1.29 1.31 1.31 
1.03 1.04 1.06 1.10 1.15 1.21 1.26 1.28 1.29 1.29 
1.02 1.03 1.06 1.11 1.17 1.23 1.29 1.30 1.31 1.31 
1.36 1.38 1.41 1.47 1.52 1.52 1.44 1.37 1.32 1.31 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31 
5.86 5.98 6.17 6.53 7.00 7.50 7.92 8.08 8.15 8.15 
1.01 1.02 1.05 1.10 1.16 1.23 1.28 1.30 1.31 1.31 
1.99 2.00 2.02 2.05 2.08 2.11 2.14 2.15 2.15 2.15 
2.07 2.09 2.10 2.13 2.16 2.19 2.22 2.23 2.23 2.23 
1.06 1.06 1.08 1.11 1.15 1.21 1.27 1.30 1.31 1.31 
1.22 1.23 1.23 1.25 1.27 1.29 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31 
1.06 1.06 1.08 1.11 1.15 1.21 1.27 1.30 1.31 1.31 
1.11 1.15 1.18 1.21 1.25 1.28 1.30 1.31 1.31 1.31 
1.34 1.34 1.34 1.33 1.32 1.31 1.30 1.29 1.29 1.29 
Table 2,11. Relative expected squared lengths (n^=5,n2=10) 
Delta 
Interval Q1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2  
1000 100 30 10 5 3 2 3 
CI 2.08 2.07 2.05 1.98 1.81 1.62 1.43 1.27 1.15 
C2 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.03 1.02 1.01 0.99 0.98 0.97 
C3 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
C4 1.09 1.09 1.08 1.07 1.05 1.02 0.99 0.97 0.95 
C5 1.07 1.07 1.06 1.05 1.02 1.02 1.03 1.06 1.09 
C6 1.07 1.07 1.06 1.04 1.01 1.00 1.01 1.02 1.05 
C7 1.07 1.07 1.06 1.05 1.02 1.01 1.02 1.05 1.08 
C8 1.07 1.07 1.06 1.05 1.02 1.00 1.02 1,05 1.09 
C9 1.07 1.07 1.06 1.06 1.04 1.05 1.10 1.19 1.27 
CIO 0.85 0.85 0.86 0.88 0.93 0.98 1.04 1.08 1.12 
Cll 1.45 1.45 1.45 1.45 1.45 1.45 1.45 1.45 1.45 
C12A 3.19 3.19 3.14 3.05 3.17 3.79 4.61 5.41 5.99 
C12B 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.05 1.04 1.06 1.10 1.15 1.19 
C13A 1.63 1.63 1.62 1.62 1.67 1.79 1.91 2.01 2.07 
C13B 1.63 1.63 1.63 1.63 1.71 1.85 1.98 2.09 2,16 
C13C 1.07 1.07 1.06 1.05 1.02 1.02 1.04 1.07 1.09 
C13D 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.06 1.08 1.13 1.19 1.25 1.28 
C14 1.07 1.07 1.06 1.05 1.03 1.02 1.03 1.05 1.08 
C15 1.07 1.07 1.04 1.02 1.03 1.08 1.14 1.20 1,23 
C16A 1.07 1.07 1.08 1.10 1.15 1.20 1.24 1.27 1.30 
C15B _ 
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Delta 
1 J 2 3 5 10 30 100 1000 oo 
1.00 0.87 
0.96 0.95 
1.00 1.00 
0.93 0.91 
1.13 1.18 
1.09 1.14 
1.14 1.20 
1.15 1.22 
1.41 1.53 
1.16 1.20 
1.45 1.45 
6.79 7.50 
1.24 1.30 
2.16 2.22 
2.25 2.31 
1.14 1.20 
1.33 1.36 
1.12 1.17 
1.29 1.33 
1.33 1.35 
0.78 0.69 
0.95 0.94 
1.00 1.00 
0.89 0.88 
1.22 1.27 
1.17 1.23 
1.24 1.29 
1.26 1.31 
1.60 1.66 
1.22 1.25 
1.45 1,45 
7.92 8,41 
1.33 1,36 
2.26 2,30 
2.35 2,38 
1.23 1,28 
1.38 1,40 
1.21 1,26 
1.36 1.38 
1.37 1.38 
0,61 0.54 
0,93 0.93 
1,00 1.00 
0,87 0.86 
1,33 1,38 
1,29 1.35 
1,34 1.38 
1.36 1.40 
1,67 1.63 
1,28 1.30 
1.45 1.45 
8,85 9.23 
1,39 1.42 
2,33 2.35 
2,41 2.44 
1.33 1.38 
1,42 1.44 
1,32 1.37 
1.41 1.43 
1.40 1.41 
0.49 0.47 
0.92 0.92 
1.00 1.00 
0.85 0,85 
1.42 1,44 
1.41 1.44 
1.41 1.42 
1.43 1.44 
1.54 1.48 
1.31 1.32 
1.45 1.45 
9.49 9.59 
1.44 1.45 
2.37 2,37 
2.45 2,46 
1.43 1,44 
1.44 1,45 
1.42 1,44 
1.44 1.45 
1.42 1.42 
0.46 0,46 
0.92 0,92 
1.00 1,00 
0,85 0.85 
1,45 1.46 
1.45 1.45 
1.43 1.43 
1.45 1.45 
1.45 1.45 
1.32 1.32 
1.45 1.45 
9.63 9.63 
1.45 1.45 
2.38 2.38 
2.46 2.46 
1.45 1.45 
1.45 1.45 
1.45 1,45 
1,45 1,45 
1,43 1.43 
Table 2.12. Relative expected squared lengths (n^=5,n2=15) 
Delta 
Interval Q1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2  
1000 100 30 10 5 3 2 3 
CI 3.11 3.10 3.03 2.86 2.46 2.06 1.70 1.42 1.23 
C2 1.04 1.04 1.03 1.02 1.00 0.98 0.96 0.95 0.94 
C3 1.00 1,00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
C4 1.04 1.03 1.02 1.00 0.98 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.93 
C5 1.03 1.03 1.02 1.01 1.01 1.04 1.08 1.12 1.16 
C6 1.03 1.02 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.04 1.08 1,12 
C7 1.03 1.02 1.01 1.01 1,00 1.03 1.08 1.13 1.18 
C8 1,03 1.03 1.02 1.01 1.00 1.03 1.08 1.15 1.20 
C9 1.03 1.03 1,03 1.02 1.02 1.08 1.20 1.34 1.44 
CIO 0.84 0.84 0.85 0.89 0.97 1.06 1.14 1.19 1.23 
Cll 1.51 1.51 1.51 1.51 1.51 1.51 1.51 1.51 1.51 
C12A 2.41 2.41 2.36 2.44 2,37 4.60 5.72 6.62 7.22 
C12B 1.03 1.03 1.02 1.02 1.05 1,23 1.20 1.26 1.30 
C13A 1.53 1.53 1.53 1.56 1.74 1.93 2.08 2.18 2.24 
C13B 1.53 1.53 1.53 1.58 1.81 2.02 2.17 2.28 2.34 
C13C 1.03 1.03 1.02 1.01 1.01 1.04 1.09 1.14 1.18 
CI 3D 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.04 1.12 1.22 1.29 1.35 1.38 
C14 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.02 1.01 1.03 1.06 1.11 1.15 
CIS 1.03 1.03 1.01 1.01 •1.08 1.16 1.24 1.30 1.34 
C16A 1.03 1.03 1.05 1.08 1.16 1,23 1.28 1.33 1.35 
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Delta 
1 J 2 3 5 10 30 100 1000 
1.00 0.81 
0.93 0,92 
1.00 1.00 
0.92 0.91 
1.22 1.28 
1.17 1.23 
1.25 1.31 
1.27 1.33 
1.58 1.69 
1.28 1.33 
1.51 1.51 
7.98 8.59 
1.35 1.40 
2.31 2.37 
2.41 2.46 
1.24 1.30 
1.42 1.45 
1.20 1.26 
1.38 1.42 
1.39 1.41 
0.70 0.58 
0,91 0.90 
1.00 1.00 
0,90 0.90 
1,32 1.37 
1.27 1.33 
1.34 1.39 
1,37 1.41 
1.73 1,75 
1.35 1.37 
1.51 1.51 
8.95 9.33 
1.42 1.45 
2.39 2.42 
2.48 2.51 
1.34 1.38 
1.46 1.48 
1.30 1.35 
1.44 1.46 
1.43 1.44 
0.47 0.39 
0.90 0.89 
1.00 1.00 
0.90 0.89 
1.42 1.46 
1.38 1.44 
1.42 1.46 
1.45 1.48 
1.73 1.66 
1.40 1.41 
1.51 1.51 
9,67 9.95 
1,47 1.49 
2.44 2.46 
2.53 2.55 
1.43 1.47 
1.49 1.50 
1.41 1.45 
1.48 1,50 
1.46 1.47 
0.33 0,31 
0.89 0,89 
1.00 1,00 
0,89 0,89 
1,49 1,51 
1.48 1.50 
1.48 1.48 
1.50 1.51 
1.58 1.53 
1,43 1.43 
1.51 1.51 
10,14 10.21 
1.50 1.51 
2,47 2.48 
2,56 2.56 
1,49 1,51 
1.51 1,51 
1,49 1,50 
1,51 1,51 
1.48 1,49 
0.30 0,30 
0.89 0.89 
1.00 1.00 
0.89 0.89 
1.51 1.51 
1.51 1.51 
1.49 1,49 
1.51 1.51 
1.51 1.51 
1.43 1.43 
1.51 1.51 
10.24 10.24 
1.51 1.51 
2.48 2.48 
2,56 2.56 
1,51 1.51 
1,51 1.51 
1,51 1,51 
1,51 1,51 
1.49 1.49 
Table 2.13. Relative expected squared lengths (n^=10,n2=10) 
Delta 
Interval 0 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 2 
1000 100 30 10 5 3 2 3 
Cl^ 1.00 1,00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
C2^ 1.00 1.00 1.00 1,00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
C3^ 1.00 1.00 1.00 1,00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
C4 1.14 1.14 1,14 1.13 1.12 1.10 1.08 1.06 1.04 
C5^ 1.12 1.12 1,11 1.10 1.08 1.05 1.03 1.02 1.01 
C6 1.12 1.12 1.11 1.10 1.07 1.05 1.02 1.01 1.00 
C7 1.12 1.12 1.11 1.10 1.08 1.06 1.03 1.02 1,01 
C8 1,12 1.12 1,11 1.11 1.08 1.06 1,03 1.02 1,01 
C9 1.06 1.06 1,05 1.05 1.03 1.01 1,01 1,01 1,01 
ClO^ 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1,00 1,00 
Cll 1.12 1.12 1,12 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.12 1,12 
C12A 3.59 3.69 3.66 3.60 3.44 3.23 3.01 2.83 2.72 
C12B 1.12 1.12 1,11 1.10 1.06 1,01 0.95 0.91 0.88 
C13A 1,70 1.70 1,69 1.69 1.67 1,65 1.62 1,60 1.59 
C13B 1.70 1.70 1,70 1.69 1,68 1,66 1.63 1.61 1.60 
C13C^ 1.12 1.12 1.11 1.10 1,08 1.05 1.03 1,02 1.01 
C13D 1.12 1.12 1,12 1.11 1,10 1,09 1.08 1,06 1,06 
C14^ 1.12 1.12 1.11 1.10 1,08 1.05 1.03 1.02 1.01 
CIS 1.12 1.12 1,11 1.08 1.05 1.02 1.01 1.01 1.01 
C16A 1,12 1,12 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.13 1,13 1.13 
C15B 1.12 1.12 1.12 1,13 1.15 1.18 1.21 1.22 1.23 
^These intervals are identical. 
These intervals are identical. 
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Delta 
1 J 2 3 5 10 30 100 1000 oo 
1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 
1.02 0.99 
1.01 1.01 
1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.01 
1.00 1.01 
1.03 1.05* 
1.00 1.00 
1.12 1.12 
2.65 2.72 
0.87 0.88 
1.58 1.59 
1.59 1.60 
1.01 1.01 
1.05 1.06 
1.01 1.01 
1.02 1.04 
1.13 1.13 
1.24 1.23 
1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 
0.97 0.95 
1.02 1.03 
1.01 1.02 
1.02 1.03 
1,02 1.03 
1.07 1.09 
1,00 1.00 
1.12 1.12 
2.83 3.01 
0,91 0.95 
1,60 1.62 
1.61 1.63 
1.02 1.03 
1.06 1,08 
1.02 1,03 
1.05 1,07 
1.13 1,13 
1.22 1,21 
1,00 1.00 
1,00 1.00 
1,00 1.00 
0.93 0.91 
1,05 1.08 
1,05 1.07 
1.06 1.08 
1.06 1.08 
1.11 1.13 
1.00 1.00 
1.12 1.12 
3.23 3.44 
1.01 1.06 
1.65 1.67 
1,66 1.68 
1.05 1.08 
1.09 1.10 
1.05 1.08 
1.08 1.10 
1.12 1.12 
1,18 1.15 
1.00 1.00 
1.00 1,00 
1.00 1,00 
0.90 0,89 
1.10 1,11 
1.10 1.11 
1.10 1.11 
1.11 1.11 
1.14 1.14 
1.00 1.00 
1.12 1.12 
3.60 3.66 
1.10 1.11 
1.69 1.69 
1.69 1.70 
1,10 1.11 
1.11 1.12 
1.10 1,11 
H
 
H
 
H
 1.12 
1.12 1.12 
1,13 1.12 
1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 
0.89 0.89 
1.12 1.12 
1.12 1,12 
1.12 1,12 
1.12 1.12 
1.14 1.14 
1,00 1.00 
1.12 1.12 
3.69 3.69 
1.12 1.12 
1.70 1.70 
1.70 1.70 
1.12 1.12 
1.12 1.12 
1.12 1.12 
1.12 1.12 
1.12 1.12 
1.12 1.12 
Table 2.14. Relative expected squared lengths (n^=10,n2=15) 
Delta 
interval Q1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2  
1000 100 30 10 5 3 2 3 
CI 1.52. 1.52 1.51 1.48 1.41 1.32 1.23 1.15 1.09 
C2 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 1,00 1.00 1,00 
C3 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1,00 1.00 1,00 
C4 1.07 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.05 1.03 1,01 1.00 0.99 
C5 1.06 1.06 1.05 1.04 1.03 1.01 1.01 1.01 1,01 
C6 1.06 1.06 1,05 1.04 1.02 1.01 1,00 1.00 1,00 
C7 1.06 1.06 1.05 1.04 1.03 1.01 1,00 1.00 1,01 
C8 1.06 1.06 1,05 1.04 1.03 1.01 1,00 1.00 1,01 
C9 1.06 1.06 1,05 1.05 1.03 1.01 1,01 1.01 1,01 
CIO 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.98 0,99 1.00 1,01 
Cll 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 
C12A 2.72 2.71 2.69 2.63 2.47 2.33 2,30 2.41 2,55 
C12B 1.06 1.06 1.05 1.05 1.03 1.02 1.01 1.02 1.03 
C13A 1.56 1.56 1.56 1.56 1.54 1.53 1,53 1.55 1.57 
C13B 1.57 1.57 1,56 1.56 1.54 1.53 1.53 1.55 1.58 
C13C 1,06 1.06 1.05 1.04 1,03 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 
C13D 1.06 1.06 1.05 1.05 1.04 1.03 1,03 1.04 1.05 
C14 1.06 1.06 1.05 1.04 1.03 
1—1 o
 
1—1 
1,01 1.01 1,01 
CIS 1.06 1.06 1.05 1.03 1,01 1.01 1,01 1.03 1.04 
C16A _ 1.06 1.06 1.06 1,06 1.07 1.08 1,10 1.10 1,11 
C16B 1.06 1.06 1.06 1,08 1.12 1.15 1,18 1.19 1,19 
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Delta 
1 J 2 3 5 10 30 100 1000 oo 
1.00 0.92 
0.99 0.99 
1.00 1.00 
0.97 0.96 
1.02 1.04 
1.01 1.03 
1.02 1.04 
1.02 1.04 
1.03 1.05 
1.02 1.03 
1.14 1.14 
2.79 3.05 
1.05 1.07 
1.60 1.63 
1.61 1.64 
1.02 1.04 
1.07 1.09 
1.02 1.04 
1.06 1.08 
1.12 1.12 
1.20 1.19 
0.87 0.81 
0.99 0.98 
1.00 1.00 
0.95 0.94 
1.05 1.07 
1.04 1.06 
1.05 1.07 
1.06 1.08 
1.07 1.09 
1.03 1.04 
1.14 1.14 
3.21 3.41 
1.08 1.10 
1.65 1.68 
1.66 1.69 
1.05 1.07 
1.10 1.11 
1.05 1.07 
1.09 1.10 
1.13 1.13 
1.18 1.18 
0.75 0.71 
0.98 0.98 
1.00 1.00 
0.93 0.92 
1.09 1.11 
1.08 1.10 
1.10 1.12 
1.10 1.12 
1.11 1.13 
1.05 1.05 
1.14 1.14 
3.60 3.76 
1.11 1.13 
1.70 1.72 
1.71 1.72 
1,09 1.12 
1.12 1.13 
1.09 1.11 
1.12 1.13 
1.13 1.14 
1.17 1.16 
0.67 0.66 
0.98 0.98 
1.00 1.00 
0.92 0.91 
1.13 1.14 
1.13 1.14 
1.13 1.14 
1.14 1.14 
1.14 1.14 
1.06 1.06 
1.14 1.14 
3.87 3.92 
1.14 1.14 
1.73 1.73 
1.74 1.74 
1.13 1.14 
1.14 1.14 
1.13 1,14 
1.14 1.14 
1.14 1.14 
1.15 1.15 
0.65 0.65 
0,98 0,98 
1.00 1.00 
0.91 0,91 
1.14 1,14 
1.14 1.14 
1.14 1,14 
1.14 1.14 
1.14 1.14 
1.06 1.06 
1.14 1,14 
3.94 3.94 
1.14 1.14 
1.74 1.74 
1.74 1.74 
1.14 1.14 
1.14 1.14 
1.14 1,14 
1.14 1.14 
1.14 1,14 
1.14 1,14 
Table 2.15. Relative expected squared lengths (n^=15,n2=15) 
Delta 
Interval 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1000 100 30 10 5 3 2 3 
Cl^ 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
C2^ 1.00 1.00 1.00 1,00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
C3^ 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
C4 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.07 1.06 1.04 1.03 1.02 
C5^ 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.06 1.05 1.03 1.02 1.01 1.01 
C6 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.06 1.05 1.03 1.02 1.01 1.00 
C7 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.06 1.05 1.03 1.02 1.01 1.00 
C8 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.06 1.05 1.03 1.02 1.01 1.00 
C9 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.05 1.04 1.02 1.01 1.01 
ClO^ 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Cll 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07 
C12A 2.88 2.88 2.87 2.82 2.71 2.57 2.41 2.27 2.18 
C12B 1.07 1.05 1.05 1.04 1.01 0.98 0.93 0.89 0.86 
C13A 1.59 1.59 1.59 1.58 1.57 1.55 1.53 1.52 1.51 
C13B 1.59 1.59 1.59 1.58 1.57 1.55 1.54 1.52 1.51 
C13C^ 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.06 1.05 1.03 1.02 1.01 1.01 
C13D 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.06 1.05 1.04 1.03 1.03 
C14^ 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.06 1.05 1.03 1.02 1.01 1.01 
CI 5 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.05 1.03 1.02 1.01 1.00 1.01 
C15A 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08 
C16B 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.08 1.10 1.11 1.13 1.14 1.15 
^These intervals are identical. 
These intervals are identical. 
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Delta 
1 J 2 3 5 10 30 100 1000 
1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 
1.01 0.99 
1.00 1.01 
1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.01 
1.00 
o
 
o
 
1.07 1.07 
2.12 2.18 
0.85 0.86 
1.50 1.51 
1.50 1.51 
1.00 1.01 
1.02 1.03 
1.00 1.01 
1.01 1.02 
1.08 1.08 
1.15 1.15 
1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 
0.98 0.97 
1.01 1.02 
1.01 1.02 
1.01 1.02 
1.01 1.02 
1.01 1.02 
1.00 1.00 
1.07 1.07 
2.27 2.41 
0.89 0.93 
1.52 1.53 
1.52 1.54 
1.01 1.02 
1.03 1.04 
1.01 1.02 
1.03 1.04 
1.08 1,08 
1.14 1.13 
1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 
0.95 0.94 
1.03 1.05 
1.03 1.05 
1.03 1.05 
1.03 1.05 
1,04 1,05 
1,00 1,00 
1,07 1.07 
2.57 2.71 
0.98 1,02 
1.55 1.57 
1.55 1.57 
1.03 1.05 
1.05 1.06 
1.03 1.05 
1.05 1.06 
1.08 1.07 
1.11 1.10 
1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 
0.93 0.93 
1.06 1.07 
1.06 1.07 
1,06 1.07 
1.06 1.07 
1,07 1,07 
1.00 1,00 
1.07 1.07 
2.82 2,87 
1.05 1,07 
1.58 1,59 
1.58 1.59 
1.06 1.07 
1.07 1,07 
1,06 1.07 
1.07 1.07 
1.07 1,07 
1.08 1,07 
1,00 1.00 
1,00 1.00 
1.00 1,00 
0.93 0.93 
1.07 1.07 
1.07 1.07 
1.07 1.07 
1.07 1.07 
1.07 1,07 
1.00 1,00 
1.07 1.07 
2.88 2,88 
1.07 1,07 
1.59 1,59 
1.59 1.59 
1.07' 1.07 
1.07 1.07 
1.07 1.07 
1.07 1,07 
1.07 1.07 
1.07 1.07 
Table 2.16. Relative expected squared lengths (n^=20,n2=20) 
Delta 
^ , - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2  
Interval 0 1000 100 30 10 5 3 2 3 
Cl^ 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
C2^ 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
C3^ 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1,00 1.00 1.00 
C4 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.05 1.04 1.03 1.02 1.01 
C5^ 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.03 1.02 1.01 1.01 1.00 
C6 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.04 1.03 1.02 1.01 1.01 1.00 
C7 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.04 1.02 1.01 1.01 1.00 
C8 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.04 1.02 1.01 1.01 1.00 
C9 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.04 1.03 1.01 1.01 1.00 
CIO* 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Cll 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 
C12A 2.54 2.54 2.53 2.49 2.40 2.29 2.16 2.04 1.96 
C12B 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.04 1.01 0.97 0.93 0.89 0.86 
C13A 1.54 1.54 1.54 1.53 1.52 1.51 1.50 1.48 1.48 
C13B 1.54 1.54 1.54 1.54 1.53 1.51 1.50 1.49 1.48 
C13C^ 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.03 1.02 1.01 1.01 1.00 
C13D 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.04 1.04 1.03 1.03 1.02 1.02 
C14^ 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.03 1.02 1.01 1.01 1.00 
CIS 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.04 1.03 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.00 
C16A 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05. 1.06 1.06 1.06 
C16B 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.06 1.07 1.08 1.09 1.10 1.11 
^These intervals are identical. 
^These intervals are identical. 
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Delta 
1 
3 
2 2 3 5 10 30 100 1000 00 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1.00 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
1.00 1.00 1.01 1.01 1.02 1.03 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 
1.00 1.00 1.01 1.01 1.02 1.03 1.04 1.05 1.05 1.05 
1.00 1.00 1.01 1.01 1.02 1.04 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 
1.00 1.00 1.01 1.01 1.02 1.04 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 
1.00 1.00 1.01 1.01 1.03 1.04 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 
1.91 1.96 2.04 2.16 2.29- 2.40 2.49 2.53 2.54 2.54 
0.84 0.86 0.89 0.93 0.97 1.01 1,04 1.05 1.05 1.05 
1.47 1.48 1.48 1.50 1.51 1.52 1.53 1.54 1.54 1.54 
1.47 1.48 1.49 1.50 1.51 1.53 1.54 1.54 1.54 1.54 
1.00 1.00 1.01 1.01 1.02 1.03 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 
1.01 1.02 1.02 1.03 1.04 1.04 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 
1.00 1.00 1.01 1.01 .1.02 1.03 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 
1.01 1.01 1.02 1.02 1.03 1.04 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 
1.06 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 
1.11 1.11 1.10 1.09 1.08 1.07 1.06 1.05 1.05 1.05 
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The numerical evaluations of the naive Intervals C1-C4 indicate 
that the coverage probabilities of these intervals can differ consider­
ably front the specified levels, particularly when n^ and n^ are unequal. 
Interval C14 performed very well in the numerical evaluations as 
did Intervals C5 and C5. 
Of the three Intervals C7-C9 obtained by truncating the series 
2 2 
expansion of h(s^,S2,a/2), Interval C8 appears to be the most satis­
factory. Note that Interval C9, which uses the most terms in the 
expansion, seems to be the least desirable of the three intervals. 
It appears that the conservative confidence Interval C13 for 
jil-p.^ derived from v can be considerably less conservative, and hence, 
considerably shorter than the conservative confidence interval derived 
from T. [Recall that T itself depends on 5, but has a distribution 
that does not depend on Ô, whereas V itself does not depend on Ô, but 
has a distribution that does depend on 6.] 
The numerical results for Interval C16 suggest -that this interval 
tends to be conservative, in agreement with the findings of Kempthorne 
(1966), West (1967) and Robinson (1976). 
2.5. Appendix; Derivation of Entries in Table 2.1 
In this appendix, we derive the expressions for the limiting 
coverage probabilities of Intervals C1-C15 that are given in -Table 2.1. 
Consider first Interval Cl. This interval is the special case 
of interval (2.3.1) where 
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= Va (2.5.1) 
Corollary 2.1 is applicable since (2.5.1) is continuous at zero in 
each of its arguments. Thus, in the case of Interval CI 
p(0,n^,n2) = 2E(0[/n^u[O,X2/(n2-l)]) - 1 
= P 1 = 1 < ta/2("i+"2-2) 
V 
(»1*»2)%2 
ni(n^+n2-2) 
l/2\ 
{2.5.2) 
where Z ~ N(0,1) independently of X2« Equation (2.5.2) leads to the 
expression given in Table 2.1 for p(0,n^,n2). A similar development 
leads to the expression given in Table 2.1 for pCx^n^png). 
The expressions for the limiting coverage probabilities in the 
cases of Intervals C2-C5 can be obtained using arguments similar to 
those that were used for Interval Cl. 
A slightly different derivation is required to obtain the expres­
sions given in Table 2.1 for p(0,n^,n2) and p(oo,n^,n2) in the case of 
Intervals C7-C9. We illustrate by deriving the expression for 
p(0,n^,n2) in the case of Interval C7. For this interval 
, 2 2, 
ufs^fSg) = z (1/2 
4]"'" 1 2 
2 ^^"^0/2^^22 
+ 3-(3+5z^y2422/2)V32 32 ( ^^21 ^ • 
(2.5.3) 
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Clearly, Corollary 2.1 is applicable since (2.5.3) is continuous at 
zero in each of its arguments. We find that v^^[0,X2/(n2-l)] = 
(n^-l)"^ for all r and u and hence, that 
2\ 
2 1 
r 2 1 1/2 
%2 
n2(n2-l) 
1 + + 5=2/2+16:^/2+: 
4(n2-l) 96(n2-l)' 
(2.5.4) 
The second of the two factors on the right hand-side of equality (2.5.4) 
consists of the terms through ofng^) of the expansion for 
given by Fisher and Cornish (1960). Thus, we may write 
.y: 
2 
X2 
1/2 
-2 
'[tgy2(n2"l)*°(^2 (2.5.5) 
leading to the expression for p(0,n^,n2) given in Table 2.1. 
In the cases of Intervals CIO and Cll, the expressions for 
p(0,n^,n2) and p(oo,n^,n2) are easily obtained by making use of 
Corollary 2.1. 
Consider next interval C12. We treat the two cases y* > 0 and 
Y* = 0, separately. First, suppose that y* > 0. It can be shown that 
D^/^(s2,S^,L) = 
(n, —l)+(n_—1)F. 
l-Y*/2'"2 (n_—l,n.-1) 
ni+"2-2 
\l/2 
n. 
"2^1-Y*/2 
(2.5.6) 
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and 
(n^-lj+Cng-l 
I 1/2 ( 2 . 5 . 7 )  
Observe that Interval C12 is the special case of interval (2.3.1) 
where 
and note that expression (2.5.8) is continuous-at zero in each argument, 
so that Corollary 2.1 is applicable. A straightforward application of 
the corollary leads to the expressions in Table 2.1 for p(0,n^,n2) 
and p(oo,n^,-n2) in the case of Interval C12. 
When Y* = 0, Interval CI2 becomes (-00,00) and has coverage prob­
ability identically equal to 1. 
Next, consider Interval C13 and suppose that y* > 0. It is clear-
that, when Interval Cl3 is formulated as a special case of interval 
2 2 (2.3.1), is continuous at zero in each argument. Using 
Corollary 2.1 together wi-th (2.2.26) and (2.2,27), the entries for 
p(.0,n^,n2) and p(oo,n^,n2) given in Table 2.1 are obtained. When y* = 0, 
Interval C13 coincides wi-th Interval Cll, as noted earlier. 
The expressions given in Table 2.1 in the case of Intervals C14 
and CIS can be obtained via derivations similar to those employed in 
1/2 2 2 
'  ( S i , S 2 , D ) ] ,  ( 2 . 5 . 8 )  
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the case of interval C13. 
Finally, consider Interval C15. When this interval is formulated 
2 2 
as a special case of interval (2.3.1), uCs^jS^) satisfies the condi-
2 
tions of Corollary 2,1. Setting s^ = 0 gives sin<|> = 0 and cos<f> = 1. 
2 
Thus, when s^ = 0, T = T2 and the posterior distribution is tfng-l). 
It follows that Ug(0,X2/(n2"^^'°^'^^^ ~ leading to the 
expression given in Table 2.1 for p(0,n^,n2). The expression given in 
Table 2,1 for p(oo,n^,n2) can be obtained in a similar fashion. 
2.6. Appendix; Index of Notation and Definitions 
Page 
a 37 
b 37 
b 38 
b^ 38 
^2 38 
c 20 
c* 37 
2 
Xi 26 
2 
X2 26 
d * 38 
D(S^,S2,Ô),D*(X,Ô) 23 
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Page 
I 
I 12 
S3 
I 
6, 
5" 30 
25 
f, f(G^,a^) 14 
K' fi(x) 
2 2 ,  
9 
14 
&. fz'XI " 
f* 37 
32 
f 2 42 
^1 
f 2 
%2 
Fy(',';ô) 21 
38 
G 38 
Yl(X,ô,a) 23 
Y2(X,6,a) 23 
G-invariant 38 
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Page 
h(s^,S2,CX/2), h*(X,a/2) 15 
hi(s^,S2,a/2) 17 
hJ(s^,S2,a/2) 19 
h2(s^,s^,a/2) 17 
h*(s^,S2,a/2) 19 
^3(5^,52,0/2) 18 
h|(s^,52,a/2) 19 
I, I(S^,S2,Y*), I*(X,Y*) 22 
k 34 
K 10 
*a*/2(G) 25 
2 2 
32 
L, L(S^,S2,Y*), L*(X,Y*) 22 
label-invariant 43 
^1 4 
M-2 4 
V 20 
CD 33 
P(Ô,,^2) 41 
2 2 
Pi (^2)^2*^1*^2 ^ 31 
2 2 
^2 '^^1*^2 ^ ^ 32 
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Page 
P3(fil,|l2|X) 32 
P^(T2>T2|X) 33 
PjCTIx) 34 
(J), +*(X) 33 
Rfô.n^png) 44 
.0^(6) 27 
PgtG) 27 
relative expected squared length 44 
=2 ^ 
5^(5)' 4 
*1 4 
("2 4 
t^ 43 
t2 43 
T 33 
T i  - 3 3  
7-2 33 
T 10 
T 9 
(•) 43 
Tgt") 43 
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U, U(SJ,S2,Y*), U*{X,7*) 
Ug(s^,S2,a/2), u*(x,a/2) 
o;(s^,s^,a/2) 
2 2 2 2 
u(s^,S2,Hj, 1^2) 
Page 
22 
34 
35 
40 
V 
^ru'44'' %'ï' 
13 
17 
^1 
^2 
X 
X, 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
10 
39 
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3. POINT PREDICTION UNDER THE GENERAL MIXED LINEAR MODEL 
In this chapter, we collect sane terminology and results on point 
prediction under the General Mixed Linear Model that facilitate our 
subsequent discussion of prediction intervals for the Balanced One­
way Random Model and the General Mixed Linear Model. An index for the 
notation used in the General Mixed Linear Model is given in Section 
5.5. 
3.1. Terminology and Notation 
Consider the point prediction, under the General Mixed Linear Model, 
of the unobservable realization of the rajidom variable w, based on the 
observed value of the random vector y. Let ^(y) denote an arbitrary 
(point) predictor of w. We-refer to the difference T](y)-w as the 
prediction error of ri(y), and call E[T)(y)-w]^ the mean squared error 
of r|(y). Here, and subsequently, expectations are taken with respect 
to the joint distribution of y and w. Following Goldberger (1952), 
Henderson (1963), and Bibby and Toutenberg (1977), we say a predictor 
^(y) is unbiased if E[Ti(y)] = E(w) for all g and for all B £ CI. If 
the predictor T](y) of w is such that T](y+Xb) = Ti(y) + \'b for every 
k X 1 vector b, and for all y, we say that %(y) is a location-equivariant 
predictor of w and if r)(-y) = -n(y) for all y (i.e., r^y) is an odd 
function of y ), we say that r] (y) is an odd predictor of w. 
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3.2. Point Prediction when 0 is Known 
Suppose that 0 is known (so that in effect O consists of a single 
point). Then, the predictor T](y) may depend on 0. It is convenient 
to make the dependence explicit by writing r^y;0) for T](y). Define 
A 
where g(0) is the solution to the equations 
= X'V^(0)y, (3.2.2) 
i.e., where g(0) = [X'V^(0)X] ^ X'v ^(9)y. The predictor •n_(y;9) is 
— — y y  —* y y  " — 'g — 
unbiased and it can be shown that it has uniformly minimum jnean 
squared error among all unbiased predictors of w. The predictor 
rig(yj9) is commonly called the BLUP (for best linear unbiased 
predictor) of w. The BLUP is an odd location-equivariant predictor 
(as well as an unbiased predictor) of w and it can be shown that it 
has uniformly minimum mean squared error among all location-equi variant 
predictors of w. We shall denote the mean squared error of the BLUP 
by Mg(0). It is easy to show that 
.(X'V^(8)X)-^%-X'V^(6)Vy^(8)]. (3.2.3) 
It is well-known that the prediction error of the BLUP, namely 
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T)g(y;0)-w, is normally distributed with mean zero and variance 
Mgce). 
3.3. Point Prediction when 0 is Unknown 
When 9 is unknown, it is common practice to predict the realiza-
A 
tion of w by using a predictor T]g(y) obtained from the BLUP 'ng(y;9) 
by replacing 0 by some estimator t(y). Following Kackar and Harville 
(1981), we restrict attention to the case where the estimator t(y) 
of 9 is such that t(y) = t(-y) and t(y+Xb) = t(y) for every y and 
every k x 1 vector b. That is, we restrict attention to estimators of 
9 that are even functions of y and that aire translation-invariant. 
Let L represent any n x (n-k) matrix of rank n-k such that 
L*X = 0 [e.g., L could consist of a set of n-k linearly independent 
columns of I -X(X'X) X']. Define z = L'y. It can be shown [e.g., 
Harville (1985) ] that any translation-invariant estimator of 9 depends 
on y only through the value of z. Thus, the translation-invariant 
A 
estimator t(y) can be reexpressed as t(y) = 9(z) for some vector-
A A 
valued'function 9(«). Since 9(y) is taken to be an even function of 
A A A 
y, 9(z) = 9(-z), i.e., 9(z) is an even function of z. For convenience, 
A A 
we sometimes write 9 for 0 (z ). it can be verified that the ML and REML 
estimators of 0 are even translation-invariant estimators. 
There are relatively few general properties that can be attributed 
A 
to T]g(y). Kackar and Harville (1981) and Harville (1985) have shown 
A 
that E[T)g(y)-w] = 0. Except in very special cases, the mean squared 
A 
error of r|g(y) is intractable. Harville (1985) considered a decomposi-
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A 
tion of the prediction error of Tig(y) under various assumptions about 
the joint distribution of y and w. He found that, under the General 
Mixed Linear Model, the two terms of the decomposition 
TiB{y)-w = [rig(y;e)-w] + [ng(y)-ng(y;8)] (3.3.1) 
are distributed independently. Extending work by Kackar and Harville 
A 
(1984), Hcirville (1985) showed that the prediction error T|g(y)-w is 
symmetrically distributed about zero. The exact form of the distribu-
A 
tion of T]g(y)-w is very difficult to characterize. Toyooka and Kariya 
(1983) obtained bounds for the error incurred in approximating this 
distribution by a normal distribution. 
A 
For convenience, let = Tl„(y;9)-w and 1%. = t]. (y)^_(y;G ) 
J. O — — 6 O — D " — 
represent the two terms in the decomposition (3.3.1). We now outline 
Harville's (1985) proof that and U2 are distributed independently. 
Define P(0) = X(X'v"^(e)X)(6), take K(8) to be a matrix yy - yy -
satisfying the condition I^-P(9) = K*(0)L* [such a matrix necessarily 
exists] and let a represent any vector such that A.' = a'X. Then, it 
can be verified that 
U2 = r[9(z),0]z, (3.3.2) 
where 
i'[ê(z),9] = a'P[9(z)]K'(9) + V r0(z) ]v"^[9(z) ]K'[0(z)] 
- V (0)V"^(9)K'(0). (3.3.3) yw — yy — — 
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It can also be verified that the elements of z are uncorrelated with 
and hence, (since the joint distribution of z and is multivariate 
normal) that z is distributed independently of U^. Since is a func­
tion of z alone, we conclude that is distributed independently 
of u^. 
We now establish a result that allows us to conclude that condi-
A 
tionally on the value of 9(z), the terms and are also distributed 
independently. 
Lemma 3.1. 
Let V^, and be random variables (possibly vector valued) 
such that is distributed independently of . Then, conditional 
on the value of V^, and are distributed independently. 
Proof ; 
Let and be arbitrary Borel sets such that 
P(V^ € B^) > 0. We have that 
P(V^eB^,V^eB^,V^€B^) 
P(V^€B^)P(V2€B^,V^€B^) 
P(V^€B^) 
P(Vi€Bi)P(V2€B2|V3€B3). (3.3.4) 
By assumption, is distributed independently of V^, implying that 
P(V^EB^) = PCV^EB^IV^EB^). Thus, result (3.3.4) can be reexpressed as 
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= P(ViÇBi|V3€B3)P(V2€B2|V3eB3). (3.3.5) 
We conclude that, conditional on the value of V^, and are 
distributed independently. 
Applying Lemma 3.1 with = U^, = O^, and = 9(z) ([^2,0(2)] 
is a function of z and is distributed independently of z), we con-
A 
elude that, conditional on 0(2), is distributed independently of 
^2-
In light of the conditional independence of and [and the 
fact that E[U^|0(2)] = E(U^) =0], 
E[(^g(y)-w)^|0(2)] = Mg(0) + E{[^g(y)-Tig{y;0)]^le(z)}. (3.3.5) 
Rs an immediate consequence of result (3.3.5), we obtain the result 
E(Tig(y)-w)^ = Mg(0) + E[Tig(y)-Tig(y;e)]^, (3.3.7) 
which has been given by Harville (1985). 
Extending work by Kackar and Harville (1984), Harville (1985) 
A A 
showed that, conditional on 9(z), T|g(y)-'ng(y;0) is symmetrically 
distributed about zero. Consequently, in light of results (3.3.6) and 
(3.3.2) 
E[(Tig(y)-w)^(0(z)] = Mg(0) + ^ •(0{z),0)Var[z|0(z)]X(e(2),0) 
(3.3.8) 
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and 
E[^g(y)-w]^ = Mg(0) + E{i'(ê(z),0)Var[2|ê(z)]i(0(2),0)}. (3.3.9) 
Define Q(0) = V~^(0)[I -P(0)]. Note that the matrix Q(0) is 
— yy — — — 
symmetric. It is easy to verify the following identities; 
P(0)P(0) = P(0), (3.3,10) 
P(6)P(8) = P(0), (3.3.11) 
[I -P(0)][I -P(9)] = I-P(9), (3.3.12) 
—n — —n — —n — 
[I -P(0)][I -P(0)] = I -P(e),  (3.3.13) 
—n — —n — —n — 
2<ê)Vyy(ê)Q(0) = Q(e), (3.3.14) 
Q(0)Vyy(0)Q(0) = Q(0), (3.3.15) 
P(0)[I -P(0)]V_(0)Q(0) = P(0)-P(0), (3.3.16) 
P(ê)V^(0)Q(e) =.0, (3.3.17) 
P(e )V^(e )Q(0) = 0, (3.3.18) 
P(6)V_(Ê)P'(0) = P{0)V_(e),  (3.3.19) 
—  Y Y  —  —  y y  —  
P(0)V(0)P'(0) = P(0)V(0). (3.3.20) 
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The following theorem gives (for a special case) a further representa-
A 
tion for the mean squared error of Tig(y). 
Theorem 3.1. 
Take the model to be the General Mixed Linear Model described in 
A 
Section 1.5. Suppose that 9(z) is an even translation-invariant 
estimator of 0 such that E{V[0(Z)]} = V(9) [as would be the case, for 
A 
example, if the elements of V(9) were linear functions of 0 and 6(z) 
A 
estimated 0 unbiasedly]. If 0(z) is a complete sufficient statistic 
(when z is regarded as the data vector), then 
E[ng(^)-w]^ = Mg(e) + E{Mg(0)-Mg£0(Z)]}. 
Proof; 
Denote the variance-covariance matrix of z by (0)- Then, 
V (9) = E{Var[z{9(z)]} + Var{E[2|0(z)]}. It follows from Theorem 1.3.29 
A 
of Randies and Wolfe (1979) [upon setting V(z) = z, W(z) = 0(z), a = 0 
A 
and g(z) = -z] that the conditional distribution of z, given 0(z), 
I ^ is symmetric about 0. Thus, S[z|0(z)] = 0, and hence, 
V^^(0) = E{var[z|0(2)]}. Note that, because 9(z) is a sufficient 
A A 
statistic, the distribution of z, given 0(z), and thus Var[z]0(z)], 
does not depend on 0. Since (9) = L*V^(0)L and, by assumption, 
E{v[9(z)]} = v(9), we have that E{Var[z|9(z)] - V^^[0(z)]} = 0. By 
A A A 
the completeness of 9(z) we thus have Var[z 9(z)] = V„„[9(z)] with 
probability one. As a consequence, expression (3.3.9) can be re­
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written as 
E(^g(y}-w)^ = MgO) + E{i'{0(2),0)V^2[ê(z)]X(ê(z),e)}. (3.3,21) 
By using identities (3.3.10)-(3.3.17), we find that 
^'(ê(z),0)V^^[ê(2)]^(0(2),e) = a'[P(G)-P(e)]V (8)[?'(9)-?'(e)]a 
+ 2V' ( 9 )[P' ( 0 )-P' ( e )]a 
yw — — —' — 
+ 2v^(8)G(e)Vyy(8)P'(6)a 
+ v^4)G(9)VY^(6) 
+ v^(8)G(e)Vyy(e)S(G)Vy^(6). 
(3.3.22) 
Taking the expected value of each side of equality (3.3.22) and making 
use of identities (3,3.14) and (3.3.18) we see that 
Eri'(9,0)V ^ (0)X(0,0)] = E{a'[P(8)-P(0)]V (0)[P'(0)-P'(0)]a} 
+ 2a'E[P(ê)v (0)] 
— — yw — • 
- 2a'P(9)V (0) 
— — yw — 
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+ E[v^(0)e(ê)vy^(e)] 
- v;,(e)G(8)Vy^(8). (3.3.23) 
using identities (3.3.19) and (3.3.20), we can rewrite the first 
term of the right-hand side of equality (3.3.23) as 
E{a'[P(0)-P(e)]V (ê)[P'(ê)-P*(e)3a} = a*P(e)V(9)a 
- a'E[V(ê)P'(e)]a. (3.3.24) 
Substituting (3.3.24) into (3.3.23) gives 
E[^'(6,6)V (6)^(8,8)] = X'(X'v~^(e)X)"\ 
- 2&'(X'V^(8)X)-^X'V^(6)Vy^(6) 
v;^(8)B(8)Vy^(8) 
E[X'(X'v"^(ê)X)~\ yy _ 
2&'(X'V^(e)X)-&'V^(ê)Vy^(8) 
V^(8)G(8)Vy^(8)]. (3.3.25) 
Using (3.2.3), we can rewrite (3.3,25) as 
EU'(0,0)V^^(9)|{0,0)] = [Mg(8)-V^(9)] - E[Mg(9)-V^(0)] 
= Mg(9) - EMg(8). (3,3.26) 
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Combining results (3.3.26) and (3.3.21) completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
The following corollary indicates how, under the conditions of 
Theorem 3.1, an unbiased estimator of the mean squared error of 
A 
Tig(y) might be obtained. 
Corollary 3.1. 
Suppose the conditions and assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold. If 
A A A 
Mg(8) is an unbiased estimator of Mg(9), then 2Mg(0 )-ïtgl0 (z) ] esti-
A 
mates the mean squared error of T|g(y) unbiasedly. 
Except in relatively simple special cases, exact expressions for 
the second term in expression (3.3.7) are intractable. In practice, 
it is usually necessary to approximate this quantity. Kackar and 
Harville (1984) and Harville (1985) proposed an approximation that 
utilizes the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. 
Let S(x) be a differentiable function from ]R^ to]R. Define 
f(x) = [S(x)-S(x )]^, with X an arbitrary but fixed vector in]R^. 
° th SS(x) 
Define h (x ) to be the q x 1 vector whose i element is —r 
- - ôx^ 
(i = l,...,q). Then, the second order Taylor series approximation 
2 
of f(x) around the point x = x , is [h ' (x )(x-x )] . 
— — —o — —o — —o 
Applying Lemma 3.2 with S(x) =>Tig(y;x) and ^  = 6, we obtain 
[TiB(y;x)-nB(y;e)]^ = [d-(yjG) (x-9)]^, (3.3.27) 
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where d{y;x) = ôTig(y;x)/ôx. Evaluating each side of (3.3.27) at 
A 
X = 9(z) gives 
" [d'(^;e)(9(2)-e)]^, (3.3.28) 
Thus, 
E{Tig[y;0(z)]-TiB(y;e}}^ - E[d'(y;e) (0 (z)-0) ]^. (3.3.29) 
Kackar and Harville (1984) suggested the further approximation; 
E[d'(y;9)(e(z)-9)]^ = tr[A(9)B(0)], (3.3.30) 
where A(0) is the variance-covariance matrix of d(y;0) and B(0) is 
A 
the mean squared error matrix of 0(Z) or some approximation to that 
A 
matrix. When 0 is the ML or REML estimator of 0, B(0) could be 
chosen to be the large-sample approximation to the variance-covariance 
A 
matrix of 0. Combining the approximations (3.3.29) and (3.3.30), we 
obtain the following approximation (proposed by Kackar and Harville) 
A 
to the mean squared error of T|g(y) : 
E( n g(y)-;f)^ = M * ( 0 )  = Mg( 0 )  + tr[ A ( 0)B( e ) ] .  (3.3. 3 1 )  
Observe that, if B(0) is nonnegative definite, the right-hand 
side of (3.3.31) is greater than or equal to Mg(0). Thus, M*(0) 
provides a more conservative approximation to the mean squared error 
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of Tig(y) than the "naive" approximation Mg(9). We shall refer to 
M*(0) as the "Kackar-Harville approximation" to the mean squared error 
of ^g(y). 
A 
Kackar and Harville (1984) showed that, if 0 is taken to be the 
ML or REML estimator of 0 and if B is chosen to be the corresponding 
large-sample variance-covariance matrix, then M*(0) is invariant to 
reparametrization. We now outline the proof of this result. 
Define ^ to be a q x 1 vector whose elements are known functions 
of 9. Suppose there exists a 1-1 function, g: Q -• A, such that 
0 = g(^). Then, Tig(y;e) = TlgryjgCi)], and Tig(y;9) can be reexpressed 
as a function of say k(y;^). Replacing ^ by an even translation­
's  ^ A A 
invariant estimator j, we would obtain the predictor k(y) = k(y;g). 
A 
The Kackar-Harville approximation to the mean squared error of k(y) 
would be 
E[k(y)-w]^ - E[k(y;^)-w]^ + tr{Var[d*{y;^)]B*(^)}, (3.3.32) 
where d*(y;x) = ok(y;x)/ôx and where B*(^) equals or approximates the 
mean squared error matrix of Now, E[k(y;^)-w]^ = E{rig[y;g(^) ]-w}^ = 
Mg[g(^)]. Moreover, application of the chain rule for differentiation 
gives 
d*(y;x) = H'(x)d[y;g(x)], (3.3.33) 
where H(x)is the q x q matrix whose ij^ element is the partial derivative 
of the i^ element of g(x) with respect to the element of x. Thus, 
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approximation (3.3.32) can be rewritten as 
E[k(y)-w]^ = Mg[g(^)] + tr£H'(^)A[g(^)]H(^)B*(^)}. (3.3.34) 
Now suppose that B*(«) is such that B*(^) = H ^ (^)B[g(^)] [H* (^)] ^  
[as would be the case, for example, if B*(^) and B(0) were the large-
sample variance-covariance matrices of the ML or REML estimators of 
^ and 0, respectively]. Then, the right-hand side of (3.3.34) would 
be equal to that of (3.3.31). Thus, the KacJcar-Harville approxima­
tion would be the same regardless of which parameterization (0 or ^) 
were used. 
3.4. Some Distributional Results 
For future reference, we present some general results on the 
distribution of predictors of the realization of w under the General 
Mixed Linear Model introduced in Section 1.5. Let r|(y;9) denote an 
arbitrary odd location-equivariant predictor of w for the case where 
9 is known. (As noted earlier, the BLUP is one such predictor.) 
Let b represent an arbitrary k x 1 vector, define = X(X*X) ' and 
let M represent an (n-k) x n matrix such that I^-P^ = M'L*. (It can be 
shown that such a matrix necessarily exists.) Take r to be an n x 1 
vector such that r*X + X. =0. (Since X is of full column rank, such a 
vector necessarily exists.) Let H denote the group of transformations 
defined by h^: (Y',w) ' — (y'-Hd'X* ,w+X*b) '. 
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Lemma 3.3. 
Under the General Mixed Linear Model, the vector-valued function 
defined by TC^jW) = (z',z^), where z = L'y and = r'y + w, is a 
maximal invariant (Ferguson, 1967, p. 243) for the group H of transfor­
mations . 
Proof : 
It is clear that, for all h^ € H, T[h^(y,w) ] = T(y,w), and hence, 
that T is invariant. Suppose now that y^ and y_ are any two n x 1 vectors 
and Wj^ and w^ are any two scalars such that T(y^,w^) = TCy^^w^). Then, 
L ' y ^  =  L ' y ^  a n d  r ' y ^  +  w ^  =  r ' y ^  +  w ^ .  I t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  L ' =  0  
and hence, that M'L'(y^-y2) = 0, or, equivalently, that ^-l~-2^ 
= 0. Thus, 7^=72+ = Z2 + ^ ^0» = (X'X)"^X'(y^-y2) • 
Further, = r ' (^2-71 ) ^2 ~ ~-*^0 ^2 ~ -'-0 ^2' 
~ completes the proof. 
—0 
Let 2* = (z ',z^) '. Since z* is a maximal invariant for H, a 
function of (y',w)' is invariant under H if and only if it depends on 
(y',w)' only through z* [e.g., Ferguson (1957), pp. 244-245], that is, 
if and only if it is expressible as a function of z*. Let M*(z*;9) 
and W{z*;0) represent functions of z* and 0 that, for fixed 9, are 
even functions of z*. Define D(y,w;9) = [Ti(y;0)-w]/M*(z'*;9) . Since 
Ti(y;9)-w is invariant under H, it is expressible as a function of z*; 
in fact, it is an odd function of 2*. Consequently, D(y,w;9) is 
expressible as an odd function of z*, say V(z*;9). Applying Theorem 
1.3.29 of Randies and Wolfe (1979) [with g(z*) = -z*, ji = 0] we find 
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that, for all 0, lV(z*;0),W(z*;0)] has the same distribution as 
[-V(2*;0),W(z*;0)]. Thus, we have the following result; 
Theorem 3.2. 
Take the model to be the General Mixed Linear Model introduced in 
Section 1.5. Let T] (y;0 ) be an arbitrary odd location-equivariant 
predictor for the case where 0 is known. Let W(z*;0) and M*(z*;9) be 
arbitrary functions of z* and 0 that, for fixed 0, are even functions 
of z*, and define D(y,w;0 ) = [r| (y;0)-w]/M*(z*;0 ). Then, 
(a) the conditional distribution of D(y,w;0), given W(z*;0), 
is symmetric about zero; 
(b) D(y,w;0) is uncorrelated with W(z"*;9). 
Note that part (a) of Theorem 3.2 implies that the unconditional 
distribution of D(y,w;0), as well as the conditional distribution, is 
symmetric about zero. Also, note that a function of z alone can be 
regarded as a function of z*. 
Since D(y,w;0) depends on y and w only through the value of z* 
and since the distribution of z* does not depend on g (as is easily 
verified), the'distribution of D(y,w,;0) does not depend on g. Consider 
an cirbitrary partitioning of 9 = (6^,... ,9^) ' into subvectors 
-1 ~ ) ' and 0^ = (0^ ... ,0^) ', and let = q-q^. Here, 
q^ or q^ may equal zero, in which case 0^. or is degenerate. The 
following theorem indicates, for an important special case, the nature 
of the dependence of the distribution of D(y,w;0) on 0. 
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Theorem 3.3. 
Take the model to be the General Mixed Linear Model introduced in 
Section 1.5. Define D(y,w}0) as in Theorem 3.2. Suppose that for every 
scalar c > 0, V[(c0£,e^)'] = cV(0). If D[cy,cw; = 
D(y,w;0) for every c > 0, then the distribution of D(y,w;0) depends 
on 0 only through the vector 0^ = .,0^, >^>§2^'* 
Proof: 
Without loss of generality, assume that g = 0. Define (y*',w*)' = 
(9 ' (y ',w) '. Then, has a distribution depending on 
^ —1 
0 only through 8^. By hypothesis, with c = (0^ ) , D(y*,w*;9^) = 
D(y,w;9). Thus, D(y,w;0) has the same distribution as D(y*,w*;0^) 
whose distribution depends on 0 only through 0^. 
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4. THE BALANCED ONE-WAY RANDOM MODEL 
In this chapter, we consider some approximate 100(l-a)% predic­
tion intervals for p. + a^  in the Balanced One-Way Random Model. As 
indicated in Section 1.4 in introducing this model, a satisfactory 
exact 100(l-a)% prediction interval for ji + a^  is not available when 
p is unknown. Of primary interest are prediction intervals derived 
from approaches that extend to the General Mixed Linear Model, defined 
in Section 1.5. 
Section 4.1 reviews the development of interval (1.4.1) which 
is an exact 100(l-a)% prediction interval for |j, + a^  provided p is 
known. In Section 4.2, we present some alternative intervals for the 
case where p is unknown. Scsre properties of these intervals are 
discussed in Section 4.3 and some numerical results pertaining to 
these intervals are presented in Section 4.4. An index for the nota­
tion used for the Balanced One-way Random Model is given in Section 
4.9. 
4.1. Prediction Interval when p is Known 
Prediction of the realization of u. + a^  in the Balanced One-Way 
Random Model can be formulated as a special case of the prediction of 
the realization of w in the General Mixed Linear Model. To do so, set 
y = (^ 11» w = M- + X = l^ j, g = (ji), and 9 = (crg,p)'. 
Then, V^ (9) = + Y(îi® Jj)], = crfcylj, and 
V^ (0) = CTgY» Here, 0 denotes the Kronecker product. It can be shown 
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that the BLUP of fi + is given by 
= y^. - (4.1.1) 
The mean squared error of the BLUP is 
Mg(9) = Mg(CT^ ,p) = agM(p). (4.1.2) 
It is well-known [e.g., Graybill (1975)] that y,,, SSE and SSA 
are distributed independently and that y ~ Nfja, (ag+JC!'^ )/(IJ)], 
2 2 2 2 2 
SSE ~ cr^ x [I(J-l)] and SSA ~ (o'^ +JG^ ))( (I-l). It can also be verified 
that (y^  ^ ,SSE,SSA) is a complete sufficient statistic. The prediction 
error r|g(y;0)-w is normally distributed with mean zero and variance 
Mg(0). It follows that the distribution of 
z = - H—172 (4.1.3) 
[Mg(ag,p)]^ / 
is N(0,1) and that the distribution of 
yi.-p(yi.-y..)-(^ i+^ i^  
T = — — — (4.1.4) 
Sg[M(p)]^  
is t[I(J-l)]. 
2 
If both (jg and p were known, Z could serve as a pivotal quantity 
for obtaining a prediction interval for jj, + a^ . Inversion of Z gives 
the interval 
Ill 
1^. - p(yi.-y..) - (4.1.5) 
which would be an exact 100{l-a)% prediction interval for jj, + a^ . 
If only p were known, T could serve as a pivotal quantity. 
Inversion of T gives the interval 
-p(y2."y..) ± (4.1.6) 
which would be an exact 100(l-ct)% prediction interval for u + a^ . 
4.2. Some Prediction Intervals when p is Unknown 
When the value of p is unknown, interval (4.1.5) cannot be used. 
It can be shown that the interval 
S 
1^- 7# 
is an exact 100(l-a)% prediction interval for u. + In fact, con­
ditional on the quantities a^ ,...,a^ . Interval PO iS still an exact 
100(l-a)% prediction interval for p. + a^ ; that is, 
= 1-a. 
when p is known, interval (4.1.6) is clearly superior to Interval PO 
on the basis that it is always shorter, sometimes considerably so, 
depending on the value of p. We shall now consider seme possible 
improvements upon Interval PO when p is unknown. 
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4.2.1. Naive prediction intervals 
Naive prediction intervals can be obtained from intervals (4.1.5) 
2 
and (4.1.6) by first estimating p and and by then replacing p 
2 
and a [in (4.1.5) and (4,1.6)] with these estimates. In the case 
e 
of interval (4.1.6), only the estimation of p is required. We 
restrict attention to estimators of p and that do not assume values 
e 
outside the parameter space. Doing so ensures that the naive predic-
2 
tion intervals are well-defined. If the estimators of and/or p are 
very precise, the naive intervals will be good approximate 100(l-a)% 
prediction intervals. However, if these estimators are not precise, 
as would be the case in relatively small samples, the coverage prob­
ability of the naive intervals will be smaller than specified. 
We first consider sane estimators of p. One possible estimator 
A 
of p is the maximum likelihood estimator p^  = min(l,SSE/[SSA(J-1)]) 
derived, for example, by Herbach (1959), Another possibility is the 
A 2 2 
restricted maximum likelihood estimator p^  = min(l,S^ /S^ ), given, 
A 
for example, by Searle (1970). The estimator p^  is a truncated version 
A 2 2 
of the ANOVA estimator p^  = S^ /S^ , The numerator and denominator of 
A 2 
p^  are, respectively, unbiased estimators of the numerator and the 
denominator + Ja^  of o. However, o, is a biased estimator of p. 
e a ' • A 
A 
This bias can be eliminated by multiplying p^  by the constant 
(1-3)/(!-!), which gives p^  = min(l,S^ (I-3)/[S^ (I-l)]) as another 
possible estimator of p. 
Still another possibility is to adopt a Bayesian approach in 
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estimating p. Box and Tiao (1973) derived the posterior distribution 
of p, based on the noninformative prior distribution with "p.d.f." 
proportional to . [This noninformative prior distri­
bution is one derived from the principles of Jeffreys (1946).] Peixoto 
and Harville (1985) found that the point predictor of fi + a^  ^ obtained 
from the BLUP by replacing p with the mean of this posterior distribu­
tion compares favorably with predictors obtained from the BLUP by 
substituting various other estimators of p. It can be shown that the 
posterior mean of p is 
4^ (IJ-I-2) ^ SSA^  I^ (c^ ,d^ ) '  ^
vhere x = SSA/(3SE-!-SSA), c^  = (I-l)/2, d^  = I(J-l)/2 and ( ", - ) is 
the incomplete beta function defined by 
j"t^ "^ (l-t)^ ~^ dt 
3(u,v) • (4.2.2) 
Still another possible estimator of p is the posterior mode 
p^  = min{l,SSE(I-3)/[SSA(IJ-I+2)]}. Harville (1977) suggested, in 
a more general setting, a pseudo-Bayes modification of the method of 
restricted maximum likelihood. The estimator of p produced by this 
•approach is = min(l,SSE(I+l)/[SSA(IJ-I+2)]). 
A A 
Upon substituting each of the six estimators p^ ,...,pg of p 
into interval (4.1.6) we obtain six alternative prediction intervals 
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for p. + a^ . For convenience, we refer to these six intervals as 
Intervals P1,...,P6, respectively. These six intervals are 
— A _ _ A 1/2 
1^. • Pi^ l^.-y..) ^  t^ 2[I(J-l)]Se[M(Pi)]-'/^  (i = 1,...,6) . 
(4.2.3) 
2 
Other prediction intervals are obtained by replacing and p 
in interval (4.1.5) by estimators. Possible estimators of and p 
are the maximum likelihood estimators. The maximum likelihood esti-
2 
mator of a is 
e 
2 -2  2  
Sg , s; < (i-i)s;/i 
(4.2.4) 
SSE+SSA 
otherwise 
rv2 A 
[e.g., Herbach (1959)]. Substituting the ML estimators and 
in interval (4.1.5), we obtain the interval 
— A — » (vr A 1/2 
1^. - Pi(yi.-y..) ± ^ cc/2 e^[M(p^ )] . 
Alternatively, we could use the method of restricted maximum likeli-
2 hood to estimate both CT and o. The restricted maximum likelihood 
e 
2 
estimator of CT is 
e 
e a 
(4.2.5) 
otherwise 
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~2 , A 
[e.g., Searle (1971)]. Substituting the REML estimators and 
in interval (4.1.5), we obtain the interval 
_ A _  _  RJ A  1 /2  
P8: Yi. - P2(yi.-y..) ± ' 
4.2.2. Modified naive intervals 
The difficulty in finding an exact 100(l-a)% prediction interval 
for p, + a^  lies in finding a pivotal quantity. If a satisfactory 
approximate pivotal (that is, a quantity whose distribution is rela­
tively insensitive to the values of the underlying parameters) could 
be found, it could lead to satisfactory approximate prediction 
intervals. 
2 
If both CTg and p were known, expression (4.1.3) would be a 
A2 A 
pivotal quantity. Take (,p) to be an arbitrary even translation-
2 2 invariant estimator of (G^,p), When both and p are unknown, a 
possible approximate pivotal quantity is given by 
A ^ l . -P^^ l . - y . .  
Z= % r-172 • (4.2.6) 
A 
The denominator of Z is known to be "too small," that is, to under­
estimate the standard deviation of the numerator. An apparently 
better choice for an approximate pivotal quantity is 
yi.-p(yi.-y..)-(f^ +ai) 
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2 
where Mja^ ,p) is the actual mean squared error of the predictor 
y]_.~P(y]_.~y ). in most cases, calculating MjCTg,p) will be intract­
able. An alternative is to use the Kackar-Harville approximation 
2 2 
M*(ag,p), defined by expression (3.3.31), in place of M^ (a^ ,p). That 
is, to use the approximate pivotal quantity 
yi.-p(yi.-y..)-<^ i+ai) 
P* = -  A 2 A  1 / 2  (4.2.8) 
instead of the quantity (4.2.7). If P or P* is to be employed as an 
approximate pivotal quantity, its distribution must be approximated. 
The quantities P and P* can be rewritten as 
_ A _ 2 1/2 [y..-9(7.,-y..)-(a+a )]/[M (a ,p)] 
" = — 2 1/2 ' (4.2.9) 
and 
A _ 2 1/2 
[yn, -p (yT -y.. ) -(li+a, ) ]/ [M* (CT ,p ) ] 
=— 2 TTi • (4.2.10] 
Let us approximate the distributions of the numerators of P and 
P* by N(0,1) distributions and approximate the distributions of 
A2 A 2 2 
the denominators by supposing that fcM^ (a^ ,p)/M^ (C7g,p)] ~ % (f ) and 
A2 A 2 2 
[c*M*(ag,p)/M*(ag,p)] ~ X (f*), for some scalars c, f, c*, and f*. 
Let us suppose also that the numerator of each of the quantities P 
and P* is distributed independently of its denominator. It would 
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follow that P ~ (c/f )^ ^^ .t(f ) and P* ~ (cVf (f*). If the 
values of c, f, c* and f* are not dependent on the underlying 
parameters, approximate 100(l-a)% prediction intervals for |i + a^  
would be 
- A _ 1/2 A? A 1/2 
y^.  -  pCYi . -y . J  ±  (c / f )^ /^ . t^ /2( f ) rM^(a^ ,p) ]  ,  (4 .2 .11)  
and 
_ A _ _ 1/2 A2 A 1/2 
Yl. -p(yi.-y..) ± (c*/f*) . (4.2.12) 
If c, f, c* and f* are functions of the parameters, approximate predic­
tion intervals could be obtained from intervals (4.2.11) and (4.2.12) 
by replacing c, f, c* and f* with estimators. Following Satterthwaite 
(1941, 1946), we choose c, f, c* and f* so that the mean and variance 
of the distributions of cM^ (ag,p )/M^ (a^ ,p) and c*M*(a^ ,p)/M*(a^ ,p) 
2 2 
same as the mean and variance of the % (f) and % (f*) distributions, 
respectively. This gives 
2Mo(CTg,p}ErM^ (ag,p)] 
c - a2 a » (4.2.13) 
Var[M^ (a^ ,p)] 
2IEM (a^,J)]^ 
f= A2 A > (4.2.14) 
Var[M^ (i7g,p)] 
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2M*{af,p)E[M*(a^ ,J)] 
X2V , (4.2.15) 
Var[M*(ag,p)] 
and 
f* = 
A2 A 2 
2 [EM* (ag,p)] 
A 2 A 
Var[M*(a ,p)] 
(4.2.15) 
The quantities c, f, c* and f* depend on and p.  To make explicit 
2 2 2 
this dependence, we write c = c((j^ ,p), f = f(C7^ ,p), c* = c*(a^ ,p) and 
2 f* = f*(Og,p). The scalars c, f, c* and f* could be estimated by 
A A2  A A A2  A A  A2  A A A2  A 
c = c(Og,p), f = f(a^ ,p), c* = c*(0-g,p) and f* = f*{ag,p). Replacing 
c, f, c* and f* in (4.2.11) and (4.2.12) with c, f, c* and f* gives 
approximate 100(l-a)% prediction intervals for p, + a^  of the form 
A _  A A  1 /2  A A2  A 1 /2  
1^- - pfYi.-y..) - (c/f) (4.2.17) 
and 
A _ A A 1/2 A A2 A 1/2 
Yl. - ptYi.-y..) ± (cVf*) 'tQy2(f*)[M*(0e,p)] . (4.2.18) 
A2 A A2  A 
Exact expressions for E[MJo^ p^)] (or E[M*(a^ ,p)]) and for 
A2 A A2  A 
VarEMJIUg^ p) ] (or Var [M*(a^ ,p) ] ) may not be available. Thus, we may 
be forced to approximate these quantities and thus to approximate 
A2 A 
c, f, c* and f*. In particular, if and p are the ML or REML esti-
2 A2 A A2  A  
mators of and p, we might consider expanding M^ (,p) or M*(ag,p) 
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in a first-order Taylor series about the point The quantities 
E[Mo(ag,p)] (or E[M*(CTg,p)]) and Var[M^ (a^ ,p)] (or Var[M*(a^ jp)]) could 
then be approximated by the expectation and variance of the first-order 
A2 A A2 A 
Taylor series approximation to (or M*[ag,p]) [where, in obtain­
ing the expectation and variance, the mean vector and variance-
A2 A 
covariance matrix of (CT^ ,p) are taken to be their large-sample values]. 
A2 A ^2 
Suppose, for instance, that and p are the ML estimators, 
A 
and p^ . It can be shown that the large-sample variance-covariance 
r\j2  ^
matrix of (Og,Pi) is 
Bm(Oe'P) = 2 
KJ-l) 
KJ-l) 
KJ-l) 
o^ J 
KJ-l) 
(4.2.19) 
Moreover, d(y;o'^ ,p) = [0,-(y^ ,-y_ )]', and consequently Var[d(y;&g,p)] 
IS 
A(Gg,p) = 
Izl !e 
IJ o 
(4.2.20) 
Applying formula (3,4.29) with 3(0) = B^ O^g,p), we find that the 
Kackar-Harville approximation to the mean squared error of the 
predictor y^ _-p^ (y^ _-y_ ) of |j. + a^  is 
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2pa^(i-i) 
M*(CT ,p) = a M(p) + — . (4.2.21) 
® ® ® I (J-1) 
For the purpose of estimating c* and f*, we introduce the first-order 
Taylor series approximation 
where 
(4.2.22) 
a = Y and b = . (4.2.23) 
 ^ I^ J-1) 
Treating approximation (4.2.22) as exact and acting as though the means 
fv2 A 2 
of Gg and are their large-sample means and p and their variance-
covariance matrix is their large-sample variance-covariance matrix 
(4,2.19) we obtain the approximations 
E[M*(Sg,Ji)] = M*(ag,p), (4.2.24) 
and 
~2 A 2a^  
Var[M*(ae,Pi)] " (a^ +b^ p) +b^ p[2(a^ -A^ p)+Jb^ p]}. (4.2.25) 
Substituting approximations (4.2.24) and (4.2.25) in expressions 
(4.2.15) and (4.2.16), we obtain the approximation c* = f* = 
where 
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% = i(j-i; (4.2.25) 
1 + 
It can be verified that 0 < min[I(J-1 ),( 1 ) ] < v^ {p) < IJ. Defining 
m 
V = V (p,), it follows from formula (4.2.18) that an approximate 
m m "^ 1 
100(1-%)% prediction interval for jj. + a^  is 
A 2 A RJ2 
Consider now the case where a and p are the REML estimators, and 
A f82  A 
p^ . The large-sample variance-covariance matrix of ('^ g>p2^  is 
B^ (crg,p) = 2 
I(J-1) I(J-1) 
P (IJ-1) 
I(J-l) 1(1-1){J-l)_ 
(4.2.27) 
The Kackar-Harville approximation to the mean squared error of the 
A -
predictor of u + a^  is 
M*(aJ,p) = CgM(p) + — 
2pa^ (lJ-l) 
(4.2.28) 
I J(J-l) 
For the purpose of estimating c* and f*, we introduce the first-order 
Taylor series approximation 
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fu2 A 2 2^ 2 2 A 
M*(cfg,P2) - M*(ag,p) + (a^ -ii)^ )(agH7g) +h^ a^ (p^ -p). (4.2.29) 
where 
• . • î — . - S ï - ' S "  (4.2.30) 
Treating approximation (4.2,29) as exact and acting as though the 
%2 2 
means of and are their large-sample means and p and their 
variance-covariance matrix is their large-sample variance-covariance 
matrix (4.2.27), we obtain the approximations 
(4.2.31) 
and 
Rj? A 
VarlM^ Cor.pg)] 
2ae 2 b^ p(iJ-l) 
^^ -^3^ (a^ +b^ p) •*^ o[2(a^ +b^ p)+  ^]}. 
(4.2.32) 
Substituting approximations (4.2.31) and (4,2.32) in expressions 
(4.2.15) and (4.2,16), we obtain the approximation c* = f* = where 
= v^ (p) I(J-l) 
b p[2(a 4b 0)+b o(IJ-1)(I-l) 
1 + — 
(^ r+^ rP^  
(4.2.33) 
It can be verified that 0 < min[l(J-l) ,v^ (l) ] < v^ (p) < IJ-1. Defining 
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= v^ (.p^ ), it follows from formula (4,2.18) that an approximate 
100(1-%)% prediction interval for p, + a^  is 
- A _ - A f!i2  ^ 1/2 
PIG: YI. - PZTYL.-Y..) ± TAY2(VR)[M2(02,P2)] . 
A A 
It is possible for either or to exceed I(J-l). Thus, a 
possible improvement to Interval P9 or Interval PIO is obtained by 
A A 
truncating the approximate degrees of freedom or at I(J-l). 
A A 
Defining = min[v^ ,I(J-1)] and = min[v^ ,I(J-1)], we obtain the 
following approximate 100(1-%)% prediction intervals for p. + a^ : 
PLL: FI. - PILFI.-;..) ± 
and 
A _  _  A+ ~2  A 1 /2  
P12: ± . 
It can be shown that, when b >0, Intervals P9 and Pll are identical 
' m — ' 
and similarly that, when b^  > 0, Intervals PlO and PI2 are identical. 
4.2.3. Conservative prediction intervals 
We now present some conservative prediction intervals for u + a^ . 
These intervals are obtained via an approach similar to that used to 
obtain conservative confidence intervals for in the Behrens-
Fisher problem. The quantity 
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PA 
has an F-distribution with numerator degrees of freedom l(J-l) and 
denominator degrees of freedom I-l. Consequently, a 100(1-Y*)% con­
fidence interval for p is given by the interval whose lower and upper 
endpoints are 
A 
and 
A 
= F, ^,,[I(J-l),I-l]' (4'2'3G) 
respectively. Note that, this interval may include values that exceed 
one and hence, that violate the restriction 0 < p < 1. A modified 
version of the confidence interval, in which this "defect" is remedied, 
2 2 is given by the interval I(S^,S^,Y*) whose lower and upper endpoints 
are 
L(SJ,S ,^Y*) = min[L*(S^ ,S^ , Y*),l] (4.2.37) 
and 
U(S^,S^,Y*) = min[U*(Sg,S^,Y*),l], (4.2.38) 
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respectively. The probability of coverage of this interval is l-y*. 
if 0 < p < 1, and is 1—Y*/2, if p = 1, For convenience, we sometimes 
write L*, U*, L, U and I in place of L*(Sg,S^ ,Y*), U*(S ,^S ,^Y*) > 
L(S ,^S ,^Y*), U(S ,^S ,^Y*) and I{S ,^S ,^Y*), respectively. 
The endpoints of the interval (4.1.6), which would be a 100(1-#)% 
prediction interval for u + a^  if p were known, are 
- - - 1/2 
Yi(Z,P,%) = Yi. - PfYi.-y..) - tgy2[I(J-l)]Sg[M(p)] 
(4.2.39) 
and 
- - - 1/2 
YgtE'P'G) = Yi. - pfYi.-y..) + 
(4.2.40) 
We have that 
P[p € I(S^ ,SJ, Y * ) ]  > 1-Y*, (4.2.41) 
and 
< Y2(y»P'0:*)] = 1-a*. (4.2.42) 
Applying the Bonferroni inequality, we find that 
P[p € l(Sg,S^ ,Y*), Yi(y,p,a) < < Y2(y'P'G)] > l-(a*+y*). 
(4.2.43) 
2 2 
for all p., a and O" . Following the same line of reasoning as in 
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Section 2.2.3, we find that the probability of coverage of the interval 
P13; [min y. (y,p,Œ*),ma% 
pei " p€l ' 
is at least l-(a*+y*). Consequently, if a* and y* are chosen so that 
= a, the Interval P13 will be a conservative 100(1-%)% predic­
tion interval for li, + a^ . 
We now obtain explicit formulas for the endpoints of Interval Pl3. 
Defining Yj[(yjP>CC*) = dY^ (y,p,a*)/dp and ' 
we find that 
- - I—1 -1/2 
Y{(Y,p,a.*) = -(Yi.-y..) + (^)t^^/2^I(J-l)]S^[M(p)] 
(4.2.44) 
and 
Y^cy,p,a*) = -(Yi.-y..) -
(4.2.45) 
Now, consider the case where y^ ,-y =0. We see from (4.2.44) 
and (4.2.45) that, for 0 < p < 1, %j(y,p,a*) > 0 and y^ (y,p,a*) < 0. 
Thus, in this case, min YT(y,p,a*) = y,(y,L,a*) and 
p€l " 
max y2(%,P,a*) = y2(Z»I'»Ct*). 
pel 
Next, consider the case where'y^  -y <0. We see that, for all 
0 < P < y{(y,P,a*) > 0. Thus, min y.(y,p,a*) = y,(y,L,a*). m 
pCI 
addition, we find that y^ CyjPjtX*) = 0 at p = p*, where 
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P -"0=17 I -
4lJ(y^ _-y_ y 
(4.2.46) 
and is positive (negative) for p less (greater) than p*. Thus, 
Y2(2»P»CX*) is an increasing function of p for p < p*, attains its 
maximum value of p = p*, and is a decreasing function of p for p* < p. 
Thus, 
r 
max 
p€I 
Y2(y,P*,a*), if L < p* < U and < y,_ 
Y2^ y»P>o:*) = < Ygfy'U'G*)' if U <  p* and y^_ <  y_^ 
YgfyVLfG*) if p* < L and y^  ^ < y . 
•(4.2.47) 
Finally, consider the case where Y-^ .-Y,, > 0. We see that, for all 
0 < p < 1, Y^ (y,p,a*) < 0. Thus, max 
p€I 
addition, we find that YÎfYfP,#*) = 0 at p = p* and is negative (posi­
tive) for p less (greater) than p*. Thus, 
/-
min Y,(y,p,a*) = / 
p€I 
Yl(y,p*,%*), if L < p* < U and y^ . > y. 
Yl<y,U,cx*), if U < p* 
Y^ (y,L,a*), if p* < L and y^  ^> y^  ^
and > Y 
X • « 
(4.2.48) 
Combining the results for the three cases y, -y = 0, y, -y <0 e ^ # # ^ 1 ^ # 
and y^ _-y.. > 0, the endpoints of Interval Pi3 can be rewritten as 
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r. Yi(2»P*'a*), if L < p* < u and > y_ 
min y^ (y,p,a*) = / Yj_(^ ,U,a*), if U < p* and y^  ^> y. 
p€l 
V 
yj^ (y,L,a*}, otherwise, (4.2.49) 
and 
max y (y^ p,a*) = ( 
p€I 
' if L < p* < U and y^  ^< y , 
y2(y,U,a*), if U < p* and y^  ^< 
y^2(y,I',(X*), otherwise. (4.2.50) 
We now describe another way in which conservative prediction 
~2 
intervals can be obtained. The maximum likelihood estimates and 
A 
are even translation-invariant estimators and hence, applying 
2 ~2 A 1/2 
Theorem 3.2 with M*(2*;ag,p) =  ^ , it follows that the 
quantity 
2 yi.-pi(yi.-y..)-(^ i+ai) 
Dl(y,w;Oe,p) = 1/2 (4.2.51) 
is symmetrically distributed about zero and has a distribution that 
is free of  i i .  Also, it can easily be established that, for every 
2 2 2 2 2 
scalar c > 0, V(cOg,p) = cV(.a^ ,p) and D^ (cy,cw;c a^ ,p) = D^ (y,w;CTg,p), 
so that, according to Theorem 3.3, the distribution of D^ (y,w;CT^ ,p) 
depends only on p. Thus, the percentage points of the distribution 
2 
of D^ (^ ,w;ag,p) depend only on p. Accordingly, denote the upper a*/2 
point of the distribution as Then, 
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< D^ (y,w;CT^ ,p) < k**/2(p)] = 1^ *' 
Thus, if p were known, the interval 
— A — — m ru2 A 1/2 
would be an exact 100(1-#)% prediction interval for u + a^ . The 
interval (4.2.53) can be used to generate a conservative prediction 
interval in the same way interval (4.1.6) was used to generate the con­
servative 100(l-a)% prediction Interval P13. The result is the con­
servative 100(l-a)% prediction interval 
P14: ?!. - PifYi.-y..) * 4l*/2(P)[**(0e,Pi)]^ ^^ . 
No closed form expression is available for the function ^ *^ 2(")» 
so that, to apply interval Pl4, max k™^  (p) would have to be determined 
p€I ' 
by a numerical method or approximated in some manner. One numerical 
method is the simulation method described (in the context of the Behrens-
Fisher problem) in Section 2.3.3. To use this method, samples must be 
generated from the distribution of (^ ,W;CT ,^P). A procedure for doing 
so is described in Section 4.5. 
We now consider a possible approximation for max k™* (p). in 
pfl 2^  
constructing Interval P9, the distribution of D^ (y,w;a^ ,p) was approxi­
mated by the t[v^ (p)] distribution. This approximation suggests that 
k®. ._(o) - t . ,_[v (p)]. We shall call this approximation the "t-
Ct • CL / ^ m 
(4.2.52) 
(4.2.53) 
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, m 
percentile approximation" of 
We now describe two results which support the reasonableness of 
this approximation. First, it follows from the results of Section 
4.7 that, for each J, lim ~ follows 
p->o 
from formula (4.2.26) that, for each J, lim = I(J-l), so that 
p-*o 
for each J, lim^  ^^ ^^  ^ ^  ~ Second, it follows from 
p-o 
the results of Section 4.5 that lim = Zg.*/2' it can be 
J-»oo 
shown that lim v^ ip) = +0° and hence, that lim t *,2[Vjjj{p)] = 
J-»00 J-*-50 
, m 
so that lim{k%*/2(p)-t%*/2[Vm(p)]} = °-
Using the approximation k™ (p) = t^  ,-[v (p)], we have that 
OC / ^ * CL / ^ iri 
, m 
max - ™ax v^ (p )]. It can be verified 
that min v (p) = minfv (L),v„(U)} [when b^  > 0 min v (p) = v (U)]. 
m  ^  m  m  m —  ' - ^ m '  m  
p€I p6I 
Hence, max ,_(p ) - t^ .^-fminlv (L),v (U)]}., It can also be verified 
CL*/2 (V/^ m m pei 
that, if t ,.fmin[v„(L),v (U)]} is used in place of max k™ . (p) in 
CC*/^'- mm-' CX*/2 
p€i 
Interval P14, then in the special case where a* = CC and y* = 0, 
Interval P14 is the same as Interval Pll, provided that b^  = 0 or that 
b < 0 and -a /[b (J+1)] > 1. 
m mm — 
ftJ2 A 
If the REML estimators and p^  are used in place of the ML esti-
/v2 A 
mators and p^ , we obtain the "pivotal quantity" 
2 yi.-p2(yi.-y..)-(;-i+ai) 
~ %2 A 1/2 ' (4.2.54) 
[M;(ag,P2)] 
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2 instead of the quantity D^ y^,w;a^ ,p). Essentially the same arguments 
that led to Interval Pi4 can be used to show that the interval 
P15: 71.-92(^ 1."^ ..) (4.2.55) 
pei 
where k^ . ,-(p) is the upper a*/2 point of the distribution of 
a/^ 
2 
 ^conservative 100(1-#)% prediction interval for the 
realization of p + a^ . As in the case of max k^^. (p), max ,_(p) 
p€l  ^ p€l  ^
would, as a practical matter, have to be determined by a numerical 
method or would have to be approximated in some manner. A procedure 
2 
for generating sample values from the distribution of DgCy^ w^ a^ fp) is 
described in Section 4.5. By using this procedure, max kf*._(p) can 
p€I G / 
be determined via the simulation method. Another possibility is to 
use the approximation max k^ *y2^ P^  ~ to be 
p€I 
called the "t-percentile approximation" of [when b^  > 0, 
min[v^ iL),v^ {U)] = V^ (U)]. If this approximation is used in Interval 
Pl5, then in the special case where a* = a and y* = 0, Interval P15 
is the same as Interval P12, provided that b^  = 0 or that b^  < 0 and 
-a /[b (IJ+I-2)/(l-l)] > 1. 
4.2.4. Bootstrap prediction intervals 
In the case where p is known, the interval (4.2.53) is an exact 
100(1-%)% prediction interval for p, + a^ . A naive interval, different 
from those discussed in Section 4.2.1, is obtained by replacing p in 
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A 
(4.2.53) with an estimate of p. If in (4.2.53) we replace p with p^ , 
the ML estimate of p, we obtain the naive interval 
— A — — m rv2 A 1/2 
P16: Yi. -Pi(yi.-y..) ± V2^ Pl^ f^ m^ '^ e'Pl^  ^ * 
If the function («), or equivalently, the distribution of 
2 is relatively insensitive to the value of p, we could 
expect the Interval P16 to have a coverage probability close to 1-a. 
It can be verified that applying Efron's (1982) parametric bootstrap 
2 
approach to the random variable Dj^ (y,w;ag,p) will produce Interval P16. 
We shall refer to the Interval Pl6 as the bootstrap prediction interval. 
It is informative to compare the approach that led to the modified 
naive Interval P9 with the bootstrap approach which led to prediction 
A A A2  "^2  
Interval Pl5. For p = and cr^  = the approximate pivotal quantity 
P*, defined in (4.2.8), is the same as the approximate pivotal quantity 
(y,w;a^ ,p), defined in (4,2.51). In constructing the Interval P9, 
the distribution of this approximate pivotal quantity was approximated 
by a scaled t-distribution. In contrast, in constructing Interval 
P15, we worked with the exact distribution of D^ (y,w;Gg,p) and approxi­
mated its upper a*/2 percentage point. 
m ^ 
In applying Interval Pl5, the quantity ^^ /2^ °1^  be approxi­
mated by the simulation method, or, as discussed in the case of Interval 
A 
P14, by the quantity  ^• (When the latter approximation is 
used. Interval P16 will coincide with Interval P9. ) 
It can be shown that an upper 100(l-a)% confidence limit for p is 
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= inin{p^ F^ [I-l,I(J-l) ],1}. (4.2.56) 
Another possible prediction interval is obtained by replacing p in 
(4.2.53) with p^ . This leads to the interval 
~ A • « jQ ^2 ^  3. /2 
P17: y^ , - Pi(yi.-y..) ± k^ /2(P )[M*(ff^ ,p^ )] . 
in 
Again, k^ y^ (p ) could be approximated by the simulation method or by 
AU 
the quantity )]. 
4.2.5.- Bayesian credibility intervals 
We now consider the use of Bayesian credibility intervals as 
prediction intervals for jj, + a^ . The derivation of the credibility 
intervals closely follows that of Box and Tiao (1973, pp. 372-376). 
Take w to be the vector whose i^  element is w^  = (j, + a^  (i = 1,...,I). 
The conditional distribution of y given w is multivariate normal. 
The conditional mean of y. . equals p, + a^  and the conditional variance-
2 
covariance matrix of y equals a^ l. To obtain a credibility interval 
2 2 
for w. , we must specify a prior distribution for u., CT and cr and 
obtain the marginal posterior distribution of w^ . 
We first present some preliminary results that will be useful in 
our derivation. 
Lemma 4.1. 
Let X,  a and b be k x 1 vectors and A and B k x k symmetric matrices 
-1 
such that (A4g) exists. Then, (x-a)'A(x-a) + (x-b)'B(x-b) = 
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-1 -1 (x-c) ' (A+B) (x-c) + (a-b)'A(A+B) B(x-c), where c = (A+B) (Aa+Bb), 
The proof of Lemma 4.1 is straightforward and is omitted. 
If T is a k-dimensional random vector with p.d.f. 
f = r[(V+K)/2] (t-Tl) 1 + 
-1,, _7l~^ (v+k) 
2 k 
, t Em 
(4.2.57) 
where ^  is a k x 1 vector in]R , $ is a k x k positive definite matrix and 
V is a strictly positive constant, then T is said to follow a k-dimen­
sional multivariate t-distribution with parameters g, ^  and v. The 
parameter v is called the degrees of freedom. 
Lemma 4.2. 
Suppose that T is a k x 1 vector whose distribution has the p.d.f. 
(4.2.57). Then, E(T) = ^  and, provided v > 2, Var(T)= [v/(v-2)]$. 
( 1^1 $12^  
Moreover, if T = {T|,T^ )', %% = (n{jl]2^' $ = I ^ $ j' 
T^ and are k^ x 1 and is k^ x k^ (k^ < k), then T^ follows a 
k^-dimensional multivariate t-distribution with parameters 
and V. 
The proof of Lemma 4.2 is straightforward and is omitted. 
2 2 2 2 
Let p^ (n,a^ ,(J^ ) represent the prior p.d.f. of ja, and 
2 2 
Then, the joint posterior p.d.f, of w, ji, and a^ , that is, the 
2 2 
conditional p.d.f. of w, p., a and a given y is 
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(4.2.58) 
where 
P2i(yk>l-L>0'g>'^ a^  = (Og) ^ '^ ^^ •exp[—^ [SSE+JS(y^ -^w^ )^ ]} (4.2.59) 
2a^  i • 
2 2 is the conditional p.d.f. of y, given w, a, tj^  and C7^ , and 
P22^ ïll-'"^ e''^ a^  = (cr^ )""^ ^^ 'exp{^  i;(w^ -u)^ } (4.2.50) 
2(7^  i 
2 2 
is the p.d.f. of w, given u, and CT .^ Following Box and Tiao (1973), 
we adopt a noninformative prior distribution, taking 
Pl(^ ,Oe'Ga) = Pll(^ )Pl2(^ e'Ga)' ' (4.2.61) 
2 2 2 «1 2 2 •»! * 
with p^ (^u.) °= 1 and P22''^ e''^ a^  (CT^ ) (a^ +Ja^ )" . 
Substituting expressions (4.2.59), (4.2.60) and (4.2.61) into 
expression (4.2.58), we find that 
P3(w,a,a^ ,a^ |y) = (a^ )"^ /^ . (a^ +ja^ ) 2.-1, 
exp^  
SSE+JZ ^ i^~^ i. ) Z(w^ -^  ) 
 ^ (4.2.62) 
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By applying Lemma 4.1 [with k = 1, x = w^ , a = y^ ,^ b = ji, A = (J/a^ ) 
2 
and B = (l/c^ )], it can be established that 
J(w.-y (w J[w -w (p)]^  Jp(y. 
1 ,1' + 4 , (4.2.63) 
where w^ (p) = (l-p)y^  ^ + pji. Expression (4.2.63) can be used to 
rewrite expression (4.2.62) in the form 
P3(ï,fi»crg,a^ |y) ce (a^) (a^ +jaf )~^ ] 
jzrw -w (o)] 
SSE i 
2 2 
Gg(l-p) °e ^  J 
(4.2.64) 
2 2 
Note that, conditional on p., a^ , and y, the quantities w^ ,... ,w^  
are independently and normally distributed with means w^  (p ), ... ,w^ (p ) 
2 
and common variance a^ Cl-pj/J., Notice also that w^ (p) coincides with 
what would be, if u and p were known, the minimum mean squared error 
predictor of the realization of w^ . 
As an intermediate step, we obtain the marginal posterior distri­
bution of p. Integrating the right-hand side of expression (4.2.64) 
2 2 
with respect to w^ ,...,w^ ,ji and then, transforming from to 
2 (a^ ,p), we obtain, as the p.d.f. of the posterior distribution of 
Gg and p. 
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2 2 -^1 _i 
P4(CTe»Piy^  = (C7g) (p) exp[—-(SSE+pSSA)]. 
2*e 
(4.2.65) 
Making use of result (2.2.32), we find that the p.d.f. of the marginal 
posterior distribution of o is 
P5(piï). (4.2.66) 
Combining (4.2.66) with the condition J' Pg(p|y)dp =1, we obtain 
o 
Pslplï) = C5,ï),p)"-^ '^ I^1 p,(4.2.67, 
where 
=5(1) = 
,SSA,(I-l)/2 r.IJ-1. 
W  - 1 ( 2 )  
I-l KJ-l) 
2 r 2 < — I(J-l) g2 
e 
(4.2.68) 
I-l 
Here, denotes a random variable with the F[I-1,I(J-1)] distribu­
tion. 
- 2 0  -  2  
Defining S(w,p) = S(w.-y. ) +—Z(w.-w) , we can rewrite result 
i i 
(4.2.62) as 
P3(w,ii,ag,CT^ fy) = [(ag)"^ "^ '^ "^^ '(cr^ ) 
e a 
"Ht SSE + JS(w,p) +^ (^w-p,)^  (4.2.69) 
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Integrating the right-hand side of (4.2.59) with respect to p, and 
2 2 2 
transforming from {0"g,CT^ ) to we find that the p.d.f. of the 
2 joint posterior distribution of w, CT and p is 
.IJ+I-1.,, (1-3) -d-l) 
2 ) 2 2  ^ —2— 2 
'y(^ e^  (P) (1-p) 
\ ^ 
• ^[SSE'KJS(w,p)J) . 14.2.70) 
Applying result (2.2.32), the p.d.f. of the joint posterior distribu­
tion of w and p is 
(1-3) -d-l) -(IJ+I-1) 
P7(w,p[y) œ (p)  ^ (1-p) [SSE+JS(w,p)] 
(4.2.71) 
Defining the vector y to be the vector whose elements are the group 
averages y\^ (i = 1,...,I), we can rewrite S(w,p) as 
S(w o) = (w-y)'(w-y) + 7^  w'[I -(^ )J ]w. (4.2.72) 
— - — — — 1-p — —I I —I — 
Moreover, applying Lemma 4.1 [with k = I, x = w, a = y, A=l^ , b = 0 
-1 1 
and B = p(l-p) Jj) 3 > we find that 
JS(w,p) = pSSA + (l-p)~^ Q*(w,p), • (4.2.73) 
where 
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Q*(w,p) = J[w-j2g(y;p)] (4.2.74) 
Here, %g(y;p) is an ixl vector whose i^  element is rjg^ E^yjp] = 
y^ .-p(y^ -^y.^ ). Substituting in result (4.2.71), we find that 
1-3 -d-i) -dj+i-i) 
PY(w,p|y) = (p) ^  (1-p)  ^ [SSE+pSSA+(l-p)"^ Q*(w,p)3  ^
(4.2.75) 
It follows that, conditional on y and p, the distribution of w has 
the p.d.f. 
Pg(w|y,p) = 1 + 
2*(w,p) 
(IJ-l)S (p) 
-(iJ+i-l) 
(4.2.75) 
where 
s2(p) ^ (SSE^-pSSA)(l-p) 
U—1 
(4.2.77) 
Thus, the conditional distribution of w, given y and p, is an 
I-dimensional multivariate t-distribution with parameters j,=gg(y;p), 
P J ] and V = IJ-1. Applying Lemma 4.2, it follows 
J -I I(l-p) -I' 
that, conditional on y and p, w^  has a t-distribution with parameters 
T) = Ig^ f^yzp), t = [^ —^ :^ ( 1 + 7^ 3^77) ] and v = IJ-1. The p.d.f. of 
J I(l-o) 
this distribution is 
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(w.-[y^.-p{y^.-y.J]) 
2^ -IJ/2 
1 +-Y= := ; . (4.2.78) 
clearly, the p.d.f. of the marginal posterior distribution of is 
1 
PlO^ ^ l l y )  = S  P9(Wi|y,P)P5(pIz)<^ P • (4.2,79) 
O 
Box and Tiao (1973) indicate that P q^(W I^ )^ is a unimodal prob­
ability density function, for all y. Supposing this to be the case, 
define the quantities Lg(^ ,a/2) and Ug(y,a/2) to be the unique scalars 
satisfying 
Pin[L=(y,a/2)|y] = Pin[UR(y,a/2)|y], (4.2.80) 
and 
Ug(y,a/2) 
/ p^ Q(w^ |y)dw^  = 1-a . (4.2.81) 
Lg(y,a/2) 
Then, we obtain 
P18; [Lg(y,a/2),Ug(y,a/2)] 
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as the 100(l-a)% HPD credibility interval for p, + a^ . We shall con­
sider the (frequentist) properties of this interval when it is regarded 
as a prediction interval for |j, + a^ . 
Previously, Morris (1983) used Bayesian ideas to derive a predic-
2 
tion interval for for the case when is known. Assigning a flat 
2 prior to (^ ,0^ ) (i.e., taking the "p.d.f." of the prior proportional 
to a constant) he approximated the posterior distribution of by that 
normal distribution whose mean and variance are the same as those of 
the posterior distribution. He took the prediction interval to be the 
HPD credibility interval obtained by acting as though this approximate 
posterior distribution were the actual posterior distribution. 
2 
Morris' approach can be extended to the case where is unknown 
2 2 by assigning a flat prior to . The derivation of the posterior 
distribution of parallels that for the prior distribution (4.2.51). 
Conditional on y and p, w^  has a t-distribution with parameters 
V = IJ-5, T] = y^ .-pCy^ .-y..) and $ = ^ -^ [l + where 
(1-P) (SSE-tpSSA) 
IJ-5 
(4.2.82) 
The mean and variance of this conditional distribution are 
E(w^ Iy,p) = yi.-p(yi.-y.'.). (4.2.83) 
and 
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Var[w^ |y,p] = (§^ ) • (4.2.84) 
Also, it can be shown the posterior moment of p is 
B(^ 2»^ 1^  IJJ (^ 2'2^ 1^  
where x = SSA/(SSE+SSA), = IJ-I-2 and ~ I~3. 
The posterior mean of is 
E(w^ Iy) = E[E(w^ |y,p)[y] 
= E[y^ ,-p(y^ ,-y_)|y] 
= (4.2.85) 
Further, since 
Var(w^ |y) = E[Var(w^ |y,p) |y] + Var[E(w^ [y,p) |y], 
the posterior variance of is 
(SSE-tupSA) 
Var(Wi(x) = 
(I-l)(!J.£SSE-iTi^ SSA) 
IJ(IJ-7) 
+ (^ i'-}i|^ )(y^ .-y..)^ . (4.2.87) 
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The prediction interval for [i + given by the Morris approach is 
P19: ± 
4.3. Some properties of the Prediction Intervals 
In this section, we describe various properties of prediction 
Intervals P1-P19. 
Let d denote an arbitrary positive scalar and let b represent an 
arbitrary scalar. Let F represent the group of transformations defined 
by f, y—dy+bl. Define a prediction interval [P\(y),P_(y)] for 
D,A — — ~ J. — 6 — 
w = jj, + a^  in the Balanced One-Way Random Model to be F-equivariant 
if P^ {dy+bl) = dP^ (y)+b (i = 1,2), for every b and d. 
The following theorem establishes that an F-eguivariant prediction 
interval for ^  + a^  in the Balanced One-Way Random Model has a coverage 
2 2 
probability that does not depend on fj, and depends on and only 
through the value of y. 
Theorem 4.1. 
If [Pj^  (y ) ,P2 (y ) ] is a F -equi variant prediction interval for w in 
the Balanced One-Way Random Model, then the coverage probability of 
2 2 [P]_ Cy) ,P2(y) ] does not depend on p. and depends on and only 
through y 
Proof: 
Let y represent an ij x 1 random " vector and w a random variable 
whose joint distribution is multivariate normal with mean vector 0 
and with Var{y) = l^  ^+ @Jj), Var(w) = y and Cov(y,w) = 
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.. .,0^ ) *. Then, (y',w)' has the same distribution as 
a (y'.w)' + n.l__, - . Observe that the distribution of (y*,w)* depends 
6 — XJtX — 
only on y. We have that 
P.Ce'Oa 
= P [P, (y) < w < P_(y)]. 
Y 1 - 2 -
2 2 
We conclude that P[P^ (y) < w < Pgfy)] depends on fj, and C7^  only 
through y. 
Theorem 4.2. 
If Intervals P1-P17 and P19 are regarded as prediction intervals 
for w in the Balanced One-Way Random Model, then each has a coverage 
2 2 
probability that does not depend on u, and depends on and only 
through y. Assuming that the p.d.f. in (4.2.79) is unimodal for all 
y, then Interval P18 also has a coverage probability that does not 
2 2 
depend on jj. and depends on and only through y. 
Proof : 
In light of Theorem 4.1, it suffices to show that each of the 
Intervals P1-P19 [assuming, in the case of Interval P18, that (4,2.79) 
is unimodal for all y] is F-equivariant. It is easy to see that 
Intervals P1-P12, P16, P17 and Pi9 are all F-equivariant. 
2 2 
Consider now Interval P13. The quantities L(S^ ,S^ ,y*), 
2 2 
U(Sg,S^ ,y*) and p* [defined in equations (4.2.37), (4.2.38) and 
(4.2.46)] assume the same value when evaluated at dy-Hol as when they 
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are evaluated at y. Also, the sign of the difference y^  -y _ _ is 
unaffected when dy+bl is substituted for y. Further, from (4.2.39) 
and (4.2.40), we have that Yj_(dy-H3l,p,a) = (ï;,p,a)->i) (i = 1,2). 
We conclude [in light of representations (4.2.49) and (4.2.50)] that 
Interval Pl3 is F-equivariant. 
2 2 2 2 
That the values of L(Sg,S^ ,y*) and U(S^ ,S^ ,y*) remain the same 
when dy-Hjl is substituted for y implies that Intervals PI4 and Pl5 
are F-equivariant. 
Finally, consider the Bayesian HPD credibility Interval P18. It 
follows from (4.2.67) and (4.2.78) that 
P5(p[dy+bl) = Fy(p|y), (4.3.1) 
and 
1 l^"^  
Pg(Vllp,dy+bl) = J pg(-^ lp,y). (4.3.2) 
Thus, from (4.3.79) we have that 
1 1^~^  
Pl0(^ ll<3y+fai) = d (4.3.3) 
Now, if dy-ibl was substituted for y, interval P18 would become the 
interval [L°,U°], where L° = Lg(dy-HDl,a/2) and U° = (dy+bl,a/2). 
The quantities L° and U° satisfy 
(4.3.4) 
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and 
"B 
s p^ Q(w^ |dy-H3pdw^  = 1-a . (4.3.5) 
using (4.3.3), equalities (4.3.4) and (4.3.5) can be reexpressed as 
and 
L°-b U°-b 
PlO^ ~d~'^  ^= %o(—1%)' (4.3'G) 
d 
S P.o(u|Y)du = 1-a. (4.3.7) 
L°-b 
Since Bayesian HPD credibility intervals are unique (Box and Tiao, 1973, 
p. 123) equalities (4.4.6) and (4.4.7) imply that the interval 
[ (L°-b)/d, (U°-b)/d] is the same as the interval [Lg,Ug]. That is, 
L° = dL_+b and U° = dU„-HD. We conclude that L (dy+bl,a/2) = 
13 S SB c — — 
dLg(y,a/2)+b and Ug(dy+bl,a/2) = dUg(y,a/2)4b and hence, that Interval 
Pi8 is F-eguivariant. 
We now develop an expression for.the coverage probability of an 
F-equivaria.nt prediction interval for w = jj. + a^  of the Balanced 
One-way Random Model whose endpoints are of the form 
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Pl(y) = p*(y^ .,y. . ,ssE ,ssA), (4 .3 .8)  
and 
2^(2) = P^ (yi.,y.,,ssE,ssA), (4 .3 .9)  
where P?((i = 1,2) are known functions. Note that all of the 
Intervals PI-Pi9 have endpoints of this form. 
Let Z = (Z^ ,Z2,Z2,Z^ )', where Z^ , Z^ , Z^  and Z^  are independently 
2 
distributed random variables with Z^ ~N(0,1), Zg ^  N(0,1), Z^ X^ (1-2) 
2 
and z ~ X [l(J- l ) ] .  Def ine  
(4 .3 .10)  
A^{Z,y) = [Z^ +d-D^ /^ .Z^ ] (^ ), (4 .3 .11)  
AgfZ/y) = Z4, (4 .3 .12)  
\(z,y) = (l+jy) (4 .3 .13)  
A(Z,Y)  =  [A^(Z,Y) ,A2(2 ,Y) ,A3(Z,Y) ,A^(Z,Y) ] ,  (4 .3 .14)  
-1 1/2 
P*[A(Z,Y)J-YfJ(l+JY) ] -Zi 
(4 .3 .15)  
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P*[A(Z,y)]-Y[J(1+JY)~^ ]^ '^ '^Z3  ^
Q {Z,y) = _2 1/2 ' (4.3.16) 
[yd-KTY) ] 
and 
Q(Z,Y) = OJQGCZPY)] -  0[QI(Z,Y)].  (4.3.17) 
Theorem 4.3. 
Suppose that [P^  (y ) ,P2{y ) ] is a prediction interval for w = |i + a^  
in the Balanced One-way Random Model and that the interval is F-
equivariant and that its endpoints are of the form (4,3,8) and 
(4.3.9). Then, the coverage probability pfy) of the interval 
[P^ (y),P2(y)] is given by 
p(Y,I,J) = EQ(Z,Y), 
where Q(*,Y) is defined in (4.3.17) and Z^ , Z^  and Z^  are inde-
2 
pendently distributed with Z^  ~ N(0,1), Z^  ~ N(0,1), Z^  ~ x d~2) 
and Z^  ~ x^ Eifj-l)]. 
Proof : 
When evaluating the coverage probability [P^^ (y ) ,P2 (y ) ], we can 
(according to Theorem 4.1), assume without loss of generality, that 
2 2 
U, = 0, a =1 and a = y Then, conditional on y, w is normally 
-1- -1 distributed with mean Jyd+Jy) Yj. and variance yd+Jy) • It 
follows that 
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p{ Y,i,j) = p [P^ (y) < w < p^ (y)] 
= E P [P, (y) < w < P-(y) |y] 
Y Y 1 -  ^ -
-1-
p2{y)-JY(l''"JYJ ?! 
[Y(l+Jy)"l]l/2 
-1-
Fi(y)-JY(i+Jy) Yi. 
—1-
p^ (yi.,y..,ssE,ssA)-jY(i+jY) 
[Y(l+JY)-l]l/2 
—1 — 
Pl(yi.»y..'SSE,SSA)-JY(l+JY) 
(4.3.18) 
Next, let X- = y X- = ( 2 y, )/(I-l), X- = 2 (y -X ) and 
 ^  ^  ^ jp^ l  ^
X = SSE. Note that (y^ ,,y\ , ,SSE,SSA) = (X^,[(I-1)X2+X^]/I ,X^, 
JIX^ +(I-1)(X^ -X^ )^ /I]}. The quantities X X^ , X^  and X^  are 
distributed independently as can be verified by showing that they 
are functions of random variables that are uncorrelated and whose 
joint distribution is multivariate normal. It is easily established 
that X^  ~ [j"^ (l-hJY)]^ ^^ -Z^ , X^  ~ [(I-l)"^ j'^ (l+JY)]^ f^-22, 
X^ ~ [J"^(l+jY)]Z^ and X^ ^ Z^. Thus, (y^,,y_,,SSE,SSA) ~ A(Z,Y), 
and it follows from result (4.3.18) that 
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p(Y,I,J) = 
-1 1/2 
P*[A{Z,y)]-Y[J(1+JY) ] -Zi 
- 0 
-1 1/2 
P*[A(Z,Y)]-Y[J(1+JY) ]  'Z^ 
[Yd-hJY)"^ ]^ ^^  
= EQ(Z,y), (4.3,19) 
Corollary 4.1. 
Suppose that [Pj_ (y ) ,^ 2  ^^  is a prediction interval for w = |j, + a^  
in the Balanced One-Way Randcan Model and that the interval is F-
equivariant and that its endpoints are of the form (4.3.8) and 
(4.3.9). 
(a) If lim Q{Z,y) exists almost everywhere, then lim p(Y,I,J) = 
y-^ oo 'y'+oo 
E[lim Q(Z,Y)]. 
yH.00 
(b) If the functions P* and P* are almost everywhere continuous, 
then lim P(Y,I,J) = P{P*[A(Z,0)] < 0 < P*[A-(Z,0) ]}. 
TO 
Proof: 
Since [Q(Z,Y)| < 1, (a) follows immediately from Theorem 4.3 and 
the Lebesgue Convergence Theorem. To prove (b), note that 
lim A(Z,Y) = A(Z,0). The continuity of P* and P* implies that 
~ ~ 
lim P*[A(Z,Y)] = P*[A(Z,0)] and lim P*[A(Z,Y)] = P*[A(Z,0)].  Thus, 
TO " TO 
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lim Q{Z,y) = ${k(P*[A{Z,0)])} - ${k(P*[A(Z,0)])}, (4.3.20) 
where the function k(*) is the function defined by 
r+00 ,  i f  X >  0  
k(x) = / 0 , if X = 0 
—^00 y if X < 0 . 
Equality (4.3.20) may be reexpressed as 
1^, if P*[A(Z,0)] < 0 < P*[A(Z,0)] 
lim Q(Z,Y) 
TO 
= < 
2, if P*[A(Z,0)] > 0 and P*[A(Z,0)] = 0 
J, if P*[A(.Z,0)] = 0 and P*[A{Z,0)] < 0 
V. 0, otherwise , 
Again using the Lebesgue Convergence Theorem (and the fact that 
P[P*[A(Z,0)] = 0} = P{P*[A(Z,0)]} = 0), we have that 
lim p(Y,I,J) = E[lim Q(Z,Y)] 
iro iro 
= P{P*[A(Z,0)] < 0 < P*CA(Z,0)]}, 
and the corollary is proved. 
Consider now those F-equivariant prediction intervals for 
w = u + a^  in the Balanced One-Way Randan Model which have the 
representation 
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- min(l,k|||)(?^ ,-y_) ± g(SSE,SSA), (4.3.21) 
for some constant k and some function g(•,•). Note that the endpoints 
of this interval are of the general form (4.3.8) and (4.3,9). Define 
and 
g*(Z,Y) = g[A3(Z,Y),A^ (Z,Y)]. (4.3.23) 
We shall write g*(Z,oo) = lim g*(Z,y), provided this limit exists. 
Y-.00 
Corollary 4.2. 
Suppose that interval (4.3.21) is a F-equivariant prediction 
interval for w = ^  + a^  in the Balanced One-way Random Model. Then, 
provided lim g*(Z,Y) exists, the limiting coverage probability of 
y^oo 
interval (4.3.21) as y-oois given by lim p( Y,l,J) = 2EiJ[/Jg*(Z,oo)]-1 
T*°° 
(equivalently, lim p( Y,I,J) = P[-/jg*(Z,oo) < X < /Tg*(Z,«>)] where X 
•y^OO 
is distributed as N(0,1) independently of Z). 
Proof : 
From (4.3.17) we have that 
1 1_ 
g(Z,Y) = 0{(JY)^  Z^ -min[l,kr(Z,Y)](I-l)l"^ [J~^ (l-hJY)3^ (2^ -(I-l)^ Z2^  
1 
+ [y ^(l-fJY)]\*(Z,Y)} 
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Zi 1 1 
$[(JY) ^Z^ -min[l,kr(Z,Y)](I-l)l"^ [j"^ (l-KrY)]^ (Z^ -(I-l)^ Z^ ) 
- [Y"^(1-KJY)] V(Z ,Y) }  •  (4 .3 .24)  
Moreover, it is clear that 
lim[(l+JY)\{Z,Y)] = 0. (4.3.25) 
Y-oo 
Thus, provided lim g*(Z, Y )  exists, we have that lim g(Z,y) = 
y-*oo y-*oo 
2<î>[/7g*(Z,oo) ]-l. The proof is complete upon applying part (a) of 
Corollary 4.1. 
Corollaries 4.1 and 4.2 can be used to find the limiting coverage 
probability, as y-*» (or equivalently, as p-*o), of each of Intervals 
P1-P19. This limiting coverage probability will be denoted by 
p(°°,I,J) and is given in Table 4.1 for each interval, except Interval 
Table 4.1. Limiting coverage probabilities (as yoo) 
Interval p (oo, I, J ) 
PI r-n 
P2 1-a 
P3 1-a 
P4 1-a 
P5 1-Ct 
Table 4.1. (continued) 
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Interval 
P6 
P7 
P8 
P9 
PIO 
Pll 
P12 
PI 3 
P14 
P15 
P16 
PI 7 
P19 
1-a 
^^ '^ I(J-1)I ^  ^a/2^  
l-iZ 
1-a*, if Y* > 0 
1-
a" i f  Y*  = 0 
1-a* 
p [ | t  I(J-I) < max 
P[ | t  I(J-L) 
p€[0 , l ]  
1-a* 
< max 
p€[0 , l ]  
'^ I(J-l)' < =2/2 
I (J - l )  
IJ-I-4 
1/2 
i f  Y*  >  0  
i f  Y*  =  0  
i f  Y*  >  0  
i f  Y*  =  0  
P18. No simple expression has been found for the limiting coverage 
probability (as ^ o^o) of Interval P18. Verification for the entries 
in Table 4,1 is given in Section 4.8. 
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Different prediction intervals can also be compared with respect 
to their expected squared lengths. If is an F-equivariant 
prediction interval whose endpoints are of the form (4.3.8) and (4.3.9), 
it follows that 
P|(cy^ . ,cy_,c^ SSE,c^ SSA) = cP*{y^ , ,y_,SSE,SSA). (4.3.26) 
It can be shown that (y^ . ,y^  ^ ,SSE,SSA) ~ , 
2 
a^ A^ (Z,y)] (this was established in the proof of Theorem 4.3 for the 
2 
case CTg = 1 ). Thus, using result (4.3.26), we have that 
E[P2(y)-Pi(y)3^  = E[P*(y^ ,^y_,SSE,SSA)-P*(y^ ,^y_,SSE,SSA)]^  
= E{P*[agA^ (Z,Y),agA2(2,Y},agA3(Z,y),a\^ (Z,Y)] 
- Pl[(:e&i(z,Y),(;eA2(Z,Y),a^ A3(Z,y),a^ A^ (z,Y)]f 
= <^ f2{P*[A(Z,Y)] - P*[A(Z,Y)]}^ . (4.3.27) 
The last equality follows from result (4.3.26). If [P^ (y),P2(y)] 
is an F-equivariant prediction interval of the form (4.3.21) expres­
sion (4.3.27) simplifies to 
E[P2(y)-Pi(y)]^  = 4agEg^ [Xj(j_ij,(l-HTY)Xj_;^ ], (4.3.28) 
2 2 2 
where Xj(j_j, j independent random variables with x [I(J-l)] 
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2 
and X (I-l) distributions, respectively. 
The relative expected squared length of an arbitrary prediction 
interval is defined to be the ratio of its expected squared length to 
the expected squared length of interval (4.1.6). If  ^
is an F-equivariant prediction interval, its relative expected 
Squared length is 
E{P*[A(Z,Y)]-P*EA(Z,Y)]}^  
4F^ [1,I(J-1)] I-(I-KJY) *(1—1) 
13 
(4.3.29) 
If [P^ (y),P2(y)] is an F-equi variant prediction interval of the form 
(4.3.21) formula (4.3.29) can be reexpressed as 
H.V.X,.)   ^_ ,4.3.30, 
F [1,I(J-1)] i-(i-hjY) -d-i) ij a 
4.4. Numerical Results 
Numerical methods were used to evaluate the coverage probabilities 
and the relative expected squared lengths of Intervals P1-P19. Both 
the coverage probabilities and the relative expected squared lengths 
depend on X, J and Y. 
Intervals Pi-Pi7 were evaluated for each of the following values 
of (I,J): (4,2), (6,2) and (4,8). For Interval P19, evaluations were 
carried out only for (I,J) = (4,8). The value of a was taken to be 
0.10. The numerical evaluation of the coverage probabilities was 
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based on the formula given in Theorem 4.3, which is, in effect, a 
four-dimensional integral. This integral was evaluated numerically 
using Gaussian quadrature in four dimensions [e.g., Stroud and 
Secrest (1966}]. In the and directions, 20-point Gauss-
Hermite formulas were used, while, in the and Z^  directions, 
15-point Gauss-Laguerre formulas were used. The approximations 
obtained by this approach are thought to be within 0.01 of the exact 
value. Numerical values obtained for the coverage probabilities are 
reported in Tables 4.2-4.4. The numerical evaluation of the relative 
expected squared lengths was based on formulas (4.3.29) and (4.3.30). 
When formula (4.3,29) was used, the right-hand side, which is in 
effect a four-dimensional integral, was evaluated numerically by 
essentially the same numerical integration procedure employed in 
evaluating the coverage probabilities. When formula (4.3.30) was used, 
the two-dimensional integral was evaluated using' Gaussian quadrature 
in two dimensions. A 15-point Gauss-Laguerre formula was used in each 
dimension. The absolute errors in the relative expected squared 
lengths are thought to be less than 0.01. The relative expected 
squared length evaluations are reported in Tables 4.5-4.7. 
Simulation was used to evaluate the coverage probability and 
the relative expected squared length of Interval P18. For a = 0.10, 
1=6, J = 2 and y € {^ ,1,5,100}, Interval Pi8 was calculated for 1000 
randan samples of (a^ ,y^  ^,y,^  _ ,SSE,SSA). For each of these samples, 
the required solution to equations (4.2.80) and (4.2.81) was found 
using Newton's method for solving a system of nonlinear equations 
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[e.g., Gerald (1978)]. The estimates of the coverage probability 
of Interval PI8 are given in Tables 4.2-4.4 along with estimates of 
their standard errors. 
Recall that, for Interval Pl3, pCy,I,J) > 1- (a*+Y*), for all 
I, J and Y. The coverage probability and relative expected squared 
length of Interval Pi3 were evaluated for several choices of a* and 
Y*. One choice was a* = 0.10 and y* = 0. For this choice of cc* 
and Y*f Interval Pi3 is a conservative 90% prediction interval for 
|l + a^ . Another choice was a* = Y* ~ 0.05. For this choice also. 
Interval P13 is a conservative 90% prediction interval for (i + a^ . 
Numerical evaluations were also carried out for a* = 0.10 and y* = 1.0, 
a* = 0.10 and y* = 0.05 and for a* = 0.20 and y* = 0. For these 
choices of a* and y*. Interval Pl3 is such that p(o3,1,J) =0.90. In 
summary, the different choices of a* and y* for Interval P13 were as 
follows : 
Interval a* Y* 
PI 3 A 0.10 .0, 
P13B 0.10 0.05 
P13C 0.05 0.05 
P13D 0.10 1.0 
P13E 0.20 0 
Intervals Pl4 and P15, like Interval Pl3, have the property that 
p(Y,I,J) > l-(a*+y*), for all I, J and y. For these intervals too, we 
have considered several choices of a* and y*. For each choice of 
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Table 4.2. Coverage probabilities (l=4,J=2) 
Gamma 
Interval 0 F  ^  ^  ^ 5 10 100 oo 
PO 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
PI 0.90 0.87 0.85 0.82 0.82 0.83 0.86 0.88 0.90 0.90 
P2 0.91 0.88 0.86 0.84 0.84 0.85 0.87 0.89 0.90 0,90 
P3 0.91 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.90 0,90 
P4 0.92 0.91 0.91 0.90 0.90 0,90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0,90 
P5 0.91 0.90 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
P6 0.91 0.88 0.86 0.84 0.83 0.85 0.87 0.88 0.90 0.90 
P7 0.78 0.74 0.72 0.69 0.70 0.72 0.76 0.79 0.82 0.82 
P8 0.79 0.77 0.75 0.73 0.73 0.75 0.79 0.80 0.82 0.82 
P9^  0.95 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
PIO^  0.95 0.94 0,94 0.93 0.92 0,91 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
Pll^  0.95 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.91 0,90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
P12^  0.95 0.94 0.94 0.93 0.92 0,91 0.91 0.90 0,90 0.90 
P13A 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.95 0,95 0.95 0.95 0,95 0.95 
P13B 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.94 0,94 0.93 0.92 0.90 
P13C 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.96 0.95 
PI 3D 0.90 0.88 0.86 0.85 0.85 0.86 0.88 0.89 0.90 0.90 
P13E 0.90 0.91 0.91 0.90 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
P14A^  0.95 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.90 0,90 0.90 
P14B 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
P14C 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
P14D 0.95 0.94 0.93 0,92 0,91 0.90 0.90 0.90 0,90 0.90 
P15A 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.92 0,92 0.92 0,92 0.92 
P15B 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.93 0.92 0,91 0.91 0,90 0.90 
P15C 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.96 0,96 0.95 0.95 0.95 
^These intervals are identical. 
^These intervals are identical. 
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Table 4.2. (continued) 
Gamma 
Interval 0 •—  ^  ^ 1 2 5 10 100 oo 
P15D 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
P16^  0.95 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
P17 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
Table 4.3. Coverage probabilities (l=6,J=2) 
Gamma 
Interval 0 ~  ^  ^ 1 2 5 10 100 
PO 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
PI 0.91 0.86 0.82 0.80 0.80 0.84 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.90 
P2 0.91 0.87 0.84 0.82 0.83 0.85 0.88 0.89 0.90 0.90 
P3 0.92 0.89 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.90 
P4 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
P5 0.92 0.90 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
P6 0.91 0.86 0.84 0.81 0.82 0.85 0.88 0.89 0.90 0.90 
P7 0.83 0.76 0.71 0.73 0.77 0.81 0.83 0.84 0.85 0.85 
P8 0.84 0.78 0.76 0.74 0.76 0.79 0.83 0.84 0.85 0,85 
P9^  0.95 0.94 0.93 0.90 0.88 0.88 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.90 
PIO 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
Pll^  0.96 0.94 0.94 0.91 0.90 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.90 
^These intervais are identical. 
^These intervais are identical. 
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Table 4.3. (continued) 
Gamma 
Interval 0 
1 
10 
1 
5 
1 
2 
1 2 5 10 100 00 
PI2C 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.92 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
P13A 0.94 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
P13B 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.93 0.91 0.90 
P13C 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.96 0.95 
P13D 0.91 0.87 0.84 0.82 0.83 0.86 0.88 0.89 0.90 0.90 
P13E 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
P14A^  0.96 0.94 0.94 0.91 0.90 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.90 
P14B 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.91 0.90 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.90 
P14C 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
P14D 0.96 0.94 0.93 0.90 0.89 0.88 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.90 
P15A^  0.95 0.95 0.94 0.92 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
P15B 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.92 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
P15C 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
P15D 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
P16^  0.95 0.94 0.93 0.90 0.88 0.88 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.90 
P17 0.95 0.94 0.92 0.89 0.88 0.87 0.88 0.89 0.90 0.90 
. P18 
0.87 0.88 0.87 0.84 
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
Q 
These intervals are identical. 
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Table 4.4. Coverage probabilities (l=4,J=8) 
Gaimna 
Interval 0  ^  ^  ^ 1 2 5 10 100 oo 
PO 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
PI 0.90 0.78 0.77 0.80 0.83 0.86 0.88 0,89 0.90 0,90 
P2 0.90 0.81 0.81 0.83 0.85 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.90 0,90 
P3 0.90 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0,90 
P4 0.93 0.91 0.90 0.89 0.88 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.90 0,90 
P5 0.91 0.90 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
P6 0.90 0.76 0.75 0.77 0.81 0.84 0.88 0.89 0.90 0.90 
P7 0.88 0.76 0.75 0.78 0.82 0.84 0.87 0.88 0.89 0.89 
P8 0.89 0.79 0.79 0.82 0.84 0.86* 0.88 0.88 0.89 0.89 
P9^ 0.98 0.91 0.89 0.87 0.87 0.88 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.90 
PIG 0.97 0.93 0.91 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
PLL 0.98 0.91 0.89 0.87 0.87 0.88 0.89 0.90 0.90 0,90 
P12 0.97 0.93 0.91 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.90 0,90 
P13A 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
P13B 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.91 0.90 
P13C 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.96 • 0.96 0.96 0.95 
P13D 0.90 0,83 0.83 0.85 0.86 0.88 0.89 0,90 0.90 0.90 
P13E 0.93 0.91 0.91 0.90 0.91 0.90 0.90 0,90 0.90 0.90 
P14A 0.98 0.92 0.89 0.88 0.88 0.89 0.90 0,91 0.91 0.91 
P14B 0.98 0.92 0.89 0.87 0.87 0.88 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.90 
P14C 0.99 0.96 0.94 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.95 0,95 0.95 0.95 
P14D 0.98 0.91 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.88 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.90 
P15A 0.97 0.93 0.91 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
P15B 0.97 0.93 0.91 0.89 0.89 0,89 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
P15C 0.99 0.97 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
P15D 0.97 0.93 0.91 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
P15  ^ 0.98 0.91 0.89 0.87 0.87 0.88 0,89 0.90 0.90 0.90 
^These intervals are identical. 
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Table 4,4. (continued) 
Gamma 
Interval 0  ^ y  ^ 1 2 5 10 100 oo 
P17 0.98 0.92 0.89 0.87 0.87 0.88 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.90 
P19 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 
Table 4.5. Relative expected squared lengths (I=4,J=2) 
Gamma 
Interval 0  ^  ^  ^ 1 2 5 10 100 
PO 4,00 2.67 2.16 1.60 1.34 1.18 1.07 1.04 1.01 
PI 1.22 0.89 0.77 0.66 0.65 0.71 0.81 0.88 0.99 
P2 1.40 0.99 0.85 0.75 0.74 0.78 0.86 0.91 0.99 
P3 2.21 1.58 1.35 1.12 1.03 1,00 1.00 0.99 0.99 
P4 3.51 2.35 1.91 1.43 1.21 1.08 1.01 1.00 1.00 
PS 2.57 1.81 1.53 1.24 1.11 1.04 1.01 1.01 1.00 
P6 1.34 0.96 0.82 0.71 0.71 0.76 0.85 0.90 0.99 
P7 0.59 0.45 0.39 0.36 0.37 0.41 0.48 0.52 0.59 
PB 0.73 0.53 0,47 0.42 0.43 0.46 0.51 0.54 0.59 
P9^  3.05 2.09 1.73 1.37 1.20 1.11 1.05 1.03 1.01 
PIO^  4,14 2.82 2,31 1.74 1.46 1.28 1.14 1.08 1.01 
Pll^  3.05 2,09 1,73 1.37 1,20 1.11 1.05 1.03 1.01 
P12^  4,14 2.82 2.31 1.74 1,46 1.28 1.14 1.08 1.01 
P13A 4,15 2,81 2.31 1.79 1.60 1.61 1.97 2.62 12.16 
P13B 3,51 2,44 2.03 1.63 1.47 1.46 1.55 1.60 1.36 
P13C 5,82 3.99 3.31 2.60 2.30 2.21 2.28 2.34 2.12 
^These intervais are identical. 
^These intervais are identical. 
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Table 4.5, (continued) 
Gamma 
1 1 1 10 Interval 0 10 5 2 
1 2 5 100 
P13D 1.42 1.02 0.88 0.77 0.75 0.79 0.87 0.92 0.99 
P13E 2.31 1.58 1.31 1.06 0.99 1.06 1.41 2.00 10.97 
P14A^  3.05 2.09 1.73 1.37 1.20 1.11 1.05 1.03 1.01 
P14B 3.05 2.09 1.73 1.37 1.20 1.11 1.05 1.03 1.01 
P14C 5.15 3.53 2.93 2.32 2.04 1.88 1.78 1.74 1.70 
P14D 3.05 2.09 1.73 1.37 1.20 1.11 1.05 1.03 1.01 
P15A 4.23 2.89 2.38 1.82 1.55 1.39 1.26 1.22 1.17 
P15B 4.23 2.89 2.38 1.82 1.55 1.38 1.24 1.17 1.03 
P15C 7.52 5.14 4.24 3.24 2.75 2.45 2.19 2.05 1.76 
P15D 4.13 2.81 2.30 1.74 1.46 1.28 1.13 1.08 1.01 
P16^  3.05 2.09 1.73 1.37 1.20 1.11 1.05 1.03 1.01 
P17 3.05 2.09 1.73 1.37 1.20 1.11 1.05 1.03 1.01 
Table 4.6. Relative expected squared lengths (1=6,J=2) 
Gamma 
Interval 5^  &  ^  ^ 5 10 100 
PO 6.00 3.27 2.47 1.71 1.38 1.20 1.08 1.04 1.00 
PI 1.42 0.90 0.75 0.66 0.69 0.77 0.88, 0.93 0.99 
P2 1.65 1.01 0.84 0.75 0.77 0.83 0.91 0.95 0.99 
P3 2.32 1.42 1.19 1.00 0.95 0.96 0.98 0.99 1.00 
P4 4.60 2.54 1.94 1.38 1.15 1.04 0.99 0.99 1.00 
P5 2.80 1.69 1.39 1.13 1.04 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 
P6 1.59 0.98 0.81 0.73 0.75 0.81 0.90 0.95 0.99 
P7 0.88 0.58 0.50 0.46 0.49 0.55 0.63 0.67 0.71 
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Table 4.6. (continued) 
Gamma 
1 1 1 
Interval 0 
10 5 2 
1 2 5 10 100 
P8 1.08 0.58 0.57 0.52 0.54 0.59 0.55 0.68 0.71 
P9* 3.15 1.82 1.44 1.11 1.00 0.97 0,97 0.98 1.00 
PIO 3.68 2.11 1.65 1.25 1.10 1.03 1.01 1.00 1.00 
Pll^  3.64 2.09 1.55 1.25 1.10 1.04 1.01 1.00 1.00 
P12^  4.14 2.35 1.84 1.37 1.18 1.09 1.03 1.02 1.00 
P13A 6.17 3.42 2.51 1.92 1.58 1.70 2.15 2.95 15.21 
P13B 4.59 2.72 2.14 1.55 1.49 1.47 1.51 1.48 1.21 
P13C 7.31 4.19 3.29 2.47 2.17 2.10 2.11 2.12 1.83 
Pi 3D 1.67 1.02 0.86 0.76 0.77 0.83 0.91 0.95 0.99 
P13E 3.61 2.04 1.57 1.21 1.12 1.20 1.54 2,39 14.05 
P14A^  3.64 2.09 1.73 1.37 1.20 1.11 1,05 1,03 1.01 
P14B 3.49 2.01 1.59 1.22 1.09 1.03 1.01 1.00 1.00 
P14C 5.44 3.15 2.50 1.92 1.71 1.62 1.59 1.58 1.58 
P14D 3.18 1.83 1.45 1.13 1.02 0.98 0,98 0.99 1.00 
P15A^  4.14 2.36 1.84 1.37 1.18 1.09 1,03 1.02 1.00 
P15B 3.99 2.28 1.79 1.35 1.17 1.08 1.03 1.01 1.00 
P15C 6.25 3.58 2.81 2.12 1.84 1.70 1.53 1.50 1.58 
P15D 3.59 2.11 1.65 1.25 1.10 1.03 1.01 1.00 1.00 
P16^  3.15 1.82 1.44 1.11 1,00 0.97 0.97 0.98 1.00 
P17 3,10 1.78 1.40 1.07 0.95 0.90 0.91 0,94 0.99 
PI 8 1.03 0.79 0.89 0.85 
T^hese intervals are identical. 
These intervals are identical. 
^These intervals are identical. 
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Table 4.7. Relative expected squared lengths (I=4,J=8) 
Gamma 
interval 0  ^ j 1 2 5 10 100 
PO 4,00 1.72 1.41 1.18 1.09 1.05 1.02 1.01 1.00 
PI 1.25 0.71 0.71 0.77 0.85 0.90 0.95 0.98 1.00 
P2 1.43 0.83 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.93 0.97 0.99 1.00 
P3 2.40 1.26 1.13 1.03 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 
P4 2.72 1.24 1.06 0.96 0.95 0.96 0.98 0.99 1.00 
P5 2.47 1.29 1.14 1.04 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.00 
P6 1.17 0.65 0.65 0.73 0.82 0.88 0.94 0.97 1.00 
P7 1.12 0.65 0.65 0.71 0.79 0.84 0.89 0.91 0.94 
P8 1.30 0.77 0.74 0.79 0.84 0.87 0.91 0.92 0.94 
P9^  2.81 1.29 1.11 1.00 0.98 0.98 0.99 1.00 1.00 
PIO 3.25 1.46 1.24 1.09 1.04 1.02 1.01 1.01 1.01 
Pll ' 2.81 1.29 1.11 1.01 0.99 0.99 0.99 1,00 1.00 
P12 3.25 1.47 1.24 1.09 1.04 1.02 1.01 1.01 1.00 
P13A 4.30 2.05 1.84 1.92 2.28 3.09 5.27 8.62 61.16 
P13B 3.74 1.86 1.65 1.53 1.46 1.40 1.29 1,22 1.08 
P13C 5.22 2.52 2.21 2.03 1.96 1.89 1.78 1.70 1.54 
PI 3D 1.59 0.91 0.87 0.89 0.92 0.95 0.98 0,99 1.00 
P13E 2.80 1.40 1.29 1.42 1.79 2.53 4.58 7.76 58.98 
P14A 2.85 1.33 1.15 1.06 1.05 1.04 1.05 1,06 1.06 
P14B 2.85 1.32 1.14 1.03 1.00 0.99 1.00 1,00 1.00 
P14C 4.21 1.95 1.68 1.50 1.46 1.44 1.45 1.45 1.45 
P14D 2.77 1.27 1.10 1.00 0.98 0.98 0.99 1,00 1.00 
P15A 3.26 1.48 1.25 1.10 1.05 1.03 1,02 1,01 1.01 
P15B 3.26 1.47 1.25 1.09 1.04 1.02 1.01 1,01 1.00 
P15C 4.74 2.14 1.81 1.59 1.51 1.48 1.46 1,46 1.46 
P15D 3.25 1.46 1.24 1.08 1.04 1.02 1.01 1.01 1.00 
P16^  2.81 1.29 1.11 1.00 0.98 0.98 0.99 1.00 1.00 
^These intervals are identical. 
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Table 4.7. (continued) 
Gamma 
Interval 0  ^  ^ 1 2 5 10 100 
P17 2.84 1.32 1.13 1.02 1.00 0.98 0.99 1.00 1.00 
P19 3.63 1.64 1.38 1.21 1.15 1.12 1.10 1.10 1.09 
m 
a* and Y*, the quantity or ^^  ^ approximated using the 
t-percentile approximation discussed in Section 4.2.3. One choice for 
a* and Y* was a* = 0.10 and y* = 0, For this choice of a* and Y*> 
Intervals PI4 and P15 will be conservative 90% prediction intervals 
for u. + a^ . Another choice was a* = y* = 0.05, For this choice also, 
Intervals P14 and P15 are conservative 90% prediction intervals for 
(J, + a^ . Numerical evaluations were also carried out for a* = 0.10 
and y* = 0.05 and for a* = 0.10 and y* = 1.0. For these choices of 
a* and Y*> Intervals P14 and P15 are such that p(oo,i,j) = 0,90. The 
different choices of a* and y* for Intervals PI4 and P15 were 
Interval 
P14A,P15A 
P14B,P15B 
P14C,P15C 
P14D,P15D 
0,10 
0,10 
0.05 
0.10 
0 
0.05 
0.05 
1.0 
Intervals P15 and P17, like P14 and Pl5, were evaluated using the 
, m 
t-percentile approximation to k" ,_(p), 
cc*/^  
For the settings covered by the numerical study, the coverage 
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probabilities of five of the eight naive intervals (Pi, P2, and PS-
PS) can differ considerably from the specified value. The other 
three naive intervals, especially Interval P3, performed relatively 
well. 
Except for very small values of y. Intervals PIO and P12, and, 
to a lesser extent, P9 and Pll, have coverage probabilities close to 
the specified value of 0.90. Intervals P9 and Pll appear to be 
slightly shorter than Intervals plO and P12, respectively. 
2 
The conservative Intervals Pl4 and P15 derived from D^ (y,w;ag,p) 
2 
and D^ (y,w;o'g,p) appear to be less conservative than Interval P13, 
derived from T. Interval P13E performed very well for a wide range 
of values for y 
4.5. Appendix; Random Sampling fron the Distribution of the Two 
Approximate Pivotal Quantities in the Balanced One-way Random Model 
2 2 
It was shown that the distribution of D^ (y,w;ag,p) or D2(^ ,w;o'g,p) 
depends only on p. In this appendix, we describe a procedure that 
can be used, for a specified value of p, to sample from the distribu-
2 2 
tion of without loss of 
2 2 
generality, that |i = 0, = 1 and cj^  = (l-p)/(Jp). Let = a^ , 
X = ë , X = ( Z y )/(I-l}, X = Z (y. -X and X = SSE. Note 
j^ l J- J' 
that y^ _ = X^ 2.'*'^ 12' ~ [ (I-1)X2+X^ 3_+X^ 2^ /^ » SSE = X^ , SSA = JEX^ -^
(I-1)(X^ +^X^ 2-X2)^ /I] and a^  = X^ -^. The quantities X^ ,^ X^  , X^ , X^  
and X^  are distributed independently as can be verified by showing 
that they are functions of random variables that are uncorrelated and 
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whose joint distribution is multivariate normal. Let 
Z^  and Z^  be independently distributed with z^  ^w N(0,1), 
2 2 
Z^ 2 ~ N(0,1), Zg ~ N(0,1), ~ X (1-2) and Z^  ~ x [KJ-l)]. It is 
easily established that ~ [ (l-p)/(Jp)]^ '^ «^Z^ ,^ 
-Z^ , X^  ~ (Jp) ^ Z^  and X^  ~ Z^ . It follows that 
the distribution of the random vector (y^ _,y_^ ,SSE,SSA,a^ ) can be 
sampled by sampling the distribution of Z^ ,^ Z^ »^ 2^' ^ 3 4^ 
then, forming the sample values of y^ _, y SSE, SSA and a^  fran those 
for Z^ ,^ Z^ 2> 2^' ^ 3 4^ accordance with the relationships: 
1^. =  ^
y.. = 
SSE = Z 
4' 
and 
'1 = 
Substituting the sample values of y^  ,y ,SSE,SSA and a^  in expres­
sions (4.2,51) and (4.2.54) (and setting ^  = 0) gives sample values 
2 2 
from the distributions of D^ (y,w;ag,p) and D2(y,w;(j^ ,p), respectively. 
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4.6, Appendix; Asymptotic Distribution of the Two Approximate 
Pivotal Quantities in the Balanced One-Way Random Model 
2 2 
As J -*00, the quantities and defined by-
expressions (4.2.51) and (4.2.54) converge in distribution to N(0,1) 
random variables, provided that I > 3. We now prove this assertion 
2 2 
in the case of D2(y,w;ag,p). The proof in the case of D^ (y,w,CTg,p) 
is essentially the same and consequently is omitted. 
First, we show that, as J -» oo, -£-> a^ . using the Chebyshev 
inequality, we find that 
> €] = < s^ ] + P[|a^ -a^ | > €,s^  > s^ ] 
= > e,s2 c s2] + P[|oP-ofx > e,s2 > 
< Pt|sJ-cr^ I > €] + PrsJ > sj] 
VarfsZ) 
<—2 + PlPA > 1]. 
Since Var(S^ ) = 2a^ /[l(J-l)] and since, as J oo, o,  ^> 0 [as can 
e e ' A 
be verified by using the Chebyshev inequality], it follows that 
lim P[ iGg-CTgl > €] = 0, Hence, a^ . 
J—*00 
A n  A  A  g  
Since —^ > 0 as J — oo, = min[l,p^ ] 0 as J — co [e.g., 
Chung, 1974, p. 70, problem #10]. 
Next, we show that, as J ->• oo,  ^ 0. We have. 
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again using the Chebyshev inequality, that 
> ^ } = min[l,p^ ](y^ -^y^  > 
E{inin[l,p^ ] J(y^ -^y ^ J 
A 2  -  -  2  
Etp^ J^ yi.-y..) ] 
By symmetry. 
A? - - 2 1  ^ A2 - - 2 
2rp^ J(yi.-y..) ] = (j) s E[p^ j(y. .-y.j ] 
i=l 
1 A2  ^ - - 2 
= (f^ Eip J I (y-.-y..) ] 
i=l 
= (%OE[P SSA] 
_ (I-l)" 
3 2 
I (J-1) 
SSE 
SSA 
(I-l)^ (IJ-I+2)CTg 
1^ (1-3)(J-1)(a^ +JCT^ ) 
It follows that lim E[p^ J{y^ -^y )^ ] = 0, and thus that 
J-^ 00 
/^ 2^ 1^."^ ..^  0. 
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Now, 
2 3ï.-P2(?ï.-?\.)-(^ +*l) 
t^^2fZ A _ A M2 •\l/2 
I-P2(1~1) 2p20g(IJ-l) 
I^ J(J-l) -
2p2ae(lJ-l) 
I^ {J-1) " 
Since convergence in probability implies convergence in distribution 
and since /j,-jl-a^ ) ~ N(0,a^ ), it follows from Chung's (1974) 
corollary to his Theorem 4.4.6 that, as J -» 00, D^ (y,v;(j^ ,p) Z, 
where Z ~ N(0,1). 
4.7. Appendix ; Distribution of the Two Approximate 
Pivotal Quantities when the Variance Ratio is Large 
2 
As Y — 00 (or equivalently, as p — o), the quantities D {^y,w;cr^,p ) 
2 
and D2(y,w;ag,p) converge in distribution to t[I(J-l)] random vari­
ables, provided that I > 3. We now prove this assertion for 
2 2 
D2(y,w;ae,p). The proof for (y,w;o'g,p ) is similar. 
We first show that, as y — 00, pgfy^ .-y,,) 0. Since the 
distribution of (y^  -y j/El+Jy]^ '^ -^ does not depend on y, it suffices 
to show that pgfl+Jy)^ ^^  0. For € > 0, we have that 
P[|p2(l+Jy)^ ^^ | > €} = P{|p2l > Çd+Jy) There exists a constant 
y(€) such that for y > y(€), €(l-hJy) < 1. Thus, for y > y(€), 
1^ 21 > Ed+Jy)"^ ^^  if and only if S^ /S^  > Cd+Jy)"^ '^ .^ Let P be a 
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randOTi variable whose distribution is F[I{J-1),I-1]. Then, using 
the Chebyshev inequality, we have that, for y > y{€). 
PflpgCl+JY)^ /^ ! > €} = P[Sg/sJ > €(l-hJY)"^ ^^ ] 
P[pF > e(l+JY)"^ /2] 
1/2 
P[F > ed+Jy) ] 
Var(F) 
E^ (l+Jy) 
It follows that 02(1+^ 7)^ ^^  0. [Note that, since p-Xl+Jy)^ ^^  
-> 0, it follows that 0. ] 
~2 b 2 
Next we show that, as y a > S . We have that 
' ' ' e e 
r 
2 _2 
if 
e a 
SSE+SSA SSE 2^ J. 
if S_ > S . 
IJ-1 I(J-l) ' e - a 
Consequently, for any Ç > 0, we have 
pr|gj-sj| > ei = - J!ïyl > € .nd s: > sj, 
< nsl > sf ] 
= P[F > P"^] ,  
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Rj2 D 2 
It follows that CT -^ > S . 
e e 
W2 A p 2 
Since is a continuous function, -^ > M*(Sg,0) 
as Y -» oo. Since the distribution of is free of y and 
since M*(S^ ,0) = S^ /J, it follows that t[I(J-l)], 
Recalling that convergence in probability implies convergence in 
distribution, the proof is complete. 
4.8. Appendix; Derivation of Entries in Table 4.1 
In this appendix, we derive the expressions for the limiting 
coverage probabilities as (y — oo) that are given in Table 4.1. 
Interval Pi is the special case of interval (4.3.21) where 
k = (J-1) ^  and [writing = p^ (SSE,SSA)] 
SSE A  1/2 
g(SSE,SSA) = M[p^ (SSE,SSA)]} ^  . (4.8.1) 
We have that 
9*(Z,Y) = M(p^ [2^ ,A^ (Z,Y)3)/^ .^ (4.8.2) 
It is clear that lim r(Z,y) = 0 and thus, that 
0^0 
lim PI[Z ,^A {^Z,Y)] = 0. (4.8.3) 
yn-oo 
It follows from result (4.8.2) that lim /jg*(Z,y) = t ._[I(J-1)] 
r*°° 
{z^ /[I(J-l)]j^ /^  and from Corollary 4.2 that lim p(y,I,J) = 1-a. 
0^0 
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Essentially the same argument can be used to show that Intervals 
P2, P3, P5 and P6 also have a limiting coverage probability (as y oo) 
equal to 1-a. 
Interval P4 is not a special case of interval (4.3,21), so that 
Corollary 4.2 does not apply. However, the endpoints of Interval P4 
are of the form (4.3.8) and (4.3.9) so that Corollary 4.1 is applicable. 
A A 
Writing as p^ (SSE,SSA), we have that 
f 4^ A \ 
(l(J-l)'P4'-^ 4'^ 4^ -''^ ^^ / 
1/2 
. (4.8.4) 
A similar expression can be obtained for Q^(z,y). It is easy to 
A 1/2 
verify that lim p^ [Z^ ,A^ (Z,Y)] d+JY) = 0 [implying that 
A 
lim = 0]. It follows that lim Q^(Z,y)= -t • 
y-*oo y-*oo 
(Z^ /[I(J-l)])l/2, Similarly, lim Q^ (Z,y) = t [I(J-1)](Z^ /[I(J-1)])^ '^ .^ 
1/2 
Thus, lim Q ( . Z , y )  = 2$[t ,21^ ^^  ^  ^  ^) ]-l, and part (a) 
r^ oo 
of Corollary 4.1 implies that lim p('y,I,J) = 1-a. 
y-oo 
Interval P? is the special case of interval (4.3.21) where 
k = (J-1) ^  and [writing as a^ (SSE,SSA)] 
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g(SSE,SSA) = z^ y2[0e(SSE,SSA)M[p^ (SSE,SSA)]}^ /^ . (4.8.5) 
It follows that 
g*(Z, Y )  =  z%/2C2e[ Z 4 , A 4 ( Z,Y) ] M ( p i [ Z 4 , A 4 ( Z,Y)])]^ ^^  (4.8.6) 
It can be verified that 
lim ag[Z^ ,A^ (Z,Y)] = Z^ /tI(J-l)]. (4.8.7) 
Y*oc 
Using results (4.8.3) and (4.8.7) it follows from result (4.8.5) that 
'a/2 "4' lim fjg*{Z,Y) = z (zVIl ( J-1) ] ) . Thus, applying Corollary 4.2, yn-OO 
we have that lim p(Y,I,J) = < \/2\' where is a 
randan variable with the t[I(J-l)] distribution. Essentially, the 
same argument can be used to establish that the limiting coverage 
probability of Interval P8 is 
Interval P9 is the special case of interval (4.3.21) where 
k = (J-1) ^  and 
g(SSE,SSA) = t^ 2^tVjj^ [pi(SSE,SSA)]}{M*[ag(SSE,SSA),S^ (SSE,SSA)]}^ ^^ . 
(4.8.8) 
We have that 
PIIZ4,A4(Z,Y)])}^ /2^  (4.8.9) 
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using result (4.8.3), it follows from expression (4.2.26) that 
lim Vjjj(Pi[Z4,A^ (Z,Y)]) = KJ-l). (4.8.10) 
y^ oo 
Expression (4.2.21) and results (4.8.3), (4.8.7) and (4.8.10) imply 
that lim /jg*(Z, Y )  = t ,-[I(J-l)](ZV[I(J-l)])^ '^ .^ It then follows 
Y-*oq 
from Corollary 4.2 that lim P(Y,I,J) = 1-a. Essentially the same 
y^ oo 
arguments can be used to establish that the limiting coverage prob­
ability (as y -» oo) of each of the Intervals PIO, Pll and P12 is 1-a. 
Interval PI3 is not a special case of interval (4.3.21) and 
consequently Corollary 4.2 does not apply. Since Y^ (y,p,a*) depends 
on y only through (y^  ,y_ ,SSE,SSA), we write Y2^ (y,p,a*) as 
YI(yi.,y . . ,SSE,SSA,p,a*). Also, we write L(3^,5^,Y*)  as L(SSE,SSA,Y*) ,  
U(Sg,S^ ,Y*) as U(SSE,SSA,Y*), I(S^ ,S^ ,Y*) as I(SSE,SSA,Y*) and p* 
as p*(y^  ,y^ _,SSE,55A). For Interval P13, we have that 
P, (y )  =  ^minimum {Yi  ,^SSE,SSA,u, a* ) }  (4 .8 .11 )  
U€I(SSE,SSA,Y*) 
so that P^ (y) is of the form (4.3.8). Similarly, P^ ty) is of the 
form (4.3.9) and thus. Corollary 4.1 is applicable. We have that 
2I(Z,Y) =  ^ minimum {y [A(Z,Y),u,a*]-Y[J(l+JY)~^ ^^ '^ 2^ } 
 ^ u€I[Z^ ,A^ (Z,y),Y*] 
_ • 1-hJY• 1/2 minimum Q^ (2,U,Y), (4.8.12) 
Y u€I[Z4,A4(Z,Y),Y*] 
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where g^ (Z,u,y) = - Y[J(l-Wy) It follows 
from (4.2.49) that 
/• 
1^^ J1/2~^ 2^,P*[A(Z,Y)],Y}, if L[Z4,A4(Z,Y),Y*] < P*IA(Z,Y)] 
< U[Z^ ,A^ (Z,y),Y*3 
and A (^Z,Y) > 
9L(Z,Y) = {  (^)^/%[Z,U[Z^,A^(Z,Y),Y*] ,Y] ,  IF " [Z^,(Z,Y),Y*]  
< P* [AXZ,Y)] 
and A (^Z,Y) > A2(Z,Y) 
(^ )^^ '^ ^QI{Z,LIZ4,A4(Z,Y),Y*],Y}» otherwise. 
We consider two cases corresponding to Y* > C and Y* = 0. First, 
suppose that Y* > 0» It is easy to verify that for this case. 
lim L[Z4,A (^Z,Y),Y*] = 0, 
T~°o 
(4.8.13) 
lijn U[Z ,^A (^Z,Y),Y*] = 0, 
T*°o 
(4.8.14) 
and 
lim P*[A(Z,Y)] = 1/(1-1). 
ir°o 
(4.8.15) 
Results (4.8.13)-(4.8.15) imply that there exists a scalar c such 
that, for Y > c, the inequality 
L[Z4,A4(Z,Y),Y*] < p*TA(Z,Y)] < U[Z4,A^(Z,Y),Y*] 
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is not satisfied. When y > c. 
Qi(Z»Y) = 
Gi[z,U[Z^ ,A^ (Z,Y),y*],y]]. (4.8.15) 
We have that 
Q {Z,L[Z A (Z,Y),Y*] ,Y} = f 'A 
<[J(1+JY)]^   ^
(—)[Zi 1/2^  " 
(I-l) 
/ Z. \1/2^  
\^ I(J-l) V J' 
(4.8.17) 
Note that 
liin{Lrz^ ,A^ (Z,Y),Y*Hl+JY)^ ^^ } 
y-oo 
= liin{L[Z^ /[l(j-l)],A^ (Z,Y)/(I-l) ,Y*](l+JY)^^^}  
= lim{min[L*(Z4/[I(J-l)],A^ (Z,Y)/(l-l),Y*),l](l+JY)^ ^^ } 
r*°° 
= lim min 
(I-Dz^ d+Jy)^ /^  
J(J-1 )A^  (Z,Y)F _ [I (J-1 ), I-l] ' 
Y*/2' 
= 0 . (4.8.18) 
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In light of results (4.8.13) and (4.8.18), it follows from result 
(4.8.17) that lim Q^ {Z,L[Z^ ,A^ (Z,Y),Y*] ,y] =  ^' 
y^OO 
1/2 (Z^ / [ I j ( j-l)]) . It can be shown, in a similar fashion, that 
lim Gi{z,n[Z^ ,A^ (Z,Y),Y*],Y] = -t [I(J-l)](Z^ /[IJ(J-1)])^ /^ , It 
Y-»OO 
follows frcm result (4.8.16) that lim q^ (2,y) = -t ' 
Y-oo 
1/2 (Z^ /[I(J-1)]) . It can similarly be shown that 
1/2 
lim QgfZ/Y) = t^*/2tI(J-l)NZ^/RI(J-l)]) . Thus, lim Q(Z,Y) = 
Y-»oo 
1/2 
2$[t^ /^2[I(J-l)](Z^ /[I(J-l)]) ]-l, and, applying part (a) of Corollary 
4.1, we have that lim p(Y,I,J) = 1-a*. Consider now the case where 
y-*oo 
Y* = 0. When y* = 0, I = [ 0 , 1 ] ,  a n d  i t  c a n  be verified that 
if Z^  < Zg/Xl-l)!/^  
lim g^ (Z,Y) = 
I — , if Z^  > Zg/Xl-l)^ /^ , 
and that 
lim QgfZ'V) = 
Y-oo 
+<>= , if Z^ < Zj/fl-l)^/^ 
, if z^ > Zg/fl-ljl/Z, 
It follows that lim p( Y,I,J) = E{$[lim g^ (Z,Y)]}-E{$[lim g^ (Z,Y)]}. 
•y—^ oo y-*oo 
Consider the first term E[$[lim of this difference. Letting 
Y -oo 
Z be a random variable distributed as N(0,1), independently of Z, 
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we have that 
E$[liin QgtZ'Y)] = EP[Z < lira QgfZ/Y)] 
y^ oo y-^ oo 
= E{prz  <  - teo lz^  <  <  Zg / f l - l )^ /^ )  +  
P[2 < tg^ ^^ [I(J-l)](Z^ /[I(J-l)])^ /^ |Z^  > Z^ /d-l)^ ^^ ] 
• P(Z^  > Zg/fl-l)^ /^ )] 
= E{(1)(J)  + 
= i-aV4. 
It can be shown, in a similar way, that 
E$[lim Q {^Z,Y)] = a*/4. 
Y-»oo 
Thus, when y* = 0, liiti p(Y,I,J> = l-aV2. 
r*"° 
Intervals P14 and P15 are both special cases of inteirval (4.3.21). 
The derivation of the limiting coverage probability as (y-^ co) for 
each of these intervals is essentially the same. We illustrate in the 
case of Interval P14. For this interval, 
1 
g(SSE,SSA) =  ^maximum [k™ (u)]{M*[CT^(SSE,SSA) ,P^(SSE,SSA)]  
U€I(SSE,SSA,Y*) ^ 
It follows that 
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1 
g*fZ,Y) = m^aximum rk^ */2 '^^ 1^  
U€I(Z^ ,A^ (Z,y),Y*) 
We consider two cases corresponding to y* > 0 and y* = 0. First, 
suppose that y* > 0. Results (4.8.13) and (4.8.14) together with the 
results of Section 4.6 imply that 
lim k^ *y^ (u) = (4.8.19) 
™^uei(Z^ ,A^ (Z,y),y*) 
Results (4.8.13), (4.8.14) and (4.8.19) imply that 
1/2 
lim g * ( Z , o o )  = t > and it follows from 
y-oo " G 
Corollary 4.2 that lim p(y,I,J) = 1-a*. Suppose now that y* = 0. In 
y-«0 
this case, I = [0,1], and we have that 
g(SSE,SSA) = max (u) {M*[a^ (SSE,SSA), (SSE,SSA) ] 
u€ro,l] G 
and, hence, that 
g*(Z,y) = max (u){M*(a^ [Z A (Z,y)],p [Z A (Z,y)])f/^ . 
u€[0,l] 
It follows from results (4.8.3) and (4.8.7) and expression (4.2.21) 
that lim /jg*(Z,y) = max k™^ . (u)(Z /[l(J-l)])^ /^ . Thus, in light 
~ u€[0,l] 
of Corollary 4.2, lim p(y,I,J) = P[[t | < max k™ , (u)]. 
 ^' ue[0,l] 
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Intervals P16 and P17 are special cases of interval (4.3.21) and 
the derivation of their limiting coverage probabilities (as y -» oa) 
is very similar to the derivation of the limiting coverage probability 
of Interval Pi4. 
Finally, we drive an expression for the limiting coverage prob­
ability (as Y of Interval P19. Interval P19 is not a special 
case of interval (4.3.21), so that Corollary 4.2 does not apply. 
Writing as ji^ (SSE,SSA) and x as x(SSE,SSA), the lower endpoint of 
Interval Pi9 is 
SSE 
Pl(y) - yi.-M.i(SSE,SSA) (y^ -^y. J -
1 + 
.1-1 IJ-I-4 
1-3 x(SSS.SSA)^  2 ' 2 ' 
IJ-I-4 ,1^  IJ-I-2 
x{SSE,SSA)* 2 ' 2 L 
( I-l ) [(i{ ( SSE, SSA ) SSE-ly,^  ( SSE, SSA )SSA ] 
IJ(IJ-7) 
+ (^ •(SSE,SSA)-[n^ {SSE,SSA)]^ ) (y^ _-y_)^  > , (4.8.20) 
vdiich is of the form (4.3.8). Similarly the upper endpoint is of the 
form (4.3.9). We have that 
e i ( z ,Y)  =  
[Jd+Jy)]  ^ 172 -
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- z 0/2 
4 
J(IJ-7) 
,1-1 U-I-4. 
(-IT-, Ô ) 
1 + 
C_3 xl:Z4'A4(Z,Y)] 2 ' 2 
IJ-I-4 ,1-3 IJ-I-4, 
(-T-, Ô ) 
x[Z4,A^ (Z,Y)]^  2 ' 2 
IJ(IJ-7) 
1^ -
•N 
J 
It is easily verified that lira xCZ^ jA^ fZ/y)] = 1, and it follows from 
Y-oo 
r /2 (4.3.25) that, for all r > 0, lim (1+JY) '^ '[Z.,A (Z,Y)] = 0. Thus, 
Y-*oo 
1/2 
lim Q (^Z,Y) = -z . Similarly, it can be shown 
Y-CO " ^ 
1/2 
lim ggfZ'Y) = z .^ {.Z^ /llJ-Z-AD . It follows that 
•pco • °-
1/2 
lim Q(Z,Y) = 20[z ]-l and thus, applying part (a) of 
y-oo 
Corollary 4.1, we find that lim p(y,I,J) = < z^ ^^  
yoo. 
I(J-L) 
IJ-I-4 
1/2, 
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5. PREDICTION INTERVALS 
IN THE GENERAL MIXED LINEAR MODEL 
In Section 1.5, the General Mixed Linear Model was introduced and 
it was pointed out that, except in special cases, it is not clear how 
to construct a 100(l-a)% prediction interval for the realization of 
w when 0 is unknown. In this chapter, we consider some alternative 
approaches to the problem of obtaining an approximate 100(1-#)% 
prediction interval. 
Section 5.1 introduces some notation and seme preliminary results 
for use in subsequent sections. Section 5.2 reviews results on the 
standard 100(l-ct)% prediction interval for the realization of w in 
the case where 9 is known, in Section 5.3, possible intervals for 
the case when 0 is unknown are obtained by extending some of the 
approaches introduced in the Behrens-Fisher Problem and in the Balanced 
One-way Random Model. Properties of these intervals are then discussed 
in Sections 5.4 and 5.5, The notation used in the General Mixed Linear 
Model is summarized in Section 5.6. 
5.1. Preliminaries 
5.1.1. Notation and review 
Recall from Chapter 3 that r]g(y;9) denotes the BLUP of the realiza­
tion of w and has mean squared error M^ O). As in Chapter 3, we parti­
tion 9 as 0 = (8^ ,02)', where 0^  is q^  x 1 and 0^  is q^  x 1 (with 
q^ +q^  = q). Here, either q^  or q^  may be zero in which case 0^  or 
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©2 is degenerate. With Q and V(0) as defined in Section 1.5, we shall 
suppose that € O and that 
V[(c0£,9^ )'] = cV(0), (5.1.1) 
for every positive scalar c and for every 0 Ç D. As in Section 3,3, 
we let 0(z) (with z = L'y) represent an arbitrary even translation-
invariant estimator of 0. 
The distribution of z is N(0,L'v (0)L). Define U to be the yy -
group of transformations of the form u: z — cz, for some positive 
A  
scalar c. A translation-invariant estimator 0(z) of 0 is U-invariant 
A 2^  
if, for every positive scalar c, 0(cz) = [c 0^ (z),9^ (z ) ]'. A confi­
dence set S(z) for 0 is U-invariant if, for every positive scalar c, 
S(cz) = {t; t = (c^ s^ js^ )', for s = (s^ yS^ )' € S(z), where s^  is 
X 1 and s^  is qg x l]. 
When ML and REML estimators exist, they are even translation-
invariant estimators of 0, and (as shown in Section 5.1.2) there 
exist U-invariant versions of these estimators. We will let 0 
represent a U-invariant ML estimator of 9 and 0 represent a U-invariant 
REML estimator of 0. The large-sample variance-covariance matrix of 
9 is I ^ (0), where I (0) (assumed nonsingular for all 9  6  d )  i s  the 
— m — m — — 
q x q matrix whose ij^  element is 
1 r -1 av (8)1 
2 [_^ yy^ -^  30^  80^  ' (5.1.2) 
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[e.g., Searle (1970)], and the large-sample variance-covariance matrix 
(y -1 
of 0 is I (0), where I (0) (assumed nonsingular for all 0 € Q) is 
r - r -
. .th 
the q X q matrix whose ij element is 
: av'^' -
' ' i  -
(5,1.3) 
where P(0) = v "^ (0) -v "^ {0)X(X*v "^ {e)X)"^X'v "^ (0) [e.g., Harville (1977)], 
y y - y y -  YY - YY ~ 
The Kackar-Harville approximation to the mean squared error of 
A 
r!g(^ ;0) is M*(0) [defined by expression (3.3.31)]. in the special case, 
A r\j —% 
where 0=0 and B(0) = I (0), we write M*(0) for the Kackar-Harville 
— — — m — m — 
A RJ 
approximation M*(0), and, in the special case, where 0=0 and 
B(0) = we write M*(6) for the Kackar-Harville approximation. 
Conformai to the partitioning of 0, define a (0) = [a' (0),a' (0)]' 
— -m — — 
and a (0) = [a' (0),a' (0)]' to be g x 1 partitioned vectors whose 
elements are ôM*(0)/30^  and ôM*{0)/â0., respectively. Define 
= 5@%[e(z)]}, k^ (0) = h^ (0) = var %[G(Z)]} 
r  %  
and h^ (0) = Varg{M*[0(z)]}. 
For a matrix-valued function S(0) whose elements are differentiable 
functions of 0, we write 3S(0)/ô0. for the matrix vrtiose ik^  ^element ] 
is the partial derivative of the ik^  element of 5(0) with respect 
to 9j. For 1 < j < q, define 
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âv' (0) _ _ av (8) _ 
Êj(8) = C P(9) - v;^ (8)F(6) g. P(8) 
-1 -1 -1 _ 
- &'(X'Vyy(8)X) x'Vyy(e)-g—P(e). 
(5.1.4) 
It can be verified (Kackar, 1979, Chapter 2) that 
ÔT1 (y;e) 
= fj(0)y, for 1 < j < g. (5.1.5) 
Define F, (0) = [f. (0 ),..., f (9)] and F_ (0 ) = [f (9 ),... ,f (0 ) ], 
1 — -1 — -g^  - 2 — -q^ +1 - -q -
and F(9) = '-2^ -^ f^ollows from (5.1.5) that 
oTig(y;0)/ô0 = F'(9)y, so that 
A(e) = Var 
•^ T) (y;0)' 
00 
= F'(0)V (e)F(0) 
_ yy -
(5.1.6) 
5.1.2. Existence of U-invariant ML and REML estimators 
For an arbitrary data vector y, it can be shown (Kackar, 1979, 
Chapter 3) that, when a maximum likelihood estimator exists, it is 
a value of 9 € Q that maximizes the function 
L(y;9) = -(^ )log|v (0)I + y'P(0)y. 
We shall assume that, for every y, there exists at least one ML esti­
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mate. We now show that [under condition (5.1.1)] there exists an 
ML estimator h(y) of 0 that is U-invariant. 
If the value of the data vector were c^ instead of a maximum 
likelihood estimator of 0 would be a value of 0 € Q that maximizes 
the function 
L(cy;0) = -(j)log|v (0)| + c^y'P(0)y 
= -nlogc-(j)log|v + Y'PC 
c 
= -nlogc + L [y; (-^{,0^'] 
c 
Thus, if t(y) = [t^(y),t^(y)]' is an ML estimate of 6 = 
2 
then [c t^(y),t^(y)] ' would be an ML estimate of (Gp©^)' had the 
value of the data vector been cy instead of y. 
Let E. = [y: 11^11=1], where ||y{| = y'y. For each y € E, let 
Y{y) = TY^Cy) ' represent a particular ML estimate of 9 (by 
assumption, there exists at least one ML estimate of 0). 
For an cirbitrary y € we can write y = cv, where c = ||y||^'^^ 
and V = |jy|l Note that v Ç E. We have that [c^S^tvi/Y^Cv)]' 
[||y||Y^(||yir^^^'y) ,Y2(||yir^^^'y)] ' is an ml estimate of 0. Thus, 
h(y) = 
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is an ML estimator of 0. It is easy to verify that h'(y) is U-
invariant. 
Assuming that a REML estimator exists, a U-invariant version of 
the REML estimator can be constructed in an analogous way. 
5.1.3. Some matrix formulas 
In this subsection, we will derive some matrix formulas that will 
be useful in what follows. 
Let X(0) = [x..(0)] represent a matrix whose elements x .(0) 
— 1] - ij -
are differentiable functions of 0^,...,0g. Suppose that, for every 
scalar c, X[{c0',0*)'] = cX(0). Define X^(0) = ôX(9)/ô0. to be the 
—»j. —^ — — — "c 
matrix whose ij^ element is x^j(0) = àx^^ (0)/ô0_|_. Then, for every 
scalar c 
X^r(c0£,0^)'] = X^(9), if 1 < t < q^. (5.1.7) 
and 
X^[(c0^,0^}'] =cX^(0), if g^<t<q. (5.1.8) 
as we now verify 
Define u(0) = [u^(0 ),...,0^(0)] = (cO^,©^)'. By assumption 
X..[u(6)] = ex..(0). Thus, for all t, 
1] - - 1] -
ô^i [u(0)] q ^ 
= T 
au%(9) 
(5.1.9) 
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Since ôu^(0)/ô0^ = 0, except when k = t, equation (5.1.9) implies 
that, for all t. 
1- t aut(8) 
cxi^(9) =x.^[u(e)] -gg (5.1.10) 
Note that 3u^(0)/ô0^ = c, for 1 < t < and that âu^(0)/ô0^ = 1, 
for q^ < t < q. Thus, result (5.1,10) implies that, for 1 < i,j < q, 
x^j(0) = x^jt(c9£,9^)'], if l<t<q^. (5.1.11) 
and 
cx^. (9) = [(c0£,9^)•], if q^ < t < q. (5.1.12) 
Formulas (5.1.11) and (5.1.12) imply formulas (5.1.7) and (5.1.8), 
respectively. 
Next, let 1(9) represent either I (0) or I (0). Conformai to 
— ni — r — 
the partitioning 9 = define the partitioning 
1(0) = 
lll(0) 
^21^-^ ^22^-^ 
(5.1.13) 
Let 
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-1, 
= l3_i(9) - (5.1.14) 
and 
T^m = IggCG) - I2i(8)lïi(8)li2(5)' (5.1.15) 
Condition (5.1.1) implies that, for all positive scalars c. 
and 
Ill[(c9|,e^)'] = c"^I^^(e), (5.1.15) 
Il2t(ce{,9^)'] = (5.1.17) 
l22[(cei.02^'] = 122(8), (5.1.18) 
-2q, 
|l[(c9^,9^)']| = c (1(9)1 (5.1.19) 
ti[(ce|,a^)•] = c"^t^(0), . (5.1.20) 
T2[(ce£,e^)'] = T2(0), (5.1.21) 
as we now verify for the case 1(0) = (0). (Verification for the case 
1(9) = 1^(9) is similar.) 
Condition (5.1.1) implies that V~^[u(0)] = —V~^(0). For 
yy — — c yy — 
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i = let Gjy(0) = aVyy(0)/ôe. and G^(Q) = av^(8)/ae. yy 
. .th 
From formula (5.1.2), we have that the ij element of 1(0) is 
b..(0) = jtr[V^(0)Gjy(0)V^(0)G^(0)]. (5.1.22) 
Thus, 
b..[(c0',0')-] =b..[u(0)] =:^tr[v;^(8)G^[u(0)]v;^(0) 
2c 
yy _ yy yy 
gyy[y(8)]), (5.1.23) 
leading lin light of formulas (5.1,7) and (5.1.8)] to formulas 
(5.1.16)-(5.1,18). Formula (5.1.19) follows fran formulas (5.1.16)-
(5.1.18) and the formula [1(0)1 = |lj_i(0) i i ' 
[e.g., Graybill (1969)]. Formulas (5.1.20) and (5.1.21) follow 
immediately from formulas (5.1.16)-(5.1.18). 
Note that 
-1 
I (0) = 
-i;;^(0)ii2(0)t"^0) 
(5.1.24) 
[e.g., Graybill (1969)]. 
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5.1.4. Some useful identities 
In this subsection, we derive some identities that will be useful 
in what follows. 
Suppose that condition (5.1.1) holds and let c represent an 
arbitrary positive scalar. Then, for the General Mixed Linear Model, 
(5.1.25) 
mg[(ce£,e^)'] = cmg(9) (5.1.26) 
f^[(ce^,0')'] = (^)fi(e) (5.1.27) 
f2[(c9£,e^)'] = fgtg), (5.1.28) 
m*[(ce',0;)'] = cm*(e) in —1 —z m — (5.1.29) 
m*r(ce^,0^)•] = cm*(e) (5.1.30) 
(5.1.31) 
(5.1.32) 
[ (ce; ,8:) ' ]  = (0)  
-ri -1 -2 _ -r^ -
(5.1.33) 
ar^[(c9 ' ,e^)*]  = ca (6)  (5.1.34) 
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h kce'e:)'] = o), (5.1.35) 
m —1 —z m — 
hr[(ce£,9p'] = c\^(9), (5.1.36) 
k [(ce'ei)'] = ck (9), (5.1.37) 
m —JL —2, m — 
clnd 
kr[(c9^,9p'] = ckr(9), (5.1.38) 
as we now verify. 
Identities (5.1.25) and (5.1.25) follow immediately from formulas 
(3.2.1) and (3.2.3). From formula (5.1.4), we have that, for all j, 
f .r(c9',0;)'] = f .[u(0)] = [g3^[u(9)]}'P[u(9)] 
—j —j. —z —j — — yw — — — — 
- V ru(9)]P[u(0)]G,^_[u(0)]P[u(e)] 
- X'(X'v"^(9)x)"^X(0)G^[u(0)]pru(9)]. 
(5.1.39) 
Note that P[u(9)] = (—)P(9). By maiking use of formulas (5.1.7) and 
(5.1.8), we find that 
f![Cc0^,9p'] = (^)f!(9), 1 < i < (5.1.40) 
and that 
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f j r(c0£,e^)*] = f^e), < i < g. (5.1.41) 
Identities (5.1.27) and (5.1.28) follow frcxn (5.1.40) and (5.1.41), 
respectively. 
PrOTi equations (3.3.31) and (5.1.5), we have that 
M*(8) = M=(8) +tr[Q*(e)], (5.1.42) 
m — x3 — — 
where Q*(0) = F'{9)V (0)F{0)I ^(0). Using formula (5.1.24) [with 
— — yy — — m — 
1(0) = 1^(0)], tr[Q*(0)] can be rewritten as 
tr[Q*(0)] = tr[F£(0)V^(0)Fj^(0)T]^^(0) 
- f{(8)v^(e)f2(0)i;^(0)l2i(0)t-^(e) 
- p^(8)vyy(6)f^(6)i-^(e)ii2(8)t;^(8) 
+ Fl(e)V„ (9)F-(9)T-^(0)], (5.1.43) 
z  —  y y  ~  ^  —  z , —  
It follows from expression (5.1.43) and formulas (5.1.16)-(5.1.21) 
and (5.1.27)-(5.1.28) that tr{g*[(c9j,e^)']] = ctr[g*(e)]. Thus, in 
light of results (5.1.42) and (5.1.26), we have that 
^ ~ which verifies identity (5.1.29). Identity 
(5.1.30) can be verified in a similar manner. 
Formulas (5.1.7) and (5.1.8) can be used to verify identities 
(5.1.31)-(5.1.34). 
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Next, let z =  f e z .  Condition (5.1.1) implies that 
-m — 
z ~ N(0,L'V [u(0)]L). using (5.1.29) and the U-invariance of 
-m — yy — — 
9(z), we have that 
and 
(^)h^[u(e)], (5.1.44) 
c 
"m'g'  
=u(e,fc 
(j)kj,!u(9)], (5.1.45) 
which verifies identities (5,1.35) and.(5,1,37), Identities (5.1,36) 
and (5.1.38) can be verified in a similar manner. 
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5.2. Prediction Intervals when 0 is Known or Partially Known 
Let 0* be a q X 1 vector whose i^ element is either 0^ or some 
estimator 0^ of 0^. Let q* denote the number of elements in 0* that 
are estimators. Define 
Ti„(y;0*)-w 
Z* = — , . (5.2.1) 
Assume that Z* has a distribution that is symmetric about zero and 
that does not depend on g or 0. For example, this assumption is 
satisfied when 0* = 9, in which case Z* has a N{0,1) distribution. 
There may also be choices for 0* having q* > 0 that satisfy this 
assumption. Let c^yg denote the upper a/2 point of the distribution 
of Z*. If the parameter values that appear in 0* were known, the 
quantity z* could serve as a pivotal quantity for the realization of 
w and a 100(1-#)% prediction interval for the realization of w would 
be 
^5(2:5*) ± (5.2.2) 
5.3. SOTie Prediction Intervals when 0 is Unknown 
5.3.1. Naive prediction intervals 
A naive prediction interval for the realization of w can be 
obtained from (5.2.2) by replacing the unknown peirameters (if any) 
in 0* by estimators. This gives a prediction interval of the form 
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a a 1/2 
tib(y;e) ± c^/2[mb(e)] . (5.3.1) 
Two special cases of the interval (5.3.1) that are of special 
interest are obtained when 0 = 0 or 9 = 0. The corresponding 
intervals are 
ii: nb(y;g) ± 
and 
12: 113(^8) 
5.3.2. Modified .naive prediction intervals 
Except in special cases, there exists no choice for 0* having 
q* = q that satisfies the assumption that the distribution of the 
quantity Z* [defined by formula (5.2.1)] does not depend on g or 9. 
That is, in general, a pivotal quantity for the realization of w 
does not exist. However, if an approximate pivotal quantity for the 
realization of w can be found, it may lead to a satisfactory approxi­
mate 100(l-a)% prediction interval for w. 
One possible approximate pivotal quantity is given by 
a ng(y;8)-^ 
A 
We know, however, that the denominator of Z is "too small." An 
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apparently better choice for an approximate pivotal quantity is 
tib(y;9)-w 
where M(9) is the exact mean squared error of the predictor 
A 
Tig{y;0). Except in special cases, the computational problem of 
evaluating M(0) will be intractable. An alternative is to approxi­
mate M(0) with M*(0). This approach leads to the approximate pivotal 
quantity 
A 
Ti (y;0)-w 
P* = TT-JTz • (5.3.4) 
To use P* as an approximate pivotal quantity, we require its 
distribution or an approximation to its distribution. We can rewrite 
P* as 
A 1/2 
fng(y;9)-w]/fm*(0)] 
p* = ^ bz • (5.3.5) 
rm*(9)/m*(0)] 
One approach is to approximate the distribution of the numerator of 
P* by an N(0,1) distribution and to suppose that there exists con­
stants c* = c*(9) and f* = f*(0) such that c*(0)M*(0)/M*(0) is 
2 
approximately distributed as % [f*(0)J, and to act as though the 
numerator and denominator of P* are distributed independently. In 
this approach, the distribution of P*/[c*/f*]^^^ is approximated by 
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the t(f*) distribution. 
If c* and f* were known (i.e., did not depend on 0), the 
interval 
could be regarded as an approximate 100(1-%)% prediction interval 
for the realization of w. When c* and f* are unknown, we can 
obtain an approximate 100(1-%)% prediction interval by replacing c* 
A A 
and f* in interval (5.3.5) by the estimators c* = c*(9) and 
A A 
f* = f*(e). 
Following Satterthwaite (1941, 1945) we choose c*(0) and f*(9) 
so that the mean and variance of the actual distribution of 
A 2 
c*(0)M*(9)/M*(0) are the same as the mean and variance of x [f*(6)]. 
This gives 
A 1/2 A 1/2 
tig(y;e) ± (c*/f*)^/^.tqy2(f*)[m*(8)] (5.3.5) 
A 
2m*(e)eg[m*(e)] 
c*(0) = A (5.3.7) 
Var.[M*(0)] 
0 -
and 
2{eg[m*(0)]f 
f*(0) A (5.3.8) 
Var„[M*(0)] 
0 -
In the special case where 0=0, we obtain the interval 
A 
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t\j A A 1/2 ^ fv 1/2 
13= Tij&se) i (o«/£«) •V2(t;HMj(e)l , 
where 
= 
\(8) (5.3.9) 
m — 
(5.3.10) 
and c* = c*(0') and f* = f*(0). Similarly, in the special case where 
m m — m m — 
A fs 
0 = 0, we obtain the interval 
~ a a 1/2 a (y 1/2 
14; tig(y;0) ± (c^/f^) ' 
where 
2m*(0)k (0) 
h (0) ' (5.3.11) 
z" — 
2k2(8) 
fz(e) = h-fay- , (5.3.12) 
r — 
a % a fy 
and c* = c*(8) and f *  =  
r r — r r — 
A A A  A  
To obtain the scalars c*. f*. c* and f* that enter in Intervals 
m' m' r r 
13 and 14, we must be able to evaluate the quantities (0 ), h^^0), 
k^(0) and h^(0) for a given value of 0. in general, this problem 
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will be intractable. An alternative is to approximate these 
quantities. Using a first-order Taylor series approximation, we 
obtain the approximations 
and 
M*(e) =5= M*(e) + a* (e){6-e), (5.3.13) 
m — m — -m — — — 
M*{0) =M*{e) +a'(0)(e-e). (5.3.14) 
r — r — —r — — — 
Taking the mean vectors and variance-covariance matrices of 9 and 
0 to be their large-sample values, we find, from (5.3.13) and 
(5.3.14), that 
and 
k (6) = M*(0), • (5.3.15) 
m — m — 
h (0) = a'(0)I~^(0)a (0), (5.3.16) 
m — —m — in — — 
kr(9)=M*(9), (5.3.17) 
h (0) 1 a'(0)l"^(9)a (0). (5.3.18) 
t — —jt — t — —z" — 
Defining v (0) = 2[M*(0)]^/[a*(0)I ^(0)a (0)] and in — m — —m — m — — 
V (0) = 2[M*(9)]2/[a'(0)l"l(9)a^(0)], it follows that c*(0) i v„(0), 
r — r — —r — r — —r — m — m — 
f*(0) - V (0), c*(0) - V (0) and f*{0) - v (0) and hence, that 
m — m — r — r — r — r — 
c* - V (0), f* - V (0), c* = V (0) and f* = v (9). Substituting 
m m— m m — r r — r r — 
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these approximate values in Intervals 13 and 14 gives the intervals 
1/2 
15: TiB(y;9) ± ' 
and 
rf fy fti 1/2 
16; Tig(y;e) ± 
5,3.3. Conservative prediction intervals 
ïhe procedure used in Chapters 2 and 4 to construct conservative 
prediction intervals can be readily extended to the General Mixed 
Linear Model. 
Let Ti(y;9) represent what would be (if 0 were known) an odd 
location-equivariant predictor of the realization of w. in particular, 
A A 
•n(y;6) could be the BLUP TlgCyjB) or could be •ng[y;0(z)], where 0(z) 
is an even translation-invariant estimator of 0. Let N(z;0) 
represent an even function of z. In particular, N(z;0) could be 
the exact mean squared error of t] (yj 6 ), the exact mean squared 
A A 
error of ^g(y) = rig[y;0(z)], or M*(0) [the Kackar-Harville approxi-
A 
mation to the mean squared error of rig(y)], or it could be any of 
A 
these quantities with 9(z) substituted for 0. It follows from 
Theorem 3.2 and the discussion thereafter, that the distribution of 
TiCy;0)-w 
D  ( y , w ; 0 )  =  — ( 5 . 3 . 1 9 )  
[n(z;0)]^/^ 
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is symmetric about zero and does not depend on g. Note that 
D^(y,w;0) itself may or may not depend on 0, depending on the choices 
for r|(y;0) and N(z;0). We denote the upper a/2 point of the distri­
bution of Dg(y,w;0^ by . 
Suppose that there exists a 100(l-y*)% confidence region for 
9 of the form R(z;y*). By definition, 
Pr-k^*/2(e) < 0^(2,w;6) < k%*/2(8)] = 1-Ot*. (5.3.20) 
It follows from the Bonferroni inequality that 
< Do(y,w;6) < k%*/2(9), i € R(z;y*)] > l-(a*+Y*), 
(5.3.21) 
or, equivalently, that 
< w < n(y;8)+k2*/2(2)fm(z;8)]^/^, 
9 € R(z;y*)}> l-(a*+y*). (5.3.22) 
AS in the special cases considered in Sections 2.2,3 and 4,2.3, we 
conclude that 
1/2 
P( min {Ti(y;0)-k _{9)[N(z;9)] }<w< max [n(y;0) + 
e€R(z;Y*) ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ 0€R(z;Y*) 
1/2 
k%*/2(8)[N(z;0)] }) >l-{a*+Y*). (5.3.23) 
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If a* and Y* are chosen so that a*+Y* = a, then the coverage prob­
ability of the Interval I7 whose lower and upper endpoints are 
and 
min {Ti(y;0) - k /_(e) [N(z;6) (5.3.24) 
0€R(2;Y*) 
1/2 
max {ri(y;0) + k ,„(0) [N(2;0)] }, (5.3.25) 
0€R(Z;Y*) " ~ A / -
respectively, is greater than or equal to 1-a. 
5.3.4. Bootstrap prediction intervals 
A 
Consider the special case of (5.3.19) where r|(y;0) = lg(y;9) 
A A 
and N(z;0) = M*(0) [here, 0 is an arbitrary even translation-
invariant estimator of 0]. Define 
a ngfyig)-* 
~ A 1/2 • (5.3.25) 
[m*(0)] ' 
A 
Let (8) denote the upper a/2 point of the distribution of 
A 
D^(y,w;0). It follows that, if 0 were known, an exact 100(l-a)% 
prediction interval for the realization of w would be 
A A A . 1/2 
TifiCyji) Ï . (5.3.27) 
An approximate 100(1-a)% prediction interval, different from 
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any discussed previously, is obtained by replacing 0 in (5.3.27) 
A 
by the estimator 0. That is, an approximate 100(l-a)% prediction 
interval is 
ng(y;6) ± (5.3.28) 
A A 
The quantity ( 0 ) could be approximated by the simulation method 
as discussed in special cases in Sections 2.2.3 and 4.2.3. 
In the special case where 0=0, interval (5,3.28) becomes 
t\f f\j r>j f\j 1/2 
where k^^^ ( 0 ) is the upper a/2 point of the distribution of 
Tig(y;0)-w 
nj 1/2 • (5.3.29) 
[m*(8)] 
It can be verified that applying Efron's (1982) parametric 
bootstrap approach to the randan variable D^(y,w;0) will produce 
Interval I8. we shall refer to Interval 18 as the Bootstrap 
Prediction Interval. 
5.3.5. Bayesian credibility intervals 
We now consider the use of Bayesian credibility intervals as 
prediction intervals for the realization of w. In the Bayesian 
approach, the distributional assumptions about w and y introduced 
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in Section 1.5 are regarded as assumptions about the conditional 
distribution of w and y (given 0 and 3)» To obtain a credibility 
interval for w, we require the marginal posterior distribution of w. 
The joint posterior p.d.f. is 
where P2j_(y1^,0,3) is the conditional p.d.f. of y given (w,0',g')', 
P22(w|0,g) is the conditional p.d.f. of w given and 
p^(8,g) is the (prior) "p.d.f." of (0',g')'. 
It is easy to verify that, conditional on (w,0',g*)', the dis­
tribution of y is multivariate normal with mean vector 
X3 + V (0}V~^(©) (w-A.'3) and variance-covariance matrix V (0) = 
— yw — WW — — y * w — 
V (0) -V (0)V (9}V' (0). Further, the conditional distribution yy — yw — ww — yw — 
of w, given (0',3')*j is normal with mean A.'3 and variance V (0). 
— — — — WW — 
Adopting the noninformative prior distribution with "p.d.f." 
1/2 
Pj^(0,3) = 1(0 ) I , the marginal posterior p.d.f.'of w becones 
(assuming this integral is finite) 
Suppose that there exists unique scalars Lg(y,a/2) and 0^(5^,a/2) 
satisfying the following conditions ; 
p3(w,0,e[y) a: p2^(y(w,0,3}p22(w|0,3)pj_(0,3), (5.3.30) 
P 4 ( w | y )  a :  f . . . S  P 2 i ( y k , 0 , 3 ) P 2 2 ( ^ l G , 3 )  | ^ / ^ . d 0 d 3 .  (5.3.31) 
p^[lg(y,a/2)|^] = p4[ug(y,a/2)|^], (5.3.32) 
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and 
ub(y,a/2) 
/ p.(w|y)dw = 1-a. (5.3.33) 
Then, the interval 
19: [Lg(y,a/2),Ug(y,a/2)] 
would be a unique 100(l-a)% Bayesian credibility interval for w. 
A sufficient condition for the existence of unique scalars 
Lg(y,a/2) and Ug{y,a/2) satisfying (5.3.32) and (5.3.33) is that 
P^(w|y) be unimodal. In this case. Interval 19 is the unique 
100(1-a)% Bayesian HPD credibility interval. 
Supposing that Interval 19 exists for all y, we shall regard it 
as a possible 100(l-a)% prediction interval for the realization of 
w. 
5.4. Coverage Probability of Prediction Intervals 
In this section, we investigate the coverage probability of each 
cf the Intervals Il-l9 presented in Section 5.3. 
Let d be an arbitrary positive scalar and let b be an arbitrary 
k X 1 vector. Let F denote the group of transformations defined by 
f, y dy + xb. An arbitrary prediction interval [P, (y),P~,(y)] 
OfCL —' — — j. — z — 
will be called F-eguivariant if, for every d and b, P^(dy+Xb) = 
dP, (y) +X/b (i = 1,2). Define 9_ = (e,/0 ,...,9 ye„ ,1,9:)'. 
1 - - - -R ± q^ ^1 9% 
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Theorem 5.1. 
Under the General Mixed Linear Model, if the interval 
is F-equivciriant and if condition (5.1.1) holds, then the coverage 
probability of [P^(y)^ does not depend on g and depends on 0 
only through 8^. 
Proof ; 
Let (y*',w*)' represent a random vector whose distribution is 
multivariate normal with mean vector 0 and variance-covariance matrix 
V(9^). Then, condition (5.1.1) implies that 
1/2 (y',w)' ~ (0 ) •{y*',w*)' + rg'X',X'g]' and hence, that 
_ -
Pq .{p, [y] < W < P [%]] = P (P, [(8^ )l/2.y*+xp] < (0 )l/2.w* 
P,y J- - ^ ^1 " " % 
+ < p2[(9q. 
= P„ IP, (y*) <• w* < P-(y*)]. 
sr 1 - 2 -
We conclude that the coverage probability of [P^^ (y ) ,P2 (y) ] does not 
depend on 0 and depends on 8 only through 0^. 
In the following subsections, we apply Theorem 5.1 to each of 
the Intervals Il-l9. That is, we show that the coverage probability 
of each of these intervals does not depend on g and depends on Q only 
through 0^. 
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5.4.1. Intervals I1-I2 
Under condition (5.1.1), Intervals II and I2 are F-equivariant, 
and thus. Theorem 5.1 applies. We now verify this assertion in the 
case of Interval II, The verification in the case of Interval I2 
is similar and consequently is omitted. 
Together, the location-equivariance of ^g(y;6), the U-invariance 
of 0 and identity (5.1.25) imply that 
r|brdy+xb;e(dz) ] = dtig£y; id^0|{z),9^(z)] •} + x'b 
= dng[y;6(z)] + \'b. (5.4.1) 
Also, it follows from identity (5.1.26) that 
m^eexdz)] = mg{[d^0^(z),0^(2)]'} 
= d^M^[e{z)]. (5.4.2) 
Equalities (5,4.1) and (5.4.2) imply that Interval II is F-equivariant. 
5.4.2. Intervals I3-I6 
Under condition (5.1.1), Intervals 13-15 are F-equivariant, and 
thus Theorem 5.1 applies. We now verify this assertion. 
Together, formulas (5.3.9)-(5.3.10), the U-invariance of 9, and 
identities (5.1.29), (5,1.35) and (5.1.37) imply that 
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M* l e(dz)] 
m — — 
= m*{id2ei(z),9'(z)]'} 
= d^m*[e(z)] 
m — — 
(5.4.3) 
c*re(dz)] 
m, — — 
= c;{::d%(z),8^(z)]'] 
= C*[0 (2) ] 
in — — 
(5.4.4) 
and 
f*re{dz)] 
in — — 
= f*{rd^9'(z),0'{z)]'} 
= f*re(z)] (5.4.5) 
It follows-from equalities (5.4.1) and (5.4.3)-(5.4.5) that Interval 
13 is F-equivariant. A similar argument can be used to show that 
Interval 14 is F-equivariant. 
Consider now Interval I5. Applying formula (5.1.24) [with 
1(0) = I (0)], we find that 
— m — 
(5.4.6) 
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It then follows from identities (5.1.15)-(5.1.18), (5.1.20)-(5.1.21) 
and (5.1.31)-(5.1.32) that 
5it(=y,e^r]r^(cy,ep'j^i(=y,ep'] = cv(e)i;^e)^(e). 
(5.4.7) 
Moreover, identity (5.1.29) and equality (5.4.7) imply that, for all 
c > 0, 
v^Kce' ei)*] = v^(0). (5.4.8) 
m — L — z  m — 
Equality (5,4.8) and the U-invariance of 0 imply that 
V re(dz)] = V {[d^0•(z),0'(2)]*} in — — m ^ ± 
= V [0( Z ) ] .  (5.4,9) 
m — — 
Together, equalities (5.4.1), (5.4.3) and (5.4.9) allow us to conclude 
that Interval I5 is F-equivariant. It can be shown, in a similar 
manner that Interval 16 is F-equivariant. 
5.4.3. Interval 17 
Suppose that condition (5.1.1) holds and that R(z;y*) is a 
U-invariant confidence set for 0. If, for all d > 0 and for every 
Ti(dy;0) = dTi[y;(-^^|,0^)'], (5.4.10) 
d 
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and 
N(dz;0) = d^N[z;(-^^,e^)'], (5.4.11) 
d 
then Interval I7 is F-equivariant, and thus. Theorem 5.1 applies. 
We now verify this assertion. 
The lower endpoint for Interval P7 is 
P (y) = min [r|(y;e) - k * / p(e)[N(z;e)]^/^}. (5.4.12) 
0€R(Z;Y*) " ~ oc -
Using assumption (5.4.10) and the location-equivariance of T](.y;Q), 
we find that 
Ti(dy+Xb;9) = dT][y; (^^,0^)'] + X'b. (5.4.13) 
d 
Assumptions (5,4.10) and (5.4.41) can be used to verify that, for all 
2 
c > 0, D [cy,cw;(c @*,8')'] = D (y,w;9). Thus, Theorem 3.3 is 
O ' — "6 o * — 
applicable and we have that 
' (5.4.14) 
Conbining assumption (5.4.11) and results (5.4.13) and (5.4.14), we 
find that 
P (dy+Xb) = drain fri [yj (-^ ', 9 * ) ' ] 
^ - - 9€R(dz;Y*) " d^"^ 
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d d 
(5.4.15) 
Since R(z;y*) is U-invariant, 0 6 R(dz;y*) if and only if 
^"^î'-2^ ' ^ R{z;y*)- Thus, result (5.4.15) implies that 
d 
P^(dy+Xb) = dP^(y) + \'b. Similarly, P2(dy+Xb) = dPgfy) + \*b. We 
conclude that Interval I7 is F-equivariant. 
Assumptions (5.4.10) and (5.4.11) are satisfied for a number of 
choices of Ti(y;8) and N(z;8). For example, if Ti(y;9) is t] (y;0), 
t\j rf 
Ti_(y;9) or T|_(y;0) and N(z;0) is M (0), M* ( 0 ), M*(0) or any of these Û — — o — — — — c — HI"* r " 
rv Rj 
quantities evaluated at either 0 or 0, then these assumptions are 
satisfied. 
5.4.4. Interval I8 
Under condition (5.1.1), interval I8 is F-equivariant, and thus. 
Theorem 5.1 applies. We now verify this assertion. 
ru 2 
It is easy to verify that, for all c > 0, D^[cy,cw;(c 8^,9^'] = 
DQ(y,w;0), and thus. Theorem 3.3 is applicable, it follows that the 
distribution of D^{y,w;0) [defined in (5,3.29)] depends on S only 
through 0*. Thus, for all c > 0, 
Result (5.4.16) and the U-invariance of 0 imply that. 
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= vztecz)]. (5.4.17) 
Equalities (5.4.1), (5.4.3) and (5.4.17) imply that Interval I8 is 
F-equivariant. 
5.4.5. Interval I9 
Suppose that condition (5.1.1) holds. If, for every y, there 
exists unique scalars Lg(y,a/2) and Ug(y,a/2) satisfying conditions 
(5.3.32) and (5.3.33), then Interval P9 is F-equivariant, and thus. 
Theorem 5.1 applies. We now verify this assertion. 
By assumption, we have, for every y. 
1 
-P^fwly) = c(y)J'. ../p2^(y|w,e,g)P22(wle,g) |lj^(9) |^ded3. (5.4.18) 
for some scalar c(y). Moreover 
-n -1 
p2i<ïi".9,s' = lar) ^|vy.„<s)| ^expc-ily-xe-vy„(9)v;;^(0)(w-i'e)]' 
(5.4.19) 
and 
(5.4.20) 
It follows that 
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1 
P4(w|y+Xb) = c(y+Xb)/...J'p2^(y+Xb[w,0,g)p22(w|e,e)|l^(e)|^d0dS. (5,4.21) 
If the change of variables 3* = g-b is made in integral (5.4.21), we 
find that 
c(y+Xb) 
P4(w|y+Xb) = P^Cw-X'bjy). (5.4.22) 
Integrating each side of (5.4.22) with respect to w over the interval 
(-00,-too), we find that c(y+Xb) = c(y), for all y. Thus, for every y, 
P4(w|y+Xb) = P^Cw-X'bly). (5.4.23) 
It follows from (5.4.18) that, for every y. 
/.../p,,(dy|w,e,g)p (w|e,g)|i (6)l^dGdg 
P4(w|dy) = 21 - - - 22 - - m - ^ ^ (5.4,24) 
• Sd'. .JP22(dy|w,8,g)p^^(w|e,g) 11^(6) |^d6dg)dw 
In light of condition (5.1.1) and formula (5.1.19), it follows from 
results (5.4.19) and (5.4.20) that, for d > 0, 
P2i(dy|w,e,3) = (^)P2i[yl^' (5.4.25) 
d d • 
and 
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P22(W|0,3) = (5.4.26) 
d 
Substituting expressions (5.4.25) and (5.4.26) in expression (5.4.24) 
and making use of formula (5.1.19), we find that, for every y, 
p4(w[dy) = 
1 
/•../p21^-'d' %d^^p22^d^ ^~2^i'-2^ ' 'd^^ ^ 2-1'-2^ ' dsdg 
1 
d d d 
(5.4.27) 
Making the change of variables g* = (^)g and Y = = 
(-^^,02) * in the integrals that form the numerator and denominator 
d 
of (5.4.27) gives, for every y. 
.r...;p2l(ll|,y,g«)p22(||v,r)|l„(v)lVl* 
p4(w|dy) = . (5.4.28) 
Making the change of variable w* = (^)w in the integral (with respect 
to w) that forms the denominator of (5.4.28), we find that, for every 
y. 
p4(w|dy) = (^)p4(||y). (5.4.29) 
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Together, results (5,4.23) and (5.4.29) imply that, for every y, 
1 
p^(w|dy+Xb) = (^)p^(—^—|y). (5.4.30) 
Let L° = Lg(d^+Xb,a/2) and U° = Ug(dy+Xb,a/2). The quantities L° and 
U° are the unique scalars (by assumption) that satisfy the conditions 
P.d-glcly+Xb) = p (U°Idy+Xb), (5.4.31) 
and 
"b 
J p^(w|dy+Xb)dw = 1-a. (5.4.32) 
using result (5.4.30), conditions (5.4.31) and (5.4.32) imply that 
L°-\'b U°-X'b 
P4^ d" "1%) = ^ 4* d .1%)' (5.4.33) 
and 
d 
f P4{u(y)du = 1-a. (5.4.34) 
Results (5.4.33) and (5.4.34) imply that the quantities (L^^^'b)/d 
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and (U°-X'b)/d satisfy conditions (5.3.32) and (5.3.33). However, 
b — — 
by assumption, Lg(y,oc/2) and Ug(y,(x/2) are the unique quantities that 
satisfy (5.3.32) and (5.3.33). Thus, L° = du^ + X'h and 
U° = dUg + A.'b. We conclude that, for every y, Lg(dy+Xb,a/2) = 
dL„(y,a/2) + X'b and U (dy+Xb,a/2) = dU (y,a/2) + A.*b and hence, 
a — — — o — — ±5 — — — 
that Interval 19 is F-equivariant. 
5.5. Invariance of Prediction Intervals 
Let ^ = h(0) represent a 1-1 transformation of Ç1 onto a set A 
and let 9 = g(^) represent the inverse transformation. Suppose that 
the General Mixed Linear Model were parameterized in terms of ^ 
rather than 9, in which case A and V[g(^)] would appear in place of 
n and V(9), respectively. In this section, we describe the intervals 
obtained by applying the methodology of Section 5.4 to the re-
parameterized General Mixed Linear Model and determine whether these 
intervals coincide with those obtained by applying this methodology 
to the original General Mixed Linear Model, 
5.5.1. Preliminary results 
Define Tig(y;^) to be the BLUP of w under the reparameterized 
General Mixed Linear Model, and denote its mean squared error by 
Mg(^). It is clear that 
ng(y;^) = ng[y;9(&)] (5.5.1) 
and 
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Mg(^) =Mg[g(^)]. (5.5.2) 
Let ^  represent a ML estimator of ^  and ^ a REML estimator of 
Denote the large-sample variance-covariance matrices of ^ and 
^ by and respectively. Let M*(^) and M*(^) represent 
those versions of the Kackar-Harville approximations to the mean 
squared errors of Tig(y;^) and Tig(y;^), respectively, in which the 
mean squared error matrices of ^ and ^ are approximated by their large 
sample variance-covariance matrices. We shall assume that 
I = h(e) (5.5.3) 
and 
^ = h(0). (5.5.4) 
[If the ML estimator of 0 is unique, then the ML estimator of ^ is 
unique and necessarily satisfies this assumption. If the ML estimator 
of ^ is not unique, then the ML estimator of ^ is not unique but 
can always be chosen to satisfy conditions (5.5.3) and (5.5.4).] 
It follows from (5.5.3) and (5.5.4) that 
9 = g(1), (5.5.5) 
rj (a 
9 = g(9), (5.5.5) 
r^(^) = H"^(^)I^^[g(^)][H'(i)]"^, (5.5.7) 
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and 
r^(^) = (5.5.8) 
where H(^) is the g % g matrix whose ij^ element is dG^^/dj)^. More­
over, as discussed in Section 3,3, 
M*{^) = M*[g(c^)], (5.5.9) 
and 
M*(^) = M*[g(^)]. (5.5.10) 
Define a (6) and a (<j>) to be g x 1 vectors whose i^ elements 
are ôM*(^)/ô(f>^ and ôM*(^)/ô<|)^, respectively. We have that 
ÔM*(^) dM*[g(^)] 
~ ô(j>^ 
g oM*(0) 0 0 .  
"dëT • (5.5.11) 
1=1 1 ^2. 
It follows that 
a^(i) = H-(i)^[g(^)]. (5.5.12) 
Similarly, 
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â^(^) = H'(^)a^[g(^)]. (5.5.13) 
Let v^(^) = 2[M*{^)]V[^(i)ï~^(i)^(i)]- and v^(&) = 
2[M*(^)]^/[â^(^)ï~^{^)a^(^)]. It follows from results (5.5.5)-
(5.5.8) and (5.5.10)-(5.5.11) that 
V (^) = V [g{^)], (5.5.14) 
and 
v^(^) = v^[g(^)]. (5.5.15) 
Define k^(^) and k^(^) to be E^[M*(^)] and E^[M*(^)], respectively. 
Let h^(^) and h^(^) represent Var^[M*(^)] and Var^[M*(^)], respectively. 
It follows from results (5.5.5) and (5.5.9) that M*(^) = M*(G). Thus, 
km'*) = 
= e^{m*[g($)]} 
= eg[m2(8)] 
km(8) 
= (5.5.16) 
Similarly, 
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k^(^) = k^[g(^)], (5.5,17) 
\(i) ~ (5.5.18) 
and 
h^(^) =h^[g(^)]. (5.5.19) 
Define c*(^) = 2M*(^)k^(^)/h^(^), c*(&) = 2M*(^)k^{^)/h^(^), 
f*(^) = 2k^(^)/h^(^) and f*(^) = 2k^(^)/h^(^). It follows from 
results (5.5.16)-(5.5.19) that 
c*(^) =c*[g(^)], (5.5.20) 
c*(^) = c*[g(^)], • (5.5.21) 
f*(A) = f*[g(è)], (5.5.22) 
in ^ in ^ 
and 
• f*(è) = f*[g(&)]. (5.5.23) 
5.5.2. Invariance of naive intervals 
a a a  
Let £ = (<Pj_,. •. ,<Pg) ' represent an arbitrary even translation-
invariant estimator of Define to be a q x 1 vector whose i^ 
element is either cf)^ or <|>^. Let q* represent the number of elements 
in that are estimators, and take to be the upper a/2 point 
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of the distribution of 
Z* = ^ . (5.5.24) 
rmg(i*)3^/^ 
The interval under the ^ parameterization that corresponds to interval 
(5.3.1) is the interval 
%(y}h t (5.5.25) 
Using results (5.5.1) and (5.5.2), we can rewrite (5.5.25) as 
Tig[y;g(|)] ± c%/2[Mg[g(&)]]^^^. (5.5.26) 
Consequently, if c^yg ~ ^ cx/2 g(&) = 0, interval (5.5.26) will be 
equivalent to (5.3.1). 
In particular, if q* = q* = 0 (in which case c^y^ = c^yg = 
A A 
z^y^) and if 0 = g(f), then interval (5.5.26) will be equivalent to 
interval (5.3.1). 
Thus, if q* = 0, Intervals II and I2 will be invariant to the 
parameterization of the model. 
5.5.3. Invariance of modified naive intervals 
Let ^ denote an even translation-invariant estimator of ^ and 
let M*(^) denote the Kackar-Harville approximation to the mean squared 
error of T]g(^;^). Define 
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(y;|)-W 
* (5.5.27) 
Suppose that there exist constants c* = c*(^) and f* = f*(^) such 
that the distribution of P*/[c*/f*]^^^ can be approximated by the 
t[f*] distribution. Using the Satterthwaite method to determine 
c* and f*, we find that 
2M*(^)E[M*(|)] 
C* = c*(^) = — , (5.5.28) 
Var^[M*(^)] 
2{E[M*(|)]} 
f* = f*(&) = . (5.5.29) 
Var^[M*(^)] 
If c* and f* were known (i.e., did not depend on ^), the interval 
1 1 
ng(y,4) ± (E*/f*)^t (f*)[M*(^)]^ (5.5.30) 
could be regarded as an approximate 100(1-#)% prediction interval 
for the realization of w. When c* and f* are unknown, we can obtain 
an approximate 100(1-%)% prediction interval by replacing c* and f* 
in interval (5.5.30) by the estimators c*(^) and f*(^). In the 
special case ^ we obtain the interval 
1_ 1 
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t - y t 
z* = c*(q) and f _ , 
m m ^  mm 
results (5.5.1), (5.5.5), (5.5.9), (5.5.20) and (5.5.22), it can be 
where c {% * = f*(ï), analogous to Interval I3. Using TTi Tn i  in ^ 
verified that interval (5.5.31) is equivalent to interval 13. Thus, 
Interval 13 is invariant to the parameterization of the model. It 
can be shown, in a similar way, that Interval 14 is invariant to the 
parameterization. 
The first-order Taylor series approximation to M*(^) is 
^(^) - M*(^) + (5.5.32) 
Approximating the mean vector and the variance-covariance matrix of 
^ by their large-sample values, we find, from (5.5,32), that 
= E^[M*(|)] iM*(i), (5.5.33) 
and that 
= î;(i)r^(É)â^<t). (5.5.34) 
Consequently, c*((i>) - v (6) and f*(6) - v {<f>). Thus, c* = v (^) 
'm-i- m m-*- m m m 
and f* = V (^). Inserting these approximations into interval (5.5.31), 
m m 
we obtain the interval 
• (5.5.35) 
analogous to Interval 15. Using results (5.5.1), (5.5.5), (5.5.9) 
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and (5.5.14), it can be verified that interval (5.5.35) is equivalent 
to Interval 15, Thus, Interval I5 is invariant to the parameterization 
of the model. It can be shown, in a similar way, that Interval I6 
is invariant to the parameterization. 
5.5.4. Invariance of conservative intervals 
Let TiCy;^) represent an odd location-equivariant predictor of w. 
For each let N(z;^) represent an even function of z. It follows 
from Theorem 3.2 and the discussion thereafter that the distribution 
of 
is symmetric about zero and does not depend on g. Denote the upper 
a/2 point of the distribution of D^(y,w;^) by ' 
Suppose that R(Z;Y*) is a 100(1-Y*)% confidence region for 
Then, it follows from the discussion of Section 5.3.3 that, if 
CC* + y* = CX, the interval whose lower and upper endppints are 
(5.5.36) 
^6r(z;y*) 
mm (5.5.37) 
and 
max {^(yî^) + ic /-(i) [N(zî^)]^^^}, 
^€r(z;y*) " g/ 
(5.5.38) 
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respectively, has coverage probability greater than or equal to 
1-a, analogous to Interval I7. Now, suppose that 
n(y;^) = Tl[y;g(^)], (5.5.39) 
N(2;^) = N[z;g(^^], (5.5.40) 
and 
R(ZJY*) = {r; r = h(r), for some r E R(z;y*)}, (5.5.41) 
where r)(y;*), N(z;*) and R(Z;Y*) are as defined in Section 5.3.3. 
Conditions (5,5.39)-(5.5.41) imply that D^(y,w;^) = D^[y,w;g(^)] 
and thus, that ^) = k^y^CgC^)]. Condition (5.5.41) implies that 
 ^ € R(Z;Y*) if and only if g(^) € R(2;Y*). Thus, conditions (5,5.39)-
(5.5.41) imply that the endpoints (5.5,37)-(5.5.38) are equivalent 
to the endpoints of Interval 17. Hence, Interval I7 is invariant to 
the parameterization of the model, provided conditions (5.5.39)-
(5.5.41) hold for all g. 
Conditions (5.5.39)-(5.5.40) will be satisfied if, for example, 
[riB{y;l),TlB(y;9)] and if [N(z;^),N(z;9)] is [Mg(^) ,Mg(e ) ], 
[Mg(g),Mg(8)], [Mg(g^,Mg(8)], [M*(^),M*(9)], [M*(^),M*(e)], 
[M*(|),M*(e)], [M*(^),M*(0)], [M*(|),M*(e)], or [M*(|),M*(|)]. 
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5.5.5. Invariance of bootstrap prediction intervals 
Let ^ be an even translation-invariant estimator of Consider 
expression (5.5.36) in the special case where and 
- t - 4 
N(z;£) =M*(2). Then, expression (5.5.36) becomes 
' [m., 
Let denote the upper a/2 point of the distribution of 
A 
'o-
the realization of w is 
D (y,w;^). Then, an approximate 100(1-#)% prediction interval for 
(y;|) ± (5.5.43) 
analogous to interval (5.3.28). 
Consider interval (5.5.43) in the special case where ^ 
Letting ^ ) represent the upper 0/2 point of the distribution of 
= ! V 1/2 ' (5.5.44) 
(y;^)-w 
interval (5.5.43) becomes 
ng(y;^) ± (5.5.45) 
analogous to Interval I8. Using results (5.5.1), (5.5.5) and (5.5.9), 
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it is easily verified that 
DqCYjW;^) = D^[y,w;g(^)], (5.5.46) 
where D^(y,w;0) is defined by expression (5.3.29). It follows 
immediately that 
(5.5.47) 
Equalities (5.5.1), (5,5.5), (5.5.9) and (5,5.47) can be used to 
show that interval (5.5.45) is equivalent to Interval IB. Thus, 
Interval IB is invariant to the parameterization of the model. 
5.5.6. Invariance of Bayesian credibility intervals 
The joint posterior p.d.f. of w, ^ and g is 
P3(w,^,3|y) oc P2i(yIw,i,§)P22(w|i,§)p^(i,§), (5.5.48) 
where P2i(yl"w,^,§) is the conditional density of y, given (w,^',g')', 
P22('w|^,0) is the conditional density of w, given (^',3')* and 
p^(^,@) is the (prior) "p.d.f." of (^*,3*)'. Thus, the marginal 
posterior p.d.f. of w is 
P^(w|y) œ'/.../P2i(y|w,ç^,3)P22(^IÉ'ê)Pl^i»ê^'^É<^§ (5.5,49) 
[assuming the integral that forms the right-hand side of (5.5.49) is 
finite], analogous to (5.3.30). Adopting the noninformative prior 
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distribution with "p.d.f." ^and lising result 
(5.5.7), we find that = |h(^) i 1 Ij^[g(i)] it is a 
straightforward exercise to verify that 
~ P2i(y|w,g(i),3), (5.5.50) 
and that 
P22^^li'§^ ~ P22^"l5(è)»ê)• (5.5.51) 
Thus, 
P^NlY) « f.. .j'P2i(yIw,g(|),g)P22(w|g(i),e) | |h(^) 11 |i^[g(^)] |^d^d5, 
(5.5.52) 
analogous to expression (5.3,31). Upon making the change of variables 
9 = g(^) in integral (5.5.52), it becomes clear that P^(w[y) = 
P^îwly). Thus, assuming that Interval I9 exists, it is invariant 
to the parameterization of the model. 
5.5. • Appendix; Index of Notation and Definitions 
Page 
a 95 
A(e )  , 103 
a (0) = (9),a* (8)]' 194 
-iti — —~ 
a^(0) = [a- (e),a' (0)]' 194 
— —r^ — —r^ — 
i (A) 229 
-in 
â (^) 229 
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Page 
b 94 
b^j(0) 200 
8(0) 103 
B*(^) 104 
§ 6 
3(0) 93 
BLUP 93 
=0/2 
°a/2 . 
c*, c*(0) 207 
c* 208 
c*, c*(0) 209 
m in — 
c* 209 
m 
c*, c*(0) 209 
c* 209 
c*, c*(^) 233 
c*(i) 231 
m 
c*(^) 231 
A 
c* 234 
m 
d 216 
d(y;x} 103 
d*(y;x) 104 
D(y,w;0) 106 
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D^(y,w;0) 
d^(y,w;e) 
d^(y,w;e) 
d^(y,w;^) 
A 
d^(y,w;^) 
D (y,w;^) 
Page 
211 
213 
214 
235 
237 
237 
104 
E 
n(y) 
i(y;8) 
tib(y;9) 
n(y;A) 
196 
92 
105 
93 
94 
235 
227 
f* ,  f* (e )  
A f*  
A f*  
m 
f;(6) 
A f*  
r 
fj(9) 
b ,d  
F(9), [F^(e),F2(9)] 
207 
208 
209 
209 
209 
209 
195 
216 
195 
242 
Paae 
f*, f*(&) 233 
f*(è) 231 
f*(é) 231 
A 
f* 234 
m 
F 216 
F-equivariant 216 
(^(8) 200 
g^(8) 200 
g 104 
y(y) = ri{{y),ï2^y)]' i96 
h{y) 196 
\ 105 
H( X )  104 
H(&) 229 
h (8) 194 
h_(9) • 194 i — 
h (i) 230 
ICI  ^
h^(^) 230 
H 105 
I^^(0) 198 
Il2(8) 198 
l2i(9) 198 
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:22(8) 
1^(0) 
K(0) 
k(y;^) 
A 
k(y) 
^.(8) 
k^(9) 
^0/2(8) 
\(È) 
ka/2(t) 
Kackar-Harville approximation 
lg(y,a/2) 
Z[e{z),Q] 
location-equivariant 
244 
Page 
\ 5 
L(i',9) 195 
M 105 
M*(z*;0) 107 
M*(0) 103 
M„(9) 93 
B -
A 
M„{9) 102 
B -
M*(0) 194 
m -
M*(9) 194 
r -
M(9) 207 
Mg(a) 227 
M*(A) 
m ^ 
228 
M*(^) 228 
M*(^) 232 
mean squared error 92 
N(z;9) 211 
N(z;^) 235 
V (9) 210 
m — 
v_(8) 210 
r -
230 
v^(è) 230 
p 207 
245 
Page 
p* 207 
p* 233 
P(0) 95 
P(e )  194  
^ 104 
^ 228 
I 228 
231 
I 231 
P^(0,§) 215 
p^(^,g) 238 
P2itXlw»i»§) 238 
P22(wl0,g) 215 
P3(w,9,gly) 215 
P3(w,i,êlx) 238 
P^CwlY) 215 
p^(wl^) 238 
prediction error 92 
q(0) 98 
Q*(9) 203 
q* 205 
q* 231 
246 
Page 
r 105 
R(Z;Y*) 212 
R(2;Y*) 235 
S(z) 193 
T(y,w) 106 
T^(e) 199 
T^(e) 199 
t(y). 94 
0 6 
^1 
ê2 
107 
107 
108 
9* • 205 
A A 
9, 9(z) 94 
9- 193 
% 
9 193 
translation-invariant 94 
Ui 95 
"2 95 
u{9} 197 
UB(y,a/2) 215 
U-invariant 193 
unbiased 92 
247 
V, V(0) 
^yy» 
vy.w(9) 
V(z*;0) 
V  
Page 
5 
6 
5 
5 
215 
106 
195 
w 
w" 
w(2* ;0 )  
6 
217 
107 
y 
y* 
6 
217 
Z* 
A 
z 
z* 
5m 
z 
z* 
205 
206 
232 
106 
204 
94 
106 
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